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Executive Summary 

The previous stage of the research delivered us the concept ‘democratic deficit’ as a departure 
point in order to understand the process of democratic transition and post-transition, its main 
characteristics and problems in Hungary and Romania. However it is important to state that the 
manifestation of this deficit is rather specific, situation-bounded, in these countries: the lack of 
trust, the problem of political representation (minority-issues), the distance between formal 
citizenship and active involvement etc. Furthermore, it is also important to focus on another 
feature of post-communist and post-socialist countries. Whereas before the transition the 
possibility to be actively involved in citizenship practices and government was rather limited, 
after the transition political (e.g. political parties), juridical (e.g. free association), economic (e.g. 
free market) and ideological (e.g. pluralism) transformations offered new opportunities (at least 
in a formal sense) to be active involved in the construction and reconstruction of society. For 
sure, these new freedoms gave birth to nationalist and ethnic ideologies, but they foremost 
transformed citizenship and governance into a more individualised issue. 

On the basis of these general observations it was be expected that new kinds of involvement, 
participation and activity should come about. Furthermore, it supports the idea that it is useful to 
take a look at those people who are dealing with the challenges generated by the deficit and how 
they shape to citizenship and governance. It supports the main aim of this stage of the research: to 
have an understanding of the way active citizenship is being learned within the changed and 
changing societies of Hungary and Romania. Through the life history method, and by using the 
theoretical framework of transitional learning, data has been collected to understand the context, 
content, reasons and modes of learning for active citizenship and governance. It is important to 
stress this data does not permit the formulation of generalisations. However, the purposeful (and 
not representative) sample allowed us to have a more differentiated understanding of the multiple 
faces of active citizenship and the related learning processes. Furthermore, it enabled us on the 
one hand to compare the data with the results of the Etgace research and on the other hand to 
present a first attempt at a conceptual model. 

1. Most of the respondents in Hungary represent themselves in terms of ‘social activism’, being 
active as a member or leader (of a organisation), having a strong belief in the self-directing 
potential of human beings and being focused on change. Responsibility was a central concept to 
explain their involvement. It is about being proactive and taking up responsibility for social 
issues. The stories of the respondents showed many different ways to articulate this feeling of 
responsibility. More specifically, the following categories of reasons for active citizenship could 
be ascertained: the values they are wed to, special circumstances and occasions during life and 
unconscious factors.  

With regard to the domains of their involvement, the following topics could be mentioned. In the 
period before the transition political activism was rather narrow, nevertheless it could be 
differentiated as follows: inside the formal regime, and sometimes using the established 
structures in ways other than they were meant for, and outside the regime in non-established 
practices. After the transition, most remain active in the political domain (except for those with 
an ‘over politicised’ past). Before the transition there is also in the social and cultural domain a 
distinction to be made between inside-initiatives and outside-initiatives. After the transition 
organisations with specific social or cultural goals have been established as well as organisations 
focusing on supporting these initiatives.  
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The interviews showed that the reason for learning often lies in the tension that exists between 
the respondents and the social context they live in, i.e. an experience of contradiction between 
one’s interpretations and the actual awareness of how things really are. With regard to the 
learning process, it could be said that the role of the family has been very important, i.e. the 
transmission of values and attitudes (cultural capital). Furthermore, transitional learning seems 
also to be caused by encounters with difference (another life world, social differences) and by 
contact with influential others. Related to this, is the mode of education. Both in the political and 
social domain informal education (e.g. life experiences) is regarded as most important. Formal 
and non-formal education is mentioned within the domain of work. 

2. Before the transition, active citizenship in Romania was not about membership but a kind of 
more than average involvement in formal structures. After the transition, active citizenship is 
regarded as a kind of voluntary membership and has an instrumental focus. The data presents the 
following profile of ‘the active citizen’ as ‘activist’: ‘responsible, perseverant, and committed to 
his mission, having the skills (professionalism) to an effective activity.’  

With regard to the reason for the activism, the following categories are mentioned: events 
(confrontation with injustice, financial problems, non-planned involvement), relations with 
parents, belonging to a facilitating network/group and significant models. The analyses revealed 
three general types of life-paths of active citizens: single career – single transition, dual career-
single transition, and single career-multiple transitions. In most of the cases, acting autonomously 
– setting up an NGO or a private enterprise – is the solution to a biographical crisis that makes a 
mere conventional career less likely. Furthermore, the data showed that becoming practically 
active requires more than personal qualities - which are without any doubt necessary – a specific 
context, with special constraints and opportunities, is also required.  

To answer the question how people shape active citizenship the concepts challenge, connections 
and capacities functioned as an initial framework. With regard to the challenges the data allowed 
a distinction between active citizens with self-oriented motivations (both intrinsic satisfaction and 
extrinsic motivations) and with social oriented motivations (the idea of focusing on changing 
things, the accomplishment of change, the concrete needs of others that have to be fulfilled). 
With regard to the dimension of connections, only in several cases the stakes of activism are 
related to a type of collective identity (commitment to a collectivity). This is the case of two of 
the subjects committed to the Hungarian ethnic identity. Another important finding is a timid 
emergence of a specific identity of NGO activists. The data from the interviews showed a 
distinction at the level of capacities (or the general strategies and modes of action used by the 
respondents): capacities related to personal career development and capacities related to 
institutional development. 

With regard to the domain of active citizenship an important finding is the social-oriented focus 
in civil society, the low credibility of the political domain and the distinction between private 
initiatives and motivated workers as types of active citizenship in the economic domain. Using 
the content acquired through learning as a criterion, the interviews helped to distinguish two 
types of learning processes. The first type is learning (through identification or differentiation) 
about active citizenship i.e. of the features that were delineated in the analysis of contextual 
definitions of active citizenship. The second type is learning the skills, tools, resources, 
competencies employed in the act of being an active citizen. With regard to the latter, formal and 
non-formal learning contexts have been mentioned as important. For the younger generation it 
appears that their learning process has been quite smooth and pragmatic.  
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3. These findings of learning for active citizenship and governance in both Romania and 
Hungary, and after being compared, function as the main source of information to compare the 
situation in Eastern and Central Europe with the situation in Western Europe. Presenting 
some main findings, it is important to stress again that the intention is not to make general claims, 
but to offer a starting point for the elaboration of hypotheses and the construction of a 
comparative theoretical framework. With regard to the general context, it is important to notice 
that notions such as ‘crisis of the welfare state’, ‘democratic deficit’, ‘re-moralisation of citizens’ 
and ‘decentralisation’ (used to describe processes and problems during the Etgace project) are 
sometimes too general to represent the situation in Hungary and Romania. Due to the transition 
there seems to be a democratic deficit, but it is articulated in specific ways: poverty, inequality, 
corruption, old mentalities, etc. The findings related to learning for active citizenship are more or 
less similar. First, both in ‘established democracies’ and in countries in transition (or post 
transition) learning and active citizenship seem to be a rather individual and individualised 
process. Second, as the findings of the Etgace project showed, learning active citizenship is an 
unpredictable process which occurs non-systematically, it is more governed by unconscious 
factors than guided by rational choices and decisions. Third, the challenges that generated a 
learning process were often unpredicted and not foreseen. Closely related to this, the capacities 
and attributes needed to be effective and successful seem to be mainly learned by doing.  

4. During the Etgace project a conceptual model relating context, challenge, capacity and 
connection has been developed. It functioned as the general background for the interviews within 
this research. Despite the model offered opportunities to frame the data, the national reports from 
Hungary and Romania seem to demand a more differentiated approach. Therefore, the last part of 
the report is an elaboration of a more detailed model on learning for active citizenship, i.e. a 
design of a conceptual model that enables us to have a deep understanding of the complexity of 
issues related to active citizenship and learning in Hungary and Romania. 

The basic assumption underlying the elaboration of the model is a distinction between three 
general levels. The macro level is about the main challenges within society towards active 
citizenship: the democratic deficit and the need for a new definition and content of active 
citizenship. Subjectivity refers to a second level of active citizenship, i.e. the kind of relation to 
one’s self that is found in an active citizen. The data of the life history method, combined with a 
theoretical framework (Foucault), enabled a description of active citizenship at the level of 
subjectivity and to distinguish four figures of active citizenship: entrepreneurial citizenship, 
symbolic citizenship, professional citizenship and resistance citizenship. The third level is the 
conceptualisation of learning processes, i.e. the learning processes related to active citizenship, 
and if possible, to the different figures of active citizenship. 

These levels are the basic building blocks for the creation of a conceptual model used to describe 
and understand the multiple dimensions and features of active citizenship in Hungary and 
Romania.  By combining these three levels, the conceptual model can function at the same time 
in a critical way. By critical we do not refer to an act of normative judgement, but to the act of 
making distinctions and establishing a framework to make decisions and to take options. In other 
words, the critical dimension of the model enables us to make connections between the different 
levels and their characteristics and to articulate the critical issues concerning learning for active 
citizenship and governance. It allows for example to ask which figure of active citizenship is 
facing the social challenges, which figure of active citizenship could/should be promoted, which 
figure is important but should remain independent or what kind of educational policy is required. 
In the next phases of the project, the model will be elaborated further and relevant answers to 
some of the questions will be explored. 
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PART 1 

Introduction 

M. Simons and D. Wildemeersch 

Introduction  
 
The general background to this stage of the research are the changed and changing relations 
between citizens and the state. It is a basic assumption of the research that within this context 
people express new and different kinds of citizenship, and are involved in specific forms of 
government. Furthermore, the aim is not only to understand where and how people are involved 
in the construction and reconstruction of society, but also to have an understanding of how this 
involvement comes about. Therefore, it is important to have a deeper understanding of how and 
where people learn to think and act as active citizens. To take a look at formal education during 
childhood will not be enough to picture these learning processes. Instead, it could be expected 
that in a changed and changing society active citizenship and governmental involvement are not 
learned once and for all and not only learned through training programs.  
 
By using the life history method (elaborated in the Etgace research) and interviewing active 
citizens of Hungary and Romania the main goal is to develop a more deep understanding of the 
learning processes for active citizenship and governance The basic assumption is that active 
citizens themselves are the experts in their learning and that their voice is an important source of 
information to understand the nature and the characteristics of their learning processes. Because 
the comparability of data (with those of Western Europe) is an important requirement of the 
research, the conceptualisation of learning, the methodology as well as the framework for 
interpretation is to large extent the same as during the Etgace project. While the introduction 
presents the research questions, the method and methodological requirements, the two national 
reports present the main findings of the research in Romania and Hungary. The final part offers 
conclusions from three perspectives. First, a sort of synthesis of the national reports, taking into 
account the main findings. Second, a comparison between countries of Eastern and Central 
Europe on the one hand and countries of Western Europe on the other hand. And third, an 
elaboration of a conceptual framework based on the main findings.  

General background 

As the national reports on literature review and policy analysis in Hungary and Romania indicate, 
it is important to keep in mind that their past is different but also that their relation to and 
interpretation of that past. Despite these national differences, it could be argued that in both 
countries there are a lot of initiatives towards democratisation, i.e. the involvement of all citizens 
in the construction and reconstruction of society. Furthermore, the concept ‘democratic deficit’ 
used to describe a main feature of countries in Western Europe, seems to be helpful to describe 
the background of a lot of the initiatives concerning participation and involvement. The diagnosis 
of a deficit is the diagnosis that for a democratic society a ‘democratic hardware’ is not enough. 
In other words, this ‘hardware’ (legal and political structures, formal citizenship) seems to be a 
necessary condition but not a sufficient one. What is needed is a kind of active involvement, 
active collaboration and participation and adequate forms of (self-)government. In Western parts 
of Europe these requirements are expressed in concepts such as ‘active citizenship’ and 
‘governance’. However, these concepts are rarely used in Hungary and Romania. Nevertheless, 
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there are other ways of looking at the deficit (e.g. lack of trust, lack of representation) and 
initiatives to deal with them (e.g. policy on minorities, NGOs). Therefore, although the 
conceptual framework is not the same, it could be said there is a specific concern for citizenship 
and government to deal with the democratic deficit. 

While the democratic deficit seems to be typical for both Western Europe and the Eastern and 
Central part of Europe, it is important to stress the differences. Without doubt, the legacy of 
communism and the route of transition in Hungary (soft dictatorship and a negotiating 
revolution) and Romania (totalitarian regime and mass movement) give the democratic deficit a 
rather specific character. At stake is the transformation or even construction of basic political 
institutions, legal frameworks and structures for social protection, economic freedom and 
political representation. In the Western part of Europe the democratic deficit seems to induce 
mainly a transformation ‘within’ (and not ‘towards’) democracy, i.e. rethinking and 
reconstructing democracy, citizenship (‘remoralise’), government (‘decentralise’, ‘governance’) 
and the welfare state (‘active welfare’). It is important to keep in mind the different origins of the 
democratic deficit and the options taken to deal with it. In other words, it is important not to jump 
to conclusions and to understand all reforms in Eastern and Western Europe through the Western 
concepts of ‘active citizenship’ and ‘governance’ and the connotation these concepts have in the 
actual welfare states of the West. However, this does not mean the situation in Western and 
Eastern/Central Europe is totally different. Rather, it is striking to notice how in both parts of 
Europe the distance between the formal level (procedures, legal apparatus, citizenship) and real 
and effective modes of involvement and participation is regarded as an important problem.  

This general description helps us to understand the changed and changing relations between 
citizens and the state. It is a basic assumption of the research that within this context people 
express new and different kinds of citizenship, and are involved in specific forms of government. 
Furthermore, the aim is not only to understand where and how people are involved in the 
construction and reconstruction of society, but also to have an understanding of how this 
involvement comes about. Therefore, it is important to have a deeper understanding of how and 
where people learn to think and act as active citizens. To take a look at formal education during 
childhood will not be enough to picture these learning processes. Instead, it could be expected 
that in a changed and changing society active citizenship and governmental involvement are not 
learned once and for all and not only learned through training programs. These considerations are 
underlying the following working hypothesis (analogous to the Etgace project): notions of 
citizenship and attitudes, skills and behavioural patterns which equip adults to participate 
actively as citizens, and to conduct tasks of governance and social and economic regulation, are 
not learned simply – nor even primarily – through formal or targeted educational provision; they 
are constructed – learned incidentally – in socio-institutional and cultural processes (non-formal 
and informal education).  

Learning for active citizenship and governance: general perspectives  

The working hypothesis has some rather specific implications for the development of a suitable 
theory of learning and for the operationalisation of dimensions of learning citizenship beyond 
formal education. During the Etgace project these requirements have been translated into a 
specific framework centred around theories on experiential learning (Kolb, 1984, Jarvis, 1987), 
biographical learning (Alheit, 1992, 1995) and transitional learning (Stroobants, Jans & 
Wildemeersch, 2001). Some key-concepts and their background, based on the Etgace report, are 
elaborated here (Celis et al, 2001). 
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2. 1. Transitional learning and meaningful connections 

The basic assumption is that during their lives individuals are faced with new and rather 
unpredictable changes. More specifically these changes are situated in the relation between their 
life course and the transforming context, and confront people with the challenge to (learn to) 
anticipate, handle and reorganise theses changing aspects during their life. People are challenged 
to be continuously involved in a process of constructing meaning, making choices, taking up 
responsibilities and dealing with changes in the personal, social and societal context. This process 
could be understood as a creation and recreation of one’s own biography and telling one’s life 
story in combination with the construction and reconstruction of the environment. It is a process 
of making meaningful connections and could be conceptualised as ‘transitional learning’. It is 
about creating meaningful connections between one’s narrative understanding of the self as an 
actor in past, present and future on the one side, and one’s understanding of the context in which 
one operates and lives in terms of broader themes and issues at stake in society at that particular 
time and place on the other. This idea of ‘transitional learning’ has some important implications 
with regard to understanding learning for active citizenship.1 

Understanding learning from the perspective of transitions in the relations between the individual 
life course and changing contexts, implies it is important to look at making meaningful 
connections as an important part of identity building. Transitions challenge people to reconstruct 
their identity, and closely related to this, their relation to others and to the environment. A 
consequence of this perspective is that we do not understand identity as something which is fixed 
once and for all. Due to new challenges, the building of one’s identity through meaningful 
connections is an ongoing process. 

Since people are facing transitions in the dynamic between their life course and the changing 
context, the resulting learning process is neither linear nor one-dimensional. The transitional 
moments inducing learning active citizenship could be understood as a series of transitions over 
a lifetime. Transitional learning is learning to anticipate, handle and reorganise changing aspects 
due to specific transitions and creating meaningful connections during a series of transformations 
in one’s life. 

Learning active citizenship is often accidental, unexpected and ad hoc. Since changes, challenges 
and transitions often could not be predicted, this kind of learning is not always intentional, 
neither conscious. The challenge to make meaningful connections is rather accidental, 
unexpected and ad hoc.  

2. 2. Dimensions of learning 

During the Etgace research an interesting framework, based on the ideas about transitional 
learning, was developed in order to understand the learning process individuals are involved in. 
This framework makes it possible to analyse learning along four dimensions: context, challenge, 
capacity and connections (Celis et al., 2001). Learning active citizenship is a process of being 
challenged by personal or social topics, and the development of actorship in order to have the 
capacity to give an effective answer to these challenges, together with and for others in 

                                                 
1 It is important to mention that the theoretical framework used here, as well as the related method, is limited to 
learning on a discursive level. As a consequence the role of unconscious level and the level of practices are not 
explicitly taken into account. These issues, and possible shortcomings of the initial framework, are discussed in the 
national reports of Romania and Hungary. 
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connection with engaged people, groups and communities. This process and development is 
always situated in a particular context (cf. Mathijssen, et al., 2001). 

Challenge  

A challenge or question is often the first condition for being involved or engaged. Of course, 
these challenges are very diverse. An example is the feeling of injustice or exclusion towards 
oneself or others. However, it does not mean engagement is solely directed towards the ‘other’. 
Engaging oneself for others is often linked with personal fulfilment and self-actualisation. 
Therefore, a distinction could be made between personal and social challenges, although with 
regard to citizenship it is often not one or the other. An important element of being challenged is 
responsibility. Being confronted with a challenge is inducing a feeling of responsibility, i.e. 
feeling responsible to change a situation or act in a certain way in order to make a difference. 
Responsibility involves having an idea of the context oneself and others are part of and reflecting 
about the themes and issues which are important here. 

Capacity  

The presence of a challenge and a sense of responsibility are not a sufficient condition for action 
and reflection. Challenged people need the capacity and self-reliance to be a competent actor, i.e. 
to deal with the challenge and to act upon the environment. Capacity is closely linked with 
effectivity. To be effective towards challenges is to have the capacities (skills, knowledge, 
attitudes, experiences) to act upon the environment in order to make a change in relation to these 
challenges. Being effective is about knowing how to make a difference, having the capacities to 
act as an agent of change and thus the means, strategies, instruments or possibilities to realise 
commitments. 

Connection  

Besides being challenged and having the capacity to act effective, a third condition should be 
mentioned, connection. Learning active citizenship is never an isolated process. Values, ideas and 
attitudes at the level of groups, communities, family and friends can play a major role in defining 
the situation, challenges and one’s own position. Furthermore, learning for citizenship and 
governance is about the construction of a meaningful connection with and for others. In this 
sense, connection can be closely linked to identity building or self-definition. Although identity 
building is always contextualised and mediated by society and culture, this is certainly the case 
with regard to active citizenship. In implies a development of social, political and cultural 
allegiances and being part of specific reference groups. However, it is important to understand 
connections in a broad sense, and paying also attention to connections (e.g. networks) which are 
not immediately related to identity-building. 

Context  

A last important element in the learning process is the context. With regard to learning for 
citizenship and governance different levels of contexts should be mentioned. First, the socio-
cultural and political context (within a nation-state or at a global level). Second, the social context 
and more specifically groups, communities or social domains (with their institutions and 
organisations) and their specific values. Third, the personal context, or the direct environment of 
the learner. All these contexts are changing over time and bring about moments of transitions. 
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2. 3. Domains of learning 

In order to have an understanding of the diversity of learning processes for active citizenship and 
governance it is not enough to make a distinction between the different dimensions of the 
learning process. Also different domains in which learning occurs should be mentioned. Initially, 
four domains have been distinguished in the Etgace project: the work domain, the state domain, 
civil society and the private domain. However, during the research the private domain was 
conceived as part of civil society. Also during Re-Etgace research we will distinguish only three 
domains - of course, keeping in mind to understand the domain of civil society broad enough to 
include active citizenship, which is somehow situated between the private and the public or new 
kinds of citizenship emerging in the public domain.  

For selecting respondents for the life history method a general dimension was added to these 
distinctions: established and emergent practices in the public domain.2 This dimension was 
added because it could be expected that due to the transition in Hungary and Romania there is a 
new space for practices to emerge, and that these emergent practices differ from the established 
ones. The following criteria were used as general guideline to make a distinction between both 
types of practices: 

 
Established      Emergent 

  
 formal political structures    sub political processes 
 mainstream, civil society organisations  life style issues, life politics 
  e.g. trade-unions 
 clear defined social group interest   fluency in organisation 
 ideology driven     unconventional activism 
 traditional/established channels of interaction informal membership 
 acknowledged partners in societal debate 
 professionals 
 formalised membership 

 

In West European countries, but certainly also in countries of Central and Eastern Europe, 
practices through which active citizenship is exercised are changing. This is certainly the case 
with practices at the level of civil society or more general in the socio-cultural field. It could be 
expected they are part of, or generate new practices in the public sphere and while being engaged 
in active citizenship inaugurate transformations at the level of economics, politics or civil society.  

2. 4. Modes of learning 

An important aim of the research is to find strategies that can direct learning active citizenship for 
governance in Europe. Therefore, beside these dimensions of the learning process, we should 
take a closer look at the different modes of intervention. In the research we will distinguish three 
modes of educational intervention; formal, non formal and informal (Coombs, 1985). These 
distinctions will enable us to pay attention to highly diverse learning processes and evaluate 
diverse educational interventions towards active citizenship. Furthermore, this distinction 
                                                 
2 This distinction is borrowed from the Solgace-discussion, which is taking place in the context of the preparation of 
a sixth framework research proposal. We would like to thank D. Wildemeersch and V. Stroobants for the suggestion. 
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embodies the actual concepts of the learning society and lifelong learning, but offers also a more 
precise categorisation of the learning process, especially with regard to active citizenship in new 
democratic societies.  

Formal education includes education and training in school and post-school institutions (often 
situated at a public level). These are more or less centralised, often have a sequential curriculum 
and well-established structures of assessment. They formed a major vehicle of public 
intervention, especially with regard to ‘civic education’, policies and expenditure. Because of the 
challenges posed to the public domain and the emergent practices with regard to active 
citizenship and governance, we could expect these modes of intervention are not the most 
important anymore. 

Non-formal education includes all systematic educational activity outside the formal system. 
Examples are work-based training, community education programmes in health, co-operation, 
etc., or adult literacy programmes. In many countries of Western Europe, it was the main and 
traditional source of state intervention in post-school learning. Examples are education and 
training offered by NGO and the voluntary sector. They can be classified as more or less 
established modes of educational intervention. 

Informal education refers to unorganised, unsystematic and/or unintended lifelong learning at 
home, work and through media. This mode of education could be claimed to be the source of 
most learning over a lifetime and generating outcomes strongly dependent on the specific 
learning environment of an individual..  

Research questions 

The general aim of the research is to know why, how, where and when adults have learned 
notions of citizenship and governance and attitudes, values and behaviour related to active 
citizenship and governance. Insight in these learning processes (to become an active citizen and 
within the experience of becoming an active citizen) offers ideas for effective intervention 
strategies and policies to influence notions, skills, attitudes and behavioural patterns, that are 
beneficial to the development of a democratic concept of citizenship. This means that we 
consider ‘active’ citizens those people who are committed to a ‘democratic’ process. Our 
framework offers the opportunity to focus our attention to specific topics and to operationalise 
this general aim in some specific questions. The first three are about the changes in the personal, 
social and societal context and precede the learning process. The last question is concerned with 
how the process developed in the context. 

•  When? In what phase of a person’s life was learned?  

•  Why? (content) Which are the moments of transition or critical moments, incidents, 
persons and phases in a person’ life which had an important influence on learning 
processes for active citizenship. Of course, to understand these moments we also have 
to question in which context and through which transformations they occurred. 

•  Where? (context) At what domains were people involved in learning processes for 
active citizenship during their lives and through which mode of educational 
intervention? 
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•  How? (dimensions) How did people make meaningful connections (and identities) in 
relation to which challenges (for what reason, responsibility) and with the help of 
which capacities (and the level of being empowered or effective)? 

Answers to these questions, similar to those during the Etgace project and thus offering the 
opportunity to compare, will be developed on the basis of data collected with the Life History 
Method. However, there are additional questions. One is related to the situation in East and 
Central Europe (transition) and to the further elaboration of the theoretical background. The 
second is based on the introduction of the distinction between established and emergent practices. 
Also these questions should be taken into account during the selection of respondents, although 
they play a more important role at the level of interpretation.  

•  How do processes of learning for citizenship and governance vary between selected 
age-cohorts, i.e. people with different experiences of the past and present organisation 
of society and a different relation towards political transition?  

•  Are there differences with regard to the learning process between citizens who are 
active in established practices and citizens who are active in emergent practices?  

Topics of special interest 

The previous phase of the research (literature review) not only offered us data to describe the 
context of active citizenship, but delivered also some general themes and topics to take into 
account. These themes and topics are not used to formulate research questions in the strict sense 
of the word, but offer additional perspectives and lines of interpretation for analysing the learning 
processes of active citizens.  

•  The transition has a major influence on the ideas and practices of citizenship and 
government. From this perspective also an influence at the level of learning could be 
expected. To be able to understand this influence it is very important to use the period of 
transition as criteria for the selection of respondents, i.e. a balanced selection with regard 
to age. Closely related with this is the way the respondents look at the period of transition, 
i.e. their actual perception and interpretation of the past and the present, and how this 
relates to learning.  

•  During the period of transition there were no official and formal strategies with regard to 
education for democratic citizenship. At the beginning of transition period therefore it 
could be expected that learning for citizenship was very specific and informal, and 
required rather specific capacities: active citizenship without established practices and 
combining resistance and project identities. 

•  Democracy is faced with rather specific deficits such as the lack of representation of 
minorities and the problem of corruption. Therefore, it could be expected that interesting 
information could be obtained by focusing on people who are involved in formal and 
informal initiatives to deal with these dimensions of the democratic deficit. 

•  It is argued that there is a decline of citizens’ participation in politics and it is relevant to 
see if this is compensating maybe with activity in other domains like private or civil 
society domain.  
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•  It is arguable to take a close look at the relation between the local and national/global 
while talking about the learning moments of an active citizen. It could be expected that 
this relation induces rather specific challenges and requires specific capacities and 
connections. It is also arguable to take a close look at the relation between the formal 
context (of democracy, participation, rights) and how the respondents experience ‘real’ 
challenges, opportunities and possibilities. In other words, the relation between formal, 
established practices and ‘real’ empowering practices (and thus emergent practices). 

•  Concepts such as ‘active citizenship’ and ‘governance’ are rarely used, and probably also 
not by the respondents themselves to talk about their own experiences. These notions are 
first of all conceptual tools in research, and especially at the level of the European Union. 
However, it could be interesting to have an idea of the connotation of these notions. Or 
more generally, it seems to be very important to understand the context in which these 
notions, and notions such as ‘civil society’, ‘citizenship’, ‘transition’ and ‘education’ are 
used.  

Life history method : background and methodology3 

In order to collect data to answer the research questions and to explore the topics of special 
interest the life history method was used. The method is rooted in an interpretative framework 
and offers qualitative data on the basis of interviews. It is in line with the basic assumptions about 
transitional learning, i.e. the idea that people are challenged by transitions to construct 
meaningful connections between their personal life history and changing contexts. Before dealing 
with the selection of the interviewees, the interview design and data-analysis, a rather general 
background of the method is presented. 

5. 1. Theoretical background 

In order to understand the learning processes with regard to active citizenship and governance, 
we opt for a biographical research approach. This approach is rooted in the assumption that 
human action is to a certain extent the result of previous experiences and the way meaning is 
given to these experiences (cf. Kelchtermans, 1994). It is our conviction that some experiences 
(critical moments, incidents, persons and phases in a person’s life) influence and change the 
pattern of actions and competencies with regard to citizenship. In this sense they function as 
transitional moments inducing learning processes. The biographical method is used to give a 
‘voice’ to the way people give meaning to their world and how they experience themselves in this 
world. The basic idea is that people are themselves the experts of their world and the learning 
processes they are involved in. It gives active citizens the opportunity to speak for themselves 
(Musson, 1998).  

The option for a biographical approach and biographical method, is also closely related to actual 
transformations in society. In late-modern societies, and probably also in a post-communist 
regime, individuals are dependent less on others, ideologies, social class, etc. to give meaning to 
their lives, to deal with changes and to construct their life history. In this situation, people are 
increasingly placed in a position where they have to write their own biography in a reflective 
relation towards themselves, i.e. to construct a reflective biography. Furthermore, life itself is a 
learning process in which transitions between several domains have to be anticipated and 
reorganised (Alheit, 1992, 1995). In this context, it is expected that learning active citizenship (a 
                                                 
3 Large parts of this chapter are based on texts developed during the Etgace project. 
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process of constructing connections between one’s life history and changes in the environment) is 
closely related to the construction of an individual biography.  

To focus on the individual construction of a biography and the meaning giving processes of 
people, does not imply influences from the context are of no importance. Learning active 
citizenship and governance and making meaningful connections during one’s life is understood 
as a contextualised process. People are part of socio-historical structures and practices and their 
construction of meaning and knowledge is mediated by more or less general discourses. 
However, the point of departure is that these ‘structures’ do not determine the way people act and 
think. The individual and individualised biographies are not determined by the social and societal 
context. As Giddens has argued, the relation between ‘structure’ and ‘agency’ could be 
understood as a relation of mutual dependency (Giddens, 1979). Individuals are not only 
influenced by the structures they find themselves in, but are also actors in those structures: 
“Structure is not to be equated with constraint but is always both constraining and enabling.” 
(Giddens, 1999, 127) Therefore it is possible to look at the construction of a reflective biography 
as an answer to social and societal challenges and thus an expression of biographical actorship.  

These general assumptions clarify why a biographical method and the interpretation of life 
histories of individuals is useful to have a understanding of the learning processes active citizens 
are involved in. In other words, since the world is always a meaningful world and people give 
meaning to their relation with different and changing contexts, their ‘voices’ and ‘expertise’ are 
important sources to reveal an understanding of what learning for active citizenship and 
governance is about. To be sure, it is not the only source. Information about the broader social 
and societal context will help us to frame the individual biographies and the different dimensions 
of the learning processes.  

It is important to mention that the option for qualitative-interpretative biographical research has 
specific consequences with regard to the nature of the outcomes and the problem of reliability 
and validity. It is not our goal to test general hypothesis or to reveal law-like regularities on the 
basis of a representative sample, neither to make some general claims with regard to learning for 
active citizenship and governance. Therefore, it does not make sense to judge the biographical 
method and its outcomes by the criteria of ‘traditional’ empirico-analytical research (cf. Smeyers, 
1999). Our intention is to explore different kinds of active citizenship, to conceptualise learning 
processes in different contexts and finally to look for elements which are useful in the 
construction of a theory about learning for active citizenship and governance. The biographical 
method is not an instrument to verify (or falsify) a general theory, but a tool (among others) to 
conceptualise parts of the social world and to build a theoretical framework. This does not mean 
that for this research approach there are no requirements with regard to reliability and validity4. A 
way to guarantee the reliability (or the imitability or replicability) of the research is to assure 
argumentative reliability, i.e. presenting the reader in a systematic way the results towards an 
almost inescapable conclusion (cf. Van Ijzendoorn, 1988). A procedure to assure validity of the 
research (adequate or authentic representation of the social reality) is communicative validity; 
giving the respondents (during a second interview) the opportunity to give feedback on the first 
interview.   

                                                 
4 For a more detailed discussion of the issues concerning reliability and validity: Celis et al., 2001. 
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5. 2. Methodological description and data analysis approach  5  

The aim of the life history method is the gain insight into life history of active citizenship and 
especially the learning processes related to active citizenship and governance. An interview is the 
major source to collect this information. Because of our interest for topics related to citizenship, 
and comparability of data in different countries, the interview was thematic and semi-structured. 
It was thematic because we wanted to pay attention to those elements in life that were related to 
active citizenship (and not the whole biography). A semi-structured interview allowed us to focus 
on elements related to learning and citizenship and enabled us to collect comparable data.  

During the Etgace project every respondent has been interviewed twice. The aim of the second 
interview was to test the hypothesis formulated after analysing the data from the first interview. 
The national teams decided to do one interview per respondent and only if necessary a second 
one. The option to limit the focus during the interview and deal mainly with topics related to 
citizenship and learning (a small part of the life history) supports this decision.  

We started with a vertical analysis of the interview data, which means that we examined the data 
within the different life stories, without making comparisons between or drawing conclusions 
across all the respondents. In the first analysis phase, we drew up a profile per respondent. This 
profile consists of four elements: (1) the learning context profile, (2) the content profile, (3) 
dimensions profile, and (4) the profile of the learning process. We started the construction of the 
profile very close to the material and the specific biographies (context profile) in order to end up 
with a description of a profile of the respondents’ transitional learning process. These profiles, 
which will be elaborated below, formed the basis of a horizontal analysis, i.e. comparing profiles 
from different respondents and elaborating the conceptual framework. 

Context profile 

The first element of the profile consists of the context (context profile) of the respondent’s 
biography; this entails the rather personal biographical context (family, work, ...) as well as the 
broader societal context elements. The purpose of this first profile is to make up some kind of 
sample-card of all the relevant elements for the development of active citizenship. Making up a 
sample-card does not mean that we describe all the relevant elements and inputs in chronological 
order and their mutual connection. We rather want to explore the general learning context, basing 
ourselves on the relevant inputs and antecedents. 

Content profile 

The second part of the respondents’ profile contains a description/characterisation of the 
respondent, using his/her own words. In this part we draw a content profile of the respondent, by 
answering the following question; “How do we characterise him/her as a (active) citizen?”  We 
look for notions, terms or axes to describe/characterise the respondent. These notions or axes 
stem from the respondent’s own life story. We can for example describe citizen X with the help 
of the notions of ‘pluralism’, ‘progressive’, ‘societal commitment and servitude’, ... This 
description can lead us to discover different (old and new) meanings of active citizenship, and 
enable us to abandon our prejudices and presuppositions about what it means to be an active 
citizen. 

                                                 
5 For a more detailed description of the methodology (procedure, examples of questions, transcriptions, …): Simons 
& Wildemeersch, 2003. 
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Dimensions profile  

The first interview is built up chronologically and based upon a subjective division of one’s life 
as an active citizen by the respondent him/herself. In this third part of the respondent’s profile, 
we describe the main phases of the respondent’s life story (life phases profile) in terms of 
challenges, capacities and connections. The different phases are marked by turning points or 
transitional moments; these are moments when the respondent comes to the (re)construction of 
new meaningful connections or to new schemes of meaning. In the learning process profile we go 
deeper into these turning points or transitional moments in the respondent’s life, for they are at 
the heart of the learning process of the respondent.   

Learning process profile 

In a fourth profile element, we focus on the learning processes the respondent has gone through 
during his/her biography. We try to describe the respondents’ learning process using the 
framework of transitional learning. We focus on the turning points or transitional moments 
between the different main life phases of the respondent’s biography (identified in the part three 
of the respondent’s profile). Although many (critical) events may be of significance to a 
respondent’s life story or may hold a moment of learning, we foremost focus on the turning 
points which entail the (re)construction of a meaningful connection, which leads to real 
transitional learning.  

5. 3. Selection of respondents 

The samples were selected by the national teams, and with the help of the advisory panel. The 
theoretical background of the research offered us some general criteria for this selection. With 
regard to these criteria we have to remind that it was not about a representative sample in order to 
represent the population of active citizens empirically. We wanted respondents who were 
representative for the concept of ‘active citizenship’ elaborated in relation to our theoretical 
background. Therefore, it was a purposeful representativity and purposeful sample of 
respondents, i.e. a selection on the basis of characteristics and properties that were important in 
the light of (the construction) of our theory concerned with the learning process of active 
citizenship. 

The most important criteria for selection was that they were ‘agents of change’ in one of the three 
domains. They were active as a citizen in their own environment, and actors with a societal 
commitment who pursued objectives aiming at organising society, an organisation or community 
in a democratic way. It was important to include representatives of ‘new social movements’, 
because one of the aims of the research was to understand these new conceptions of citizenship. 
Representatives of groups with an explicit undemocratic agenda were excluded, since the aim of 
the research was the investigation of democratic active citizenship.  

A second criterion for selection was the age cohort. Although a distinction between cohorts did 
not deliver interesting information during the Etgace research, in this project we used two age 
cohorts again but for a different reason. Because a transformation concerning citizenship was 
expected due to the transition in East and Central Europe, we made a distinction between active 
citizens who were active before the transition and those who started their career as active citizens 
after the transition.  
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A third criteria, linked with the first one and used in order to include many different kind of 
active citizenship, was the distinction between established practices and emergent 
practices/movements. Although gender should not be taken explicitly into account in this 
research, we made a more or less balanced selection with regard gender.  

6. The international report 

In addition to this introduction, this report consists of three other chapters. Chapter two and three 
report the main findings of the life history method in Hungary and Romania. The last chapter 
presents the main conclusions and a comparison with the results of the Etgace project. 

The structure of the national reports is derived from the theoretical background and the 
framework for the analysis of the data. The first section of each national report is a description of 
the general context; a description of the main characteristics of social life and of the major 
changes in the socio-political context. At the end of this section, some general remarks about 
methodological issues are mentioned. The second part is based on the content profile of the active 
citizens. It answers the questions about how active citizens describe themselves and what is 
meant by citizenship activity. The third section is focused on the questions ‘why do people 
become active citizens?’ and ‘which factors influenced their decisions to become active and to 
give shape to social relations?’. The question ‘how do people shape active citizenship?’ is 
explored in the fourth section by taking into account the three dimensions of the learning process 
(connections, challenges, and capacities). A description of the domains of learning (political, civil 
society and work) and for each domain the mode of learning (formal, informal, non-formal) and 
the relation between established and emergent practices is the main goal of the fifth section. In 
short, it deals with the ‘where’-question. The idea about transitional learning enables us to link 
the previous elements and describe the formal characteristics of the learning process. This 
description of the connections between all factors in the socio-cultural context and the personal 
biography and the general characterisation of transitional moments and how learning results in 
meaningful connections is aim of the sixth part. In the seventh section the role of political 
transition is discussed. Also age and gender-related issues are taken into account. A last section 
presents the profiles of the learners, i.e. the main characteristics of the respondents’ lives and 
careers as active citizens. These profiles offer the essential information to ‘get a picture’ from 
each person. 

The last chapter of this international report highlights the general observations and conclusions 
based upon the material presented in the national reports. It is important to mention again it is not 
the goal of the research to find representative, generalisable or universal results. Instead, the 
conclusion presents a conceptualisation of different features of the learning process for active 
citizenship and governance taking into account a variety of contexts. A summary of the main 
conclusions of learning processes in countries of Western Europe gives the opportunity in the 
second part of the last chapter to make a comparative analysis. The third part of the conclusion is 
the elaboration of a conceptual model in order to understand the main findings and to raise some 
important questions. 
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PART 2 

Learning Active Citizenship in Hungary - Report on life histories 

T. Kleisz, V. Pavluska, P. Tamas and J. Tóth 
 

Introduction  

1. Relevant, general context of the individual biographies  

The main characteristics of social life and of the major changes in the socio-political context, 
used to frame and interpret individual biographies (life histories) refer the whole (both the early 
and the late) communist era of Hungary. 

Obviously older respondents more frequently mention the early phase, the tough communist 
regime that generally can be characterised as a total dictatorship led by the Communist Party 
under the political pressure of the USSR. In their telling respondents represent the so-called ‘50s’ 
with the following meaningful phrases: internment, Stalin’s death, party-state hegemony in all 
branches of social life and other dark issues. Especially these unbearable socio-economic 
circumstances gave rise to changes – if any - in most fields of social life. Some slight changes 
occurred even inside the Communist Party (personnel changes) and in the socio-political context. 
The most important and the most radical change which this total dictatorship brought about was 
the civil uprising against the hated leaders and the whole regime on October 23, 1956, that 
gradually turned into a revolution with the aim of creating a socialist system with a human face. 
Concerning civil society activities this event was the most outstanding real experience for many 
of our older respondents during the tough communist era. Younger respondents also refer to 1956 
as a starting point of all civil movements against communism in Hungary and in the whole 
communist world as well. Although the revolution of 1956 was crushed by Soviet troops, the 
leader of the 1956 revolutionary government, Imre Nagy, and several of his associates were 
executed in 1958, the dictatorship was restored with Soviet support and hundreds fell victim to 
reprisals, - nevertheless the revolution of 1956 has never been forgotten. 1956 – as the first 
attempt to overcome communism – became the symbol of fighting for freedom and inevitably 
started a new era in Hungary that can be labelled with the name of János Kádár. 

In the years of Kádár´s leadership (1956-1988), after a period of retaliation for the revolution 
(1956-1962), the regime was consolidated (1962-1989). From the beginning of the 60’s a more 
pragmatic and more liberal practice of communist dictatorship – the so-called “kadarism” – came 
on the scene. The Hungarian model of late socialism can be characterised with the following 
(Romsics, 1999):  

- authoritarian power instead of total dictatorship;  
- certain independence in the subsystems of the society (economy, education, culture, science, 

religion, civil society, etc.); 
- rationalisation of state-ownership based planned economy; 
- disappearance of the party-state ideological hegemony; 
- withdrawal of politics from everyday life; 
- great effort on meeting the consumer and modernisation needs of society. 
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For all the above mentioned features, the second – and obviously much longer - part of the 
Kádár-era can be considered as a sort of soft dictatorship, meanwhile in other European 
communist countries regimes remained rather hard, sometimes really crucial till the time of their 
collapse. Soft dictatorship of Hungary can be marked as a silent consent between society 
(particularly the intellectuals) and the regime. This silent consent led to a kind of détente or 
compliance on both sides. In everyday life the political power gave up the previously very tight, 
direct and aggressive control of the civil society and the other elements of the system. Meanwhile 
people were simply keeping a distance from direct political issues and actions and turned towards 
much softer – sometimes very indirect and sophisticated - solutions of resistance and critics of 
the system;  or they formed – sometimes in reality or sometimes only on the surface - politically 
neutral civil organisations, such as cultural, hobby and club-type organisations, etc.  

It is worth mentioning how our respondents experienced this two-faced – sometimes quite 
cynical - situation as a context of their activities.  

•  Religion was allowed in private life, although it was definitely not part of the official 
ideology, so religion can be considered as a kind of peaceful resistance against the official 
ideology.  

•  Radical thoughts came to light at the university of Marxism-Leninism (- it was officially the 
highest level of education of the communist ideology). Some state universities (one 
respondent mentioned Karl Marx University of Economics) were also places of peaceful 
resistance, where - behind the closed doors – all kinds of reform thoughts were conceived. 
Moreover, in the 80’s some reform circles of the communist party and the predecessors of 
present-day political agents (e.g. Fidesz) were formed inside universities too.  

•  A double-faceted role also occurred in the Hungarian Communist Youth Organisation 
(HCYO). HCYO was founded in 1957 as the youth organisation of the communist party. 
Young people between 14 and 26 could join (not really independently and freely). It was hard 
to avoid becoming a member, so the highest number of members was 900,000. From the 
point of youngsters HCYO was formally an organisation for the protection of interests on one 
hand, but on the other it was the framework for the community activities of young people, 
such as voluntary work camps, cultural movements, ideological panel discussions, all kinds 
of other community events, etc. So HCYO – besides having a quasi compulsory participation 
and the undoubtedly ideological character – provided certain opportunities for real 
involvement, self-conceived activities and radical thoughts. Paradoxically HCYO can be 
considered as one of the channels for becoming an active citizen. It is worth mentioning, that 
many actors of all sides of the present political system were trained in HCYO. 

•  The so-called dancing-house movement, which was very popular amongst young people from 
the 70’ss was also mentioned. On one hand it relates to clear cultural issues (folk-dance, folk-
heritage, etc.), but on the other hand dancing-house events gave opportunity for real, self-
organised community life and a kind of indirect resistance against the regime. As getting 
acquainted with Hungarian folk-heritage is unimaginable without knowing folk art and 
popular customs of the former parts of Hungary (Transylvania, Uplands, etc.), dancing-
houses reflected one of the greatest historical injuries to the nation – the Trianon Treaty – that 
was a political taboo as far as the regimes in Hungary and in the concerned countries were 
concerned. 
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Another milestone of change in the socio-political context happened in 1968, when major 
economic reforms were introduced, that gave relative independence to companies and 
agricultural production was also effectively increased by the co-operation between privately-
owned land and state owned farms. Simple forms of private and independent initiatives were 
opened up. These market-like solutions in the economy led to an increase of personal incomes 
and the property of the inhabitants. Consequently from the 70’s the standard of living was fairly 
high, especially if we compare it to other communist countries, and this situation managed to 
hide the basic problems in the system, and kept most of the people relatively calm and peaceful in 
their everyday lives.  

Amongst our respondents this opening-up of the economy assumed additional aspects. One said 
that entrepreneurship strengthened self-consciousness by promoting self-interest against 
authorities. Another mentioned, that he launched a private restaurant to provide a meeting place, 
that later became a “szamizdat” (illegal books and newspapers) shop as well. 

1968 was also the year of the Prague Spring, another uprising worth mentioning in the European 
communist world. Many Hungarians – particularly intellectuals, dissidents, and people from the 
democratic opposition – showed solidarity with the Czech people. From the beginning of the 70’s 
this Prague Spring branch radically strengthened the resistance movement against the regime, 
launched underground civil activities such as illegal press releases (Beszélő), flying universities, 
unauthorised supportive actions for the poor, illegal demonstrations on the anniversary of 1956 
and March 15, etc. These activities by only a few people (hard core-opposition) attracted quite a 
broad active and passive supportive circle particularly from intellectuals. 

In the second half of the 80’s, under the relatively liberal conditions - the so-called soft 
dictatorship - it became clear that socialism could not be simply reformed and the country and 
its people were in the need of fundamental change. In the second half of the 80’s all kinds of 
transitional activities started.  

Reform circles inside the communist party tried to add more democratic features to the actually 
quite weak political power. Illegal, half-legal, or sometimes completely legal civil efforts (under 
the safe umbrella of legal authorities and organisations, such as Patriotic Popular Front, some 
churches or cultural and higher educational institutions) were also working on improving or 
reshaping the system into democratic socialism.  

In the economic arena more and more private enterpreneurships began to work. The Act on 
Company Law in 1988 created the legal framework for free, private companies. 

Quite peaceful civil activities – such as opposition literature releases, illegal meetings of the 
opposition organisations (e.g. Lakitelek and later the Opposition Roundtable), civil 
demonstrations on outstanding national events (anniversary of the Revolution of 1848 on March 
15, 1989; reburial of the martyrs of the 1956 revolution), civil movement led by the Duna Circle 
against building a hydro-electric power station on the Danube (Bős-Nagymaros) – running in 
parallel with the deep crisis and take-over of power inside the communist party for introducing 
reforms -  all these were obvious signs of the country’s willingness for change. In 1988 most of 
the active agents of the political arena were thinking only of democratisation inside the existing 
system, but the events of 1989 – including foreign affairs - accelerated massively and led to the 
total transition. Demands for a multi-party system were gaining strength.  
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From June to September 1989 – in parallel with the spectacular events, but with the exclusion of 
the public - the so-called National Roundtable (including the Opposition Roundtable, the 
communist party and the trade unions) was negotiating about the fundamental issues of 
transformation. By the middle of September the negotiating bodies agreed on the principles of 
some fundamental acts: modification of the Constitution, a multi-party system, free elections, 
Constitutional Court, modification of the Criminal Code. In this process the legal framework for 
the transition was brought into being, that is why we call this political phase of our transition as a 
“negotiating revolution”. At the beginning of October, 1989 the former communist party turned 
to a socialist party, and on October 23, 1989 Hungary was renamed the Republic of Hungary. 

New notions appeared in relationship with ‘citizenship‘. Those notions have different bases in 
the logic of classification but are marked by the same word ‘polgár’. The meanings lie parallel in 
Hungarian thinking and the word is mentioned in just about all interviews as a description of 
family background or a reference person.  

One meaning is about a special life style can characterised by consumption of high cultural 
goods, another meaning regards private property as cornerstone of life, in the pre communist 
times, of course.  

The notions go back to the structure of Hungarian society between the two world wars, when a 
past feudal and a capitalist social and economical structure lived together in parallel. The other 
nuances of meaning are not important for us now, they concern the ideology of special social 
groups who had special positions in the two-toned society. (Erdei, 1976)  

‘Polgár’ is translated in the dictionaries as ‘citizen, middle class, bourgeoisie’. In our project, the 
citizen who is an active citizen, is not simply a ‘polgár’;  that word is rather a statement, therefore 
delineates passive behaviour, but ‘állampolgár’ which can translated as a ‘citizen is related to the 
state’, that involves a personal relationship, which is non-passive behaviour. Active citizen is 
translated as ‘aktív állampolgár’.  

2. Methodology  

The main selection criterion for the concept of ‚active citizenship ‘was to have representatives, 
who are ‚agents of change‘ as well. The selection was made accordingly to the recommendations 
of the members of the Advisory Panel and the experiences of the research group in the field.  

The sample was selected to get the most significant personalities which can be described by the 
word ‚active citizen‘. The selection criteria splitting them into the two age cohorts (one of 20-50 
years, another of over 50) did not fit in perfectly with the distribution that was found in reality. 
The persons, who were regarded as real representatives (as a symbol and as visible example for 
everyone) for civil activity, weren‘t under 40.  

It‘s important to mention, that despite the representativity of the concept, questions regarding the 
people in general („why do people…?“ type) cannot be answered, because of it is not a 
representative sample of the possible respondents. Therefore the sample is not a representative 
sample of the Hungarian ‚active citizens‘, their decisions or their background. We can make only 
a hypothesis regarding the difference between active and non-active citizens: we don‘t have a 
control group of ‚non-active citizen’. Conclusions drawn are strictly about the sample.  
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Analysis and result 

1. Content: what does it mean, activity?  
Our respondents were actively involved in groups all their life. “Social activism” is a term they 
frequently refer to describe their socialisation process. They were initiators of social groups and 
communities. Membership, leadership in self-created communities seems to be a common feature 
in life.  

 “ In the communities I belonged I was always a prime mover.” (Elvira) 

The distinction between being involved in politics as politicians of the government (full-time and 
paid) and active citizenship can be mapped in most of the interviews. Keeping distance from 
political life was a strong motive for those who opposed the communist system. However 
community activism for wider concerns is a must for this concept of active citizenship. Not to act 
would contradict the reflexive understanding of the self. 

“I have never been a cadre-type of mobilizer, I have never been committed to official 
political things. Not to expose myself politically – that was my belief at first. Keep politics 
at a distance. I learned this from my parents: Take a distance from politics but be 
interested in shaping your fate, which needs community spirit and activism! “(Nelli) 

„I make a clear distinction between social activism and political activism. Before the 
transition there was only the communist party –option to be politically active. I think real 
social effectiveness can’t be engineered by party-political mechanisms because they act as 
a straight –jacket and they ignore long-term thinking which may produce real social 
results. I am not interested in political games.“ (Elvira) 

 “I was afraid of politics, maybe, because I witnessed the imprisonment of my Mum’s friend 
in my childhood after 1956. Politically not to be exposed – that was my belief at first. 
That’s why I have chosen a “neutral” area: architecture as my future professional 
field.”(Nelli) 

„ I am a citizen-type of personality, definitely not a political animal. I am certainly not a 
rebel.(especially when I turned to be a mother.“ (Elvira) 

 “I knew that there was a space for activism, you should not have needed to be a committed 
communist to have the chance to act.”(Nelli) 

Being proactive is a feature of active citizenship linked with taking responsibility for social 
concerns. 

Citizenship is not mere membership but a belief in the self-directing potential of human beings – 
this notion is coming out through the interviews. It is not defined by the political system someone 
lives in.  

„ My concept of civil society is simple: when we want to do something about our life, when 
we want to shape our future in collaboration with others, when we co-operate to solve a 
local issue and we don’t expect others to turn up with the panacea.“ (Izabella) 

„ If you do not take an active stand, things will never move forward.“ (Nelli). 
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„I developed a keen interest in societal issues, in a word politics, which channelled me to 
the only option available, i.e. to the active presence in the political movement-side of the 
system. The drive I had was conceived in the notion that I am able to contribute to social 
betterment. I shared the greenness of the young in believing there is a room for 
improvement and there are opportunities for action. We used the term ’social activity’ then 
and not citizenship activity.“ (Barnabás) 

“I detest those who avoid action and responsibility but always ready to come up with 
strong criticism and judgement telling how the doers are doing it wrong. I think we ought 
to try to do what we believe in as best as we can. And never forget that our actions do have 
long-term consequences.“ (Elvira) 

Ethical principles, notions of care and social justice, committedness to ecological values make a 
strong force in building and expressing individual identities. The „French-type” of intellectual’s 
role model, which has got a strong tradition in Hungary (mission to interfere to public issues, to 
generate ideas, to give informed opinions) is prevalent in the interviews. 

Universal values issues of global relevance as reference points.  

„My whole life is about helping others. I am doing nothing else but fighting for 
others.“(Gábor) 

 „When I was a leader in the Communist Youth Organisation I had a chance to influence 
decisions on how to distribute the monetary assistance to students based on their social 
situations. I went for the social truth whenever I could.”(Izabella) 

„This gave us a realisation of our responsibility as young intellectuals to not only for self-
development but to care for and help others.”(János) 

„For me being an intellectual means honesty, supporting the poor and destitute, i.e. having 
a socially leftist position.” (Gábor) 

 „ I can’t be described as having a drive for competition.” (Nelli). 

„There is a strong attitude in me, which I consider to be an attitude of an intellectual: irony 
and self-irony.”(Barnabás) 

„I think we are natural part of the world and what is important is that we behave, act and 
speak accordingly. If I believe in this principle and carry it out in practice therefore I can 
also assume that others will do the same. Therefore I also believe that a normal healthy 
person with a sound mind would be anti gun and against weapons and pro nature. I believe 
people should aspire to be open and honest with themselves.”(Leó) 

„My themes transcend the nation state-levels but of course Hungarian identity, the nation 
itself is part of my worldview. My big interests: militarism, security, peace, church and 
religion, civic movements can’t be framed only on the nationalistic level. I would consider 
this peripheral and my intention is certainly to outgrow this state. I think the task is to have 
more roots in the world although we live in Hungary. This perspective results in a definite 
political viewpoint, which I consider to be the civic way, i.e. not clinging to national parties 
at all but rather to issues, themes, concepts. Different political sides or no sides can pursue 
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these at certain times. I’ve always had a political side to me but I developed a relatively 
low level of trust in actual politics. I differentiate between party-politics and the politics of 
the civic organisations.“(Zsolt) 

Personal autonomy and the ability to make conscious choices seem to have an importance in the 
AC conceptualisations. The knowledge of the self is quite mature and not shaken by ambiguities. 

„My life philosophy is that personal actions count, decisions go hand in hand with 
responsibility, you can’t avoid that”.(Zsolt) 

„People’s lives are full of temptations, which might take them down different routes, 
certain achievements open avenues to join. The eternal choices should be made between 
taking the sides of the oppressed or of the oppressors”. (Zsolt) 

„Being a cynic protects my perception of myself as an autonomous personality even in 
those cases where it doesn’t lead me to actual actions”. (Elvira) 

 „I haven’t changed the way I speak publicly. Pre - or post – transition period: all the same 
to me. It is not a question of bravery on my part”. (Nelli) 

„I am not afraid of losing a job. I know what it is to be without an employment. I 
experienced it several times. So, I am not afraid of conflicts, I am willing to take them on, 
more than others”.(Nelli) 

„I have got a political party career as well in the Hungarian Socialist Party. I consider this 
to be part of my citizenship activity because after dismantling the one-party system anyone 
joining the party shows his or her individual choice, and this shows mine”. (Barnabás) 

„My happiest period was at the Foundation. I felt myself independent and not bound by 
political organisational ties. It was very good to enjoy the freedom given by the generous 
financing of the projects”. (Elvira) 

„If someone is voicing the issue: that would be me, even in foreign contexts”. (Nelli) 

“Personally I was exempt from fear, my sensibility to levels of risk is exceptionally 
low”.(Katalin) 

Professionalism, being capable of developing a relevant body of professional knowledge is not 
only part of capacity but acts as a source of personal autonomy as well.  

 “I knew that there was a space for activism, you should not have needed to be a committed 
communist to have the chance to act. I detested even the moderate supporter’s roles (like 
activism within the People’s National Front) but I found for myself a way to be engaged in 
activity, which suited my needs. I translated foreign literature in my own professional field, 
wrote resumés, started a newsletter (doing all the tasks that takes), I felt I was doing a 
valuable service. I always found the notion of constant learning in life attractive.”(Nelli) 

„My foreign friends told me that our political decision-makers are not equipped enough 
with knowledge and skills to represent our nations’ interests. We shouldn’t blame them for 
our misrepresentation. I could not do anything but agree.“ (Nelli) 
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„At the same time I am lecturing on these problems of ecology and of river rehabilitation 
both in Europe and USA. I have also been researching and writing papers on the river 
Danube and disseminating them widely. Certain positions can be filled only with adequate 
levels of knowledge.“ (Leó) 

Active citizenship means more than activism, it means exploring alternatives (alternative ways, 
norms, etc.) through which change can be brought about. Putting issues on the agenda, creating 
public debates and contributing to the shaping of norms are important parts of the concept. 

„I am member of a hundred committees, even in the Prime Minister’s Advisory Council on 
Roma issues but I don’t feel that these involvements make me an active citizen. I do not 
have particularly a good relationship with this recent system as I did not have with the 
previous one either. I would rather do something alternative, and that’s why I am involved 
with the radio. This I classify as part of my active citizenship. I see commercial media 
manipulating their audiences on a great scale, they seem to be very fast moving and 
lacking depth, - practically giving no space to enabling people to take part.“ (Katalin) 

 “We organised a protest for solving the problem of refusing compulsory military service, 
campaigned to free victims in prison. Then the classical political- action repertoire was 
used, tried to influence MP’s with letters, providing them with materials, raising the 
agenda in journals. Our aim was to put the theme on the agenda of public discourse. 
Freedom of religion, Freedom of thought were important to us.“ (Zsolt) 

 “As an organisation we put a lot of energy at disposal of everyone who calls us to get an 
informed opinion. We give interviews, write articles, provide lobbyists with materials. 
Annually 600-800 articles are published by us, plus broadcasting. I think our group is one 
you cannot miss in the media.”(Nelli) 

„My psyche feels best when I am in an opposition. I think trade unions suit my personality. 
I like those phases in life when I can voice that there aren’t enough workplaces and the 
salary-levels need to be increase. I don’t enjoy seeing the government as an ally“ (Ella) 

2. Why do people become active citizens?  

The respondents felt responsibility for several tasks in the political, civil society and work 
domains. Most of the persons were interviewed have ‘more identity’, that means they did or do 
more activities, in more domains. The complimentary activity has sometimes the same weight of 
importance as the main activity used for grouping criterion of selection.  

The main activity directions in the political domain were: 
•  party (forming a local section of a party, helping a party at elections or by a campaign, being 

CYO leader before transition),  
•  interests and rights (helping express and realise personal interests against state before 

transition, expression of local interests, signing protest petition (before transition), expression 
of ethnic interests, protesting against obligatory military service),  

•  environment (acting for environment, nature protection, environment protection).  
The main activity directions in the social domain were  
•  cultural field (collective identity building, community building, transmission of culture), 
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•  social field (equal chances on quality of life, help poor people), 
•  development (general civil sector development, developing a new branch of studies). 
The main activity directions in the work domain were: 
•  trade unions or protecting workers interest outside trade unions, 
•  team leadership. 
The respondents mentioned the following reasons of taking up a challenge:  
•  values they felt bind themselves to, 
•  circumstances of life or special occasions.  

The values as the respondents mentioned were these:  

•  Responsibility factor group: take responsibility in general [4], take responsibility for 
somebody’s development, help to find identity, responsibility for local issues, solidarity [2], 
loyalty [2], help to each other, join forces for subsistence, do everything for people’s wealth, 
giving security, guarantee background, protect interests, transmit responsibility to the next 
generation [2], teach people, create cultural values. The importance of take responsibility was 
hinted several times, 12 of the 15 respondent mentioned it. The sentences of a respondent who 
was involved in local community building illustrate that kind of binding: 

“We, people of the intelligentsia, have a mission. We have to develop not only ourselves, 
but we have relationship to others, we have responsibility for others… We began to build a 
community. Values weren’t given to them radically from outside, rather we tried to find 
issues in their lives which weren’t seen as values or important for them before…We tried to 
understand who are coming here, why they behave such a way and what kind of behaviours 
they may have. How can we help in a most effective way? How can they prepared to b. able 
to shape their lives?” (János)  

•  Balance factor group: guarantee equal chances, hatred of lie [2] or injustice [2], for truth, for 
equality, against violence, not hurt. This kind of responsibility is concerned about the balance of 
equal life chances, and does not allow people to be against others or simply ‘against’. Like the 
respondent who was a leader of a CYO-run club for nature protection6: 

„When I was a leader in the CYO I had a chance to influence decisions on how to 
distribute the financial assistance to students based on their social situations. I went for the 
social truth whenever I could, for example I did not let a classmate’s acting be accepted by 
others. She presented herself as coming from a very poor rural family; however I knew that 
the family was a very profitable agricultural producer. Others really needy would have 
been pushed out. My relationship to the political system, my search for truth and my wish 
to help were mixed together.“ (Izabella) 

•  Rights factor group: claim of high level, right for attention, right for achievement of human 
rights, expect realisation of ‘natural rights’, prove and show the right for living. This kind of 
responsibility differs from the previous value group in its positive direction of act ”in favour of”. 
A respondent who became a leader of a movement for ethnic promotion said:  

                                                 
6 Nature protection is also a kind of activity which protests against actions, which are against the nature. 
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“In 1972 I was the first in my 18 years who speaks gypsy in public in the presence of the 
whole country [in TV]. And who shows that this language is existing, that a culture is 
existing, and it’s beautiful and honourable…It was about us. This art, without appreciation 
was thought being able to get place for this people… It’s time for this culture to get its civil 
rights.” (Margó)  

•  Diversity factor group: create tolerance, develop a place for alternatives [2], serve development, 
being interested in the events of the society and the world. This responsibility extends the 
personal responsibility to other’s interests as well. A respondent who was involved in 
environment protection told about the importance of this kind of relationship:  

“It is very important to teach tolerance. I think if a driver does not stop if you want to cross 
the street, that person will be the first to cut down trees. These things belong so much 
together, one should pay more attention to that. And I say, that the most important among 
these are travelling and learning languages effectively.” (Nelli) 

•  Acting factor group: act, taking part personally, to determine what will happen, speak one’s 
mind. This kind of responsibility concerns the need for permanent activity. An activist of the 
political field with experiences in illegal protest movements told about his engagement:  

“I think, that the stakes aren’t fixed. One may go out every night and progress them a bit 
further.  they move it back, then next time they we go out and move it away again. And if 
ever they don’t move it back, then we go out and move them a bit further again… If I had 
resigned, I wouldn’t do it. I think that doing it is a must. And me or somebody else will one 
day be successful.” (Leó) 

•  Life program by a special value factor group: living by courage [2], honesty, faith, innocence 
[6], naivety, sincerity, Christian values, the lost hero-father, left-side values, personal decisions 
and giving personal answers, independence, autonomy, own way of thinking [2], consistency of 
principles, not giving in, attitude of irony and self-irony by the intelligentsia. Every one of our 
respondents had a special pattern of values which were held up as compass for directing actions. 
For instance the respondent who was one of the leaders of the protest movement against 
compulsory military service said:  

 „My activities are mainly critical of the traditional church-attitude. The Bokor movement 
is a critical movement, trying to carve out an alternative life-style based on values 
represented by the classical Jesus Christ (opposing aggression, force, violence, militarism, 
guns etc.).“ (Zsolt) 

Responsibility values were mentioned in the highest proportion, rather than the life program 
values followed. Comparing the domains by the factors of values one may observe that everyone 
who is involved in the social field of civil society activity mentioned responsibility factor values, 
and those who belong to the work domain also. Everybody in the political domain mentioned 
acting factor values. The entire group in the social field mentioned life program values, and the 
entire cultural field group mentioned rights factor values. Other values were much less 
represented. (25 activities of 15 respondent was compared. These observations may serve only as 
hypothesis for a conclusion regard the process of becoming an active citizen.)  
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Circumstances in life or special occasions led people to turn to an activity or to new activities. 
special events offered an opportunity and a form of achieving forms of behaviour according to 
the values.  

For example, the respondent who was always ‘there’, but only as an observer and was “thinking 
about it”, and for later, and at most helped in the voluntary work at her children’s school (in a 
western country), i.e. first of all, she wasn’t too active as a citizen in Hungary, got a new job. The 
workplace let her creativity flower and she became a very successful innovator in the social field. 

 “I was “called” to come to this foundation. There was a large scope for my creativity 
and my organising ability. When I came, there was a prevention program here. I saw that 
we gave money, but when the support ended, the thing ended too. I thought seriously 
about what could we do. Then began the program on health. It’s about the quality of life. 
That quality of life may be better on a community basis. And yes, the community houses 
do work, and they don’t get money from us now.” (Elvira) 

Circumstances of life means 

- the actual physical, biological or reproduction stages in the conditions of life,  
- the social conditions, which include the actual family practice and the influence of friends, 
enemies, co-workers, teachers and other persons, 
- historical background.  

Special occasions are events, which cannot fit into or derive from the usual course of life e.g. 
visit to a foreign country, meet another way of life, losing one’s job, reading a book or an 
advertisement, which speaks directly to the reader’s personality.  

A respondent who became later a leader of a movement for environment protection, reported 
about the mixed effect of physical, biological conditions and a special event:  

“The children were always ill: allergy, connected with the bad air. I read a poster about 
the Air Team in the bus and then I phoned them. I visited their sessions for two or three 
years regularly. Then, as I was fed up with old scene of ‘no work, let’s get a job, take up 
one that I don’t know about, or I hate’ –it was too much – I asked the leader of the team I 
had already known for two or three years, if he didn’t have a job I could do? And then I 
began work.” (Nelli) 

Another respondent, who was involved deeply in the pre-transition political system and the recent 
civil society development also, tells about the radical effect of a life phase:  

 “I got married, the first child came, build a house… That means what takes than far from 
the social activity. Not my thinking changed, but my life phase did change.” (Barnabás) 

The case of the respondent who was member and later a leader of a protest movement against 
compulsory military service, is an example of the effect of social connections:  

“The start of my activity in the movement comes from when I met young people in the 
Bokor Roman Catholic community who were refusing of military service for  ideological 
and practice reasons .” (Zsolt)  
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The respondent who was involved later in environmental protection, who experienced a shock 
when returning from the university, illustrates the effect of historical background and an 
unexpected event as well:  

“When I was a child of short trousers I chased butterflies on that meadow. Then I 
suddenly felt, that they were depriving my of my roots, which meant a dream world for 
me. It was the same time as nature and environment protective movements were evolving 
in Hungary. We protested against building on these meadows.” (Sándor) 

The values the respondents felt bound to, were transmitted them in the childhood via explicit 
values or by example. One large group of family values is based on the old traditions of social 
democracy. The two third of the respondents mentioned connections to social-democracy as 
family background or a friends family background. The role of religion is mostly only a 
presentation of values, not the determination of the way which determines later modes of 
behaviour for the respondent. An activist involved in environment protection, reported:  

“Grandpa was a social-democrat. Mother said always, that we are on the Earth to help 
each other and she did this throughout her life. He consoled birds with broken wings and 
the divorced. If someone became a widow, she looked for a religious or other aid 
organisation or a community to find a place for her. She did believe in God, but did not 
attend church.” (Nelli) 

The third large group of transmitted values comes from the everyday practice of childhood, in 
which values weren’t represented but incorporated into specific kinds of activity. As a 
respondent, who became later the leader of a trade union said: 

“It was so common, like breathing air, the very simple small acts of co-operation inside the 
family and with the neighbours. We joined forces to ensure our subsistence…” (János) 

The value pattern of a family seems to be depending on the social status: values transmitted by 
‘polgár’ families were concerned more with independent personal rights, lower social status (e.g. 
worker) families transmitted values concerned rather with the needs of community co-operation.  

Other reasons for taking up a challenge are unconscious drivers that were found by the majority 
of the respondents. The values our respondents mentioned gave a ‘visible content’ of activity for 
the respondent. When they explained some connections in their life and argued for their 
conclusions, some of their explanations were in contradiction to previous ones. The 
contradictions were investigated and new until previously unconscious values were found7, which 
determined the respondents’ behaviour in several relations. 

The following values were found8:  

•  Integration factor group: assimilation, adaptation, being equal.  

•  Continuity factor group: make father alive, keep intimate community feeling alive. 

•  Tradition factor group (inherited attitudes): contradiction as a family tradition (‘one has one’s 
own rules)  

                                                 
7Each hypothesis was investigated and checked by use of questions.  
8 The exploration process of unconscious drivers is not easy to illustrate, because the impression of the existence of 
unconscious motivations is experienced only in the course of the whole interview, via similarities between non-
verbal signs, a matter of intonation, use of words and expressions and logical faults. Because of the framework of the 
project concerns conscious decisions, this element is an additional one, illustration is not necessary.  
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•  Rejecting parents factor group: being against the pressure of a father’s authority; opposition 
after long period of being an accommodating ‘good girl’; rage against accepting father’s 
coldness; leaving the family thinking, reacting their desertion. 

These findings contradict the framework of the project (but not the purpose of finding effective 
ways of educating & training for AC) as regards consciously reflected factors, which may serve 
as a basis for transitional learning, i.e. making meaningful connections. But it is worthwhile 
mentioning that it seems that all of conscious decisions are realised inside a limited decision 
field, which is pretty determined by the effect of unconscious factors9. 

One relationship between the conscious and unconscious factors concerns the driving force of 
the respondent. The common stream of motivation, the searching after  ‘truth, the balance of 
justice’ can be divided into two parts. In the “A” version the driving force is a heavy emotional 
answer to a personal psychological problem, especially the lack of parental attention to the person 
in childhood. Values articulate accordingly about the ‘searching after truth’ values of family 
traditions (it is mainly in the social democracy or ‘polgár’ family tradition) as a means of undoing 
the psychological injustice. In the “B” version the guideline is targeted at the realisation of family 
values. The people call society to account: does the society realise these values? And if not, they 
want to fill in the lack they have experienced, they want to achieve these values.  

Another connection between conscious and unconscious factors is, when they fuse together in a 
‘decision reflex’. This example is about the respondents’ conscious value of solidarity and the 
unconscious attitude of opposition against any authority.  

„I was signing the Charta, which again came naturally. There were people active in it 
whose thoughts I shared. There was news that some of them had been imprisoned for 
signing so when the sheet of paper was offered me to sign I did it for all that.“ (Katalin) 

3. How do people shape active citizenship?  

3.1.Connections 

The reference groups and connections are organised by the values that come from the family.  

The values that come from this background are the most important, although the persons 
themselves do not appreciate it many times. The later reference groups and reference persons are 
selected by the values, especially by fundamental values as regards the truth. Those reference 
groups and persons realise (practically) or perfect (ideologically) the values, or have the 
(implicit) promise or (explicit) programme for their the realisation or for perfecting them. 

                                                 
9 These hypotheses may be investigated further. Other hypotheses come from the analysis of shaping activity also. 
The finding, that reference groups and connections are organised by values that come from the family may mean that 
1. a good foundation is essential for making somebody active, and 2. an environment where the base values are 
replicated is needed to put it into practice. It seems to, that the foundations for being motivated, for finding the field 
where the motivation can take shape, and for somebody’s ability to find and use tools for this purpose come from the 
childhood. Therefore, the main point in helping inactive adults to become active citizens may be the task of 
investigation of the primary bases (values, skills and precedents) they actually had in their childhood (but have 
forgotten) and encouraging them to use and develop these bases. If these hypotheses are right, an assumption that not 
everybody can be taught for every form of activity may be right as well.  
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The possible (later) reference persons or groups were drifted towards the respondent 
‘accidentally’ in their social position, and then he/she selected the right one/ones.  

“One has to learn life long.” (Nelli) 

„I didn’t want to refuse compulsory military service before university, as I was really 
pleased to be admitted to the university. However I have no doubt that this enforced 
military service is a bad thing, incompatible with human rights. I know it from my first 
hand- experience. I learned how structured violence works, it feels like a machine. After 
graduation I should have gone back to the military service to complete the second part but 
I asked then for a delay. In a letter to the Military I wrote that if my request of delay were 
refused I would refuse the military service and would accept the sanction of imprisonment. 
I was given the delay until the law was passed on allowing a substitute activity, i.e.: a 
compulsory civic service. I did that and worked under the umbrella of this scheme for 11 
months as one of the first generation who were given this right.“ (Zsolt.) 

3.2.Challenges  

There are more possibilities, with equal weight in importance for one’s orientation, not within a 
person but regarding the proportion of types of respondents. A) A special family story in one’s 
background can determine the concrete physical way of realising values, or B) the formless 
orientation meets ‘accidentally’ an event which shapes into realisation. Further development of 
the activity (in the same field) or the tendency to select a new field depends on the feeling of the 
activist whether the task has been ‘done’ or (even) whether the task is not achievable. If yes, then 
his/her energies can turn to a new trend or new challenge which he/she meets ‘accidentally’.  

When they do not feel the task has been completed, maybe because a new innovation is needed, 
they stay in the field until they can act. 

In their youth about half the sample, and now all of them, can be characterised by the behaviour 
of looking for and finding their field in which to act. 

„What I am working on now is to create a horizontal network which enables every member 
to work well in it and lead a life they like for themselves but at the same time to build that 
power which can’t be easily swayed by others.“ (Izabella) 

„Trade unions’ social recognition is very low now. I think if they continue only to deal with 
internal organisational matters it will stay that way. I have tried recently to work on 
broader social issues like poverty, moonlighting, the Roma, demographic trends. At least 
posing the relevant questions we should address. Of course giving answers can’t be 
postponed for long. Trade Unions need to develop approaches of openness to social 
matters, need to consult with experts, researchers, actual cabinet members etc. to be fully 
integrated. We are experiencing social change on a tremendous scale. It is possible to say 
to people: Create your own futures, be entrepreneurs, seek new markets but people don’t 
seem to be ready for that. Such questions - in proportion – should be dealt with within 
unions. Before the transition the communication with the society was a rather empty 
category, nowadays its significance is constantly growing.“ (Csaba.) 
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3.3.Capacities 

The activist who were interviewed got not only their base values from the family but also a 
mentality used for achieving their goals. That means they got tools and precedents too (e.g. 
learning a foreign language, practising tolerance, use of networks, being open against something). 
The early environment gave a general pattern of behaviour, a scheme in using relationships. 

„We organised a protest for solving the problem of refusing compulsory military service, 
fought to free imprisoned victims. Then the classical political action-repertoire was used, 
tried to influence MP-s with letters, preparing them with materials, raising the issue in 
journals. Our aim was to put the theme into the agenda of public discourse. Freedom of 
religion and freedom of thought were important to us.“ (Zsolt) 

„For the last two years I’ve been the elected president of the Union of the Autonomous 
Trade Unions. Our independent railway union joined this umbrella organisation. If 
negotiations take place in the National Tripartite Forums, what is known about u is, that 
we have got a strong back-up; if negotiations take place within the Railway Company itself, 
the partners know that we are contributing to issues of national relevance. It is a sort of 
double insurance, it works quite well.“ (Csaba) 

4. Where do people become active citizens?  

Most of the persons interviewed have ‘more identity’, that means they do more activities, in more 
domains. The complementary activity has sometimes the same weight of importance as the main 
activity that is used for grouping criterion of selection. A political dimension appeared 
additionally in the majority of the cases.  

This comes from the nature of the historical circumstances. In the communist times behaviours 
which paid attention to the fact that there is a contradiction between the official ideological 
phrases and the real life conditions or initiatives and which indicated any kind of independence 
from the system or its official interests were deemed as political actions against the regime as 
well. For example paying attention to the existence of poor people contradicted the ideology that 
there are no poor people in a socialist country. A movement helping poor people drew not only 
attention to the lack of the social welfare system, the non-wealth of workers, but meant an 
independent unit within society, an uncontrolled force. Distributing leaflets to get more support 
from people was the same as agitation against the system.  

Communism stopped all possibility of organisation of people starting up, the possible places for 
activity became the official sub-organisations of the communist party (e.g. CYO, Communist 
Youth Organisation, ‘KISZ’), the state-run community houses and sport clubs. These places were 
used for practices, which did not fit their original regime-purposes. For instance the girl who felt 
responsibility for environmental protection used the review of technical intellectuals, the journal 
she worked for, for transmitting information.  

“Thanks to my journalist’s-pass I was able to know about everything. I loved writing about 
the truth. The general editor was a stupid philosopher, he accepted all the time my excuse 
that it’s not a political question but a technical problem, and it is a must to write about it.” 
(Izabella)  

In this case an institutionalised setting gave place for an emergent practice.  
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There was a tendency in the communist state to colonise the existing official organs but begin to 
turn them into more independent movements and evolve spontaneously occurring movements as 
well. The music or literature clubs, folk dance houses (evolving from grass roots), the green 
movements and the social self-identification leagues (organised on an official basis) were 
mentioned. The girl who was member of the official club for nature protection of the university 
mentioned:  

“I exactly knew what is on. Inside of the CYO Central Committee evolved a separate entity 
called The Committee of Youth for Environmental Protection. It was easy to know that it 
was established to take out the wind from our sails.” (Izabella) 

Another example by the man who was working in a community centre: 

“The club offered a real chance for the young to try what they could, to join forces, while 
the CYO did not weigh heavily on it for helping the movement. Until that time it was very 
living. It was a real initiative coming up from below. It began in the cellar clubs. The bands 
needed place. They sang songs from English bands.” (János)  

New initiatives (movements) (a) differentiated ‘inside’ these system-bound places to the same 
extent as the power weakened, then, during or after the transition they lived the place where they 
had grown up and became independent. Other initiatives (b) existed against the dominant power 
as resistance movements; they grew up later also, as it became possible. The earlier and the later 
communist periods differ: the social activity was in inverse ratio to the strength of the state 
power. In the 3rd phase, after the transition, both types of activities fitted into the new legal social 
order. 

4.1.Political domain 

Communism stopped traditional forms building up from below, like social democracy which had 
a local character. The official sub-organisations (e.g. CYO) of the communist party (HSWP, 
Hungarian Socialist Workers Party, ‘MSZMP’) were held for the official institutions of pre-
education in order to belonging to the communist party. Therefore there was a dividing line for 
people: to take part in those activities or not, and if ever, to what extent. Some decided on 
ideological grounds to keep away, some to keep in. 

“I knew that there was a space for activism, you should not have needed to be a committed 
communist to have the chance to act. I detested even the moderate supporter’s roles –like 
activism within the People’s National Front- but I found for myself a way to be engaged in 
activity which suited my needs. I translated foreign literature in my own professional field, 
wrote resumés, started a newsletter, I felt I was doing a valuable service.” (Nelli) 

“It was a dilemma, I didn’t agree the way power was wielded, but because we wanted to 
make society more just, open and intellectual, fair and reflecting left-sided values, one 
could not stay outside.” (Botond) 

“I joined the HSWP because of I thought that there I could change the world, I have 
possibility to act.” (Barnabás) 

The CYO provided space for several youth activities (“I was an organising secretary in CYO 
[for local issues], we did what anybody else of our age did, parties, dancing, and 
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discussions…”(Ella)) and moreover for the budding new initiatives of civil activism as well. The 
women who protested against the Danube water station by Bős, said: “I was the leader of the 
CYO club for nature protection”. (Izabella).   

There is an example, when in a very close relationship to the state-party one still had the 
possibility to act in a manner totally distant from party ideology. A former national level CYO 
leader said: 

“We had a closer relationship with power, that meant a strong protection as well. I could 
afford to allow performances of experimental plays, and, for example, when the suppressed 
film, the Witness [a film about the political system of the fifties] was finally authorised, in 
our cinema it was played for a long time ago for three times a day.” (Botond)  

The most open form of this kind two-tier structure of contradictory situations was illustrated by a 
respondent who worked in state-television but expressed that fact that one could contradict the 
usual practice of the official system.  

“We recognised that a program for protecting the interests of youth was needed. We 
formed it. A pregnant women was called to go for anti-aircraft defence drill and because of 
she was pregnant, she thought that she did not have to go. She did not pay the fine, then she 
got a notification to go to the jail. She did not go, because of we made a film.” (Gábor) 

There is another example for inside-system political activity, which did not contradict the 
ideology of the official state system, but protested against the system also.  

“I had Maoist friends. (Ella)  

“We thought that the system had left Marxist values behind.” (Alma)  

The outsider position allowed non-established forms only. The critical opposition (discussions, 
printing and distributing illegal papers called ‘szamizdat’) was found in family homes, private 
properties, the protest activities on the streets.  

“We printed the ‘szamizdat’ at home.” (Katalin) 

“In 1982 a new act was passed that permitted the opening of private restaurants. And then 
I opened my first private restaurant. I put the pamphlets of opposition on my blackboard. I 
sold all of the existing ‘szamizdat’ journals of the opposition. The police came. They cut me 
off from the electricity, from the water. I said to my guest, I am sorry, we don’t have 
electricity, I can serve only warm drinks. But the place was always full. In 1984 we 
organised a walk now is called a protest demonstration. To permit larger meetings I bought 
a club.” (Leó) 

One part of these emergent activities had also connections to activities in the two-tier situation. 
For example in this walk mentioned above, another respondent also took part, who was an 
environmental activist as leader of a CYO-run club.  

The case of the respondent who felt responsibility for the promotions of an ethnic minority is an 
example in which non-political activities were connected to the political domain directly (without 
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being over-politicised by the nature of the system). “It was time to give civil rights to the Roma 
culture.” (Margó)  

During the transition, illegal movements became legal, some becoming establishment. The 
respondent who was activist against obligatory military service, founded an organisation for  non-
violent pacifism:  

“The union was grounded in 1990. The union, which started originally as a movement for 
protecting personal interests of those who chose community rather than military service, 
became a movement against every form of violence.” (Zsolt) 

The respondents who were characterised in the process of selection as ‘political activity’ kept 
their connections to the domain after the transition, the respondents whose activity was over-
politicised via and because of the thinking of the former system did not. The half of our 
respondents who were involved in the state-party had new connections to parties on local and 
national level.  

“I joined the socialist party and organised the local section in the district where I lived at 
that time. It was the largest section in the district, an intellectual section. I helped by the 
party campaign.” (Barnabás) 

Some hoped for more chance to articulate their interests by becoming advisors of governmental 
parties; there was an example of becoming an MP in Parliament as well. Today our respondents 
work in established contexts, as leaders or members of the leadership of unions, foundations, 
parties or party federations. 

Formal learning was found only in cases when respondents took part in CYO or HSWP 
ideological education. The course called ‘foxi-maxi’ (which was a popular abbreviation for the 
Marxist-Leninist course) delivered by the system was a typical two-tier situation, where 
respondents who were send there for further ideological education met other members of the 
opposition who were send there for the same reason. Non-formal learning was mentioned once, 
when the respondent wanted to know the reason for air pollution.  

“The children were always ill:  allergy, connected with the bad air. I read a poster about 
the Air Team in the bus and then I phoned them. I visited their sessions for two or three 
years regularly.” (Nelli) 

Informal learning forms as life experiences are dominant in the domain. 

4.2.Civil society socio-cultural field 

The respondents belonging to this domain were active in both (social and cultural) fields.  

Out-of-the-system help for people who had bad chances in life was pursued by the communist 
regime not only because they reflected a contradiction to the system’s declarations on equality or 
welfare, but because of the implicit independent attitudes. One part of our respondents worked in 
state-run organisations established for these issues. To shape their projects in ways which 
differed from the official approach, some of them took advantage of the opportunity and acted 
‘from within, some of them run their project ‘outside’ in parallel with the work they could do for 
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the issue ‘on the inside’. A leader in a community centre reported how he changed the climate 
‘inside’: 

“The young searched for identity and found that they took to each other. One could run a 
project by making a cultural island for the capital, which had nothing to do with it’s the 
outside environment. But we searched for compatibility with the environment, i.e. with our 
living place, community. They got only commands before. It was a new thing. These 
weren’t values from outside, injected radically into the community, but we tried to find 
things in their life, which maybe weren’t important or values before.” (János)  

An example of helping poor people ‘outside’ while working for gypsies ‘inside’:  

“I was the member of the illegal movement for helping poor people. In my job in the 
Educational Advisory Institute I taught adults; prepared 6-year old children for school, and 
made friendship with the disabled. When I joined the gypsy club movement it was clear that 
we would have to move from the formal to the informal and I made a club for gypsy 
children.” (Katalin) 

The majority of the activities before the transition had an ‘innovative against the system’ 
character, except one. This one was an activity formed in early childhood .  

“We attended the congregation meetings. It was usual to bring food and clothes for poor 
people. I did it too.” (Gábor)  

The transition made it possible to establish foundations or other organisations for their special 
purposes. Foundations and organisations were established for supporting these initiatives as well 
e.g. umbrella organisations. Our respondents are now directors, programme leaders or trustees of 
foundations or unions. Some of them used or use public media (television, radio) for their 
purposes. Worthy of mention is the woman who took part as young girl in an open cultural 
competition held for amateurs in television, where she decided to promote her people, by 
teaching them and distributing their culture.  

“I was the first one who spoke gypsy in public… I worked from 1992 to 1998 in the 
television in our Roma programme.” (Margó)  

There is an example of the reversed culture-politics connection as well. In this after-transition 
case when the respondent belonged the Green the political activity led to a social field activity 
(collective identity building) as a conclusion.  

“They closed a branch of the river. It was opened as a result of our assistance. We 
acquired the financial background, moved the village people to this side. We established a 
federation for the ecological development of the Danube area. We work for the ecological 
rehabilitation of the Danube, but it was always with the development of settlements, region 
and tourism. I take part in their life. I am there. We talk about it.” (Leó)  

Informal learning forms of life experiences are dominant in this domain also. Though the 
respondents themselves organise training for other activists, they did not mention formal, or non-
formal education that they attended in the domain. More of them said that they had to invent the 
practice in their work and they felt the lack of information about it.  
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“I did not take part in any formal education about how to do it. I had to invent it. I 
accumulated a kind of knowledge. It was  important to have, but there was no system.” 
(Katalin) 

4.3.Work  

The majority of the respondents who were characterised in the selection as belonging to the 
‘work domain’ were members of this domain in the pre-transition times as well. They worked 
inside or physically near to the established state-managed trade unions. Their activity, which was 
connected to established forms only, was at this time rather weak. Their activity became more 
effective and turned to the emerging forms in the time of transition.  

The respondent, who played later a key role in the co-ordination of a new balance between the 
new trade unions reported on the process of being more active in the field:  

“I wrote my thesis on the role of trade unions in the politics of employment. It was a new 
topic. It was natural for me, that I should write my thesis on trade unions. It was a critical 
review. Two researchers asked me to refer my thesis but I told them I’d rather not because 
I would get into trouble. At that time I was not so courageous… A state leader wrote an 
article about the price of the changes, the unemployment. I wrote an answer and showed to 
everybody. It was in 1987. When the new trade unions were formed I was asked to deliver a 
lecture to a reform club about the duties of the trade unions.” (Alma) 

When the transition opened up new possibilities, the respondent worked between the new trade 
unions as external moderator, inside a reorganisation of an old alliance of trade unions as an 
agent of change, and as creator of a new trade union. These practices had emergent as well as 
established elements: 

“He asked me to become the secretary, because the partners hated each other. For a 
couple of years I was the only link between them.” (Alma) 

“In a one and a half year hard political battle I succeeded in making a new alliance of 
trade unions, which was based on consensus.” (Ella) 

“When the section did not see its representation in the leadership, it began by forming an 
independent trade union. There were a lot of trade unions that time. We saw that if we 
didn’t do the same as the other trade unions, then we maybe would have a chance. By law 
ten persons are able to establish a trade union, after that they wait for the others join. We 
turned to the method, and send out 6.000 questionnaires, saying  that if over two third of 
the people agreed on the new union, then we were ready to lead it. 4.400 answers came 
back. We established the new trade union.” (Csaba) 

The minority of the people was involved in the domain only later. Today our respondents work in 
established circumstances as leaders of trade unions, team leaders, and experts.  

Some of the respondents are involved in the political domain as well; but the domains do not 
overlap like in communist times. An illustration of the connection to the political domain is in the 
following sentences. 
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„The choice to stay in the old national organisation with its socialist roots was not an 
option and joining the League was dismissed also, because it seemed to be going down an 
over-politicised route. Our umbrella trade union organisation stays in a sort of neutral 
political space, not affiliating itself to exclusively to the left or to right. That’s why we are 
getting hot and cold from both sides, but I am not really bothered by what political parties 
think of us.“ (Csaba) 

Formal and non-formal modes of learning were mentioned: some had lectures on trade unions as 
they studied in university, some had a course on trade unionism when working. Informal 
experiences did not help as much as practice activity in the work domain. 

5. Formal characteristics of the learning process: how do people learn?  

We can see examples that the elements of learning were accumulative for every respondent; this 
is a common characteristic for everyone. Feeling conscious of moments of TL that date from an 
earlier point or directly from the interview can be the result of an imminent process or of an 
external influence (e.g. the interview). 

During everyday life people meet with another approach to life – that resulted in a change of 
attitude, an awareness that life is not matter of predestination. 

The reason for learning usually lies in the tension that exists between the respondents and the 
social context they live in, and by experiencing contradictions between the interpretations and the 
actual facts they gain awareness of how things really are. 

5.1.Awareness of contradictions (social context – individual experience) 

“It was clear that something wasn’t going well in the system. We could not really articulate 
and pinpoint what it was exactly, it was just a feeling. It was obvious to us that there was a 
large difference between political declarations and actual realities. For instance as far as 
we understood the main objective and the main value of the socialist system was vested in 
the building of the communities. Although it was obvious that if, by any chance, there was a 
real community that was emerging, the process would be stopped by the authorities 
immediately. I remember there was one priest who was organising a variety of youth 
programs and one day he simply disappeared. Clearly it was something there. Later we 
could also say that at the workplace it was not just the good results in production that 
facilitated promotion and career development but also political manipulation played a 
crucial role. This realisation sensitised us towards a more complex understanding of the 
world. It also came to our notice that some others have already articulated these 
experiences and published them among the lines of some literature papers.“ (János)  

„Up till now I reached the conclusion that our current political system is far from the best 
system in the world in terms of justice. Moreover, it was clear to me that this system did 
very little to improve the living situation and circumstances of the poorest and most 
deprived layers of the society and it did nothing to help  make them aware and understand 
their social realities. Because these aspects are entirely lacking in our current realities I 
cannot respect this political system. 

“My experience taught me that the system was built on lies. For instance, like somebody 
like Frici, who was a social-democrat, part of the resistance hiding and protecting 
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weapons, such people never gained any recognition while others became real opportunists 
and succeeded.“ (Leó) 

„In the late fifties and 60s there was a political propaganda phrase widely heard 
describing capitalism “ The Negroes (that was the term used but it didn’t have any negative 
connotation) are beaten in America (meaning the US).“ I remember when I read the news 
of Angela Davies’ imprisonment with the piece of information that she would have the 
chance to go on with her studies in spite of being in jail. Compare this to Kistarcsa work-
camp, 1956 and all the repressions here. But things are not that easy. Recently I met an 
African American friend of mine who told me about his family roots and it is true that 40 
years ago he really could have seen black people in his family beaten to death. What I 
considered as a stupid piece of political indoctrination then, actually was true.“ (Nelli) 

„As a spouse of my second husband (a television journalist engaged in foreign political 
affairs and travelling a lot abroad) I was much more inclined to see the restrictions and 
limitations on free speech. By this time I had acquired a thorough knowledge on how the 
soft dictatorship worked. From this time on I sensed a sort of breaking out of the 
constraints and discovered how to relate to that and I was able to use this position as a 
conscious means, a deliberate technique for use in my life“ (Elvira) 

5.2.Family background / indirect experiences: 

Family background had a decisive effect on respondents’ perceptions on the world. Grandparents 
and parents lived through several political system changes, two world-wars, repression of Jews, 
leftists, experienced work-camps, the loss of family wealth, were forced to leave their homes, etc. 
Their experiences became „indirect experiences„ of their children. Their perceptions of history 
and guidance how to live in political turmoil and form life strategies had a tremendous influence 
on respondents’ choices. Basic attitudes and values were transmitted that way. (For example: not 
to be exposed to politics, never let others violate your rights, help the unfortunate and socially 
excluded, education as a means to getting on in society, being an expert giving you a certain 
autonomy, etc.) 

„Pre-war society was totally unacceptable for me because of the attacks on the Jews. Their 
persecution meant matters of life and death to me. Later I felt the new system was giving 
protection to me to lead a relatively secure life.“  (Barnabás) 

„I know my father only from his letters written to his baby-son (me). . He was a Jew taken 
to a forced labour camp (refused to flee, he sincerely thought desperate times needed guys 
like him to stay) ... I was an infant seriously ill, actually quite close to death. He claimed in 
his letters that it was he whose prayers were answered and therefore my life was secured. 
My mother naturally spoke a lot about my father and never forgot to emphasise that I owed 
him my life and hence it follows that I should give something back, I have a mission in 
life.“ (Gábor) 

„You noted it well in saying that I choose to act responsibly based upon the parental model 
of committedness which I internalised in whatever situations whenever I saw its relevance, 
however I am not that good in advocating my personal interests.“ (Gábor) 

„In religious community life I’ve learned that there are a lot of people much poorer than us 
and it should be our moral concern to help them..“ (Gábor) 
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„My mother was sacked from the Ministry of Interior when she admitted the fact that her 
sister emigrated to the West. In that building János Kádár and László Rajk were nametags 
on office doors. Therefore, I have never been a party member in my whole life. My mum 
had her happiest moments when the party left her. (1956).“ (Gábor) 

Sometimes the chosen life-path was a symbolic protest against the family culture. A respondent 
speaks about how she resisted to the expectations of her family. 

“The choice to go to university came naturally, I simply followed the path my parents 
shaped for me. I was 19 when I suddenly realised that my life seemed to be going its own 
way very predictable manner, I was supposed to marry, have children and enter into the 
research etc. I started to detest this narrow option, this set route. Immediately I joined a 
commune. From that time on it became obvious to me that the aim of learning was nothing 
other than to understand deeper the world around us. The Ibsen-Seminar was focussing on 
liberty. I was engaged in samizdat copying (typing at that time) and spreading the results to 
those who disseminated it on further.” (Katalin)  

5.3.Cultural capital 

 From the interviews it is obvious that the cultural wealth of families is a relevant dimension. 
Parents spoke foreign languages, they encouraged their children to learn a profession, to go 
abroad whenever it was possible (visits of relatives, exchange programs, state scholarships). The 
parents had broader worldviews which were transmitted to our  respondents and they had a 
chance to expand their horizons in foreign countries, to make comparisons which opened their 
eyes.  

„My parents were demanding in terms of schooling, cultural activities and even in human 
relations, their standards had to be met.“ (Elvira) 

„My father was adamant in making people confront their past. Human values counted 
much for him.“ (Elvira) 

5.4.Influential comparisons / Experiences gained in western countries, in capitalist 
countries 

Getting to know different perceptions of life automatically provokes one’s thinking, and 
conscious moments of learning follow. The life histories of the respondents show a relatively 
intensive share of international travel. 

A visit to a foreign country connected with an extraordinary personal experience resulted a kind 
of cathartic understanding regarding activity and rights. 

„The Dutch are people who can really set an example of active citizenship. Dutch citizens 
exert their rights when they pressurise institutions, when they demand information, when 
they make authorities accountable for their procedures, when they shape jurisdiction. 
Assertiveness, perhaps even in cheeky ways is the key competence I learned it from my 
mother. She represents this sort of character. My stepmother insisted firmly on dying at 
home and was given the option. This experience strengthened my belief that if you want to 
protect someone you love the best thing you really can do is to not to be shut up. It is not an 
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issue of money. It is merely an issue whether someone is willing to give it a shot, whether 
someone is willing to find the energy to induce a change. That’s all that it takes.“ (Izabella) 

„The French experience was very meaningful for me, as I was able to observe tolerance, 
moral behaviour and learn ethical aspects… Religion was socially accepted while still 
belonging to the realms of private life. The host family behaved responsible in every aspect: 
they genuinely made efforts to teach me the language. The man was a medical practitioner 
by profession and treated the poor without any charge. That was the first time I 
encountered a „social worker”. (Elvira) 

„When we lived in the US I worked as a French teacher in New York where I was 
motivated to take part in community projects aimed at homeless people and the elderly. I 
closely investigated a doormen’s strike, I learned what it means to give the maximum 
respect to the rights of others, even if there is a lack of understanding in terms of ’why” . 
Acceptance of others, tolerating the other (tolerance of differences) comes first and even if 
it is only reaching the level of nothing more than a shallow indifference I think it prevents 
society breaking up, it creates a knitting effect, a level of solidarity.“ (Elvira) 

5.5.Encountering different life-worlds within the Hungarian society  

This was an eye-opener as well: 

“I’ve attended in a lot of rural social studies specifically planned for university students to 
explore life at first hand and take part in structured social research. The insights into 
poverty and social inequalities were strong impulses.“ (Katalin) 

Raising awareness on social differences seems to be part of personal experiences. Usually the 
interviewees were confronted with their considerably more fortunate social positions, but the 
minority experienced low prestige from their socio-economic status which triggered an ambition 
to change it. 

„When I started to work at the Railway Company I discovered that my metalworker 
position was three times less paid as than those engine drivers working on the locomotives. 
That’s why I applied to be an engine driver. In the meantime my amateur artistic activities 
continued to flourish. I plunged into it with a feverish enthusiasm. I loved the community 
there. The whole atmosphere made me think differently about the world, planted a firm 
wish in me to expect more than the simple routine of work, the workshop and commuting 
every day.“  (Csaba) 

„As I knew what it was to work as an unskilled worker and be put down I particularly 
emphasised the importance of completing my university studies. Completion of tasks, 
solving issues, finishing projects, achieving results – this is an attitude to which I attach 
weight in my social mobiliser’s career. I firmly believe the term ’civil’ never means being 
amateurish, being dilettante and unstructured. Creating a social movement needs 
rationality, effectiveness, prestige relations, social recognition.“ (Zsolt) 

„We held a series of discussions on the issue of poverty, about the stratification of the 
society. We invited local teachers to these occasions and argued which are the proper ways 
to help people prepare themselves to be able to shape their lives actively and not simply be 
the passive clients of the welfare system. During this course of discussions the whole group 
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began to be much more conscious though without explicit political aspirations. It is 
possible to be political without giving in to party politics or without being overtly radical. 
One member of the group became a councillor in the 1990 local election.“ (János) 

“At the university there were two kinds of movement I had an attachment to: one of them 
targeted the bright and able children of manual workers with the aim of enabling them to 
enter university fully –equipped in terms of the admission criteria. This movement had what 
I was deeply interested in: social equality and creating equal chances. I thought those less 
fortunate in their family background should be given possibility to make up for what they 
had missed. I had the idea that in this system there is equality but it wasn’t functioning 
well.” (Katalin) 

„Later I was offered employment in a local social care institution as a Gypsy-family 
counsellor. The job description wasn’t anything traditional, I had to come up with the role 
–set. It wasn’t an easy job, I was persistent enough to care for my clients’ interests which 
sometimes evoked the management’s disapproval which resulted even in formal sanctions 
against me. I was taken aback by the fact that a lot of seemingly nice and lively children 
entering the school immediately turned in weak results. I had teaching experience with 
different groups like adults, the disabled, like 6-year-olds requiring additional tutoring. I 
started a group for mothers and their children. Later it grew to be a youth club. At this 
period I got acquainted with my second husband who ran a Gypsy Club. In the summer we 
organised a camp where Gypsy intellectuals were invited. My experiences strengthened my 
belief that something corrective had be done to arrest the accumulative disadvantage of the 
Gypsy children. Something with the school had to be done, I thought“ (Katalin) 

5.6.Influential Others  

Such people are constantly mentioned as forces capable of shaping their notions. Family 
members, teachers, fellow-students, well-known intellectuals, charismatic prime movers, foreign 
citizens, members of neighbourhood communities were mentioned in the interviews, people who 
made the respondents see things differently. 

“At the Faculty of Law I was deeply interested in criminal law and in constitutional law. At 
the research group I had a chance to encounter the reality of Bokor (an alternative reform 
movement within the Catholic Church). It had a dramatic effect on my life. People’s lives 
are full of temptations which might take them down different routes, certain achievements 
open avenues to take up. The eternal choice had to be made between taking the sides of the 
oppressed or of the oppressors.“ (Zsolt) 

„Being a mother to my children and I certainly expanded my social networks. I made 
contact with people who were very different from intellectual or academic circles, some of 
them were entrepreneurs who had a strong sense of getting something back in exchange of 
their tax payments (installing telephones, for example). When we bought a building site it 
was rewarding to see how one of my new neighbours came forward and persistently 
exerted pressure on local government officers (who were genuinely startled to see this 
fighting behaviour) to install electricity and some other infrastructure into the area.“ 
(Elvira) 

 „The teacher I appreciated the most was a member of the Communist Party and through 
his attractive personality somehow I managed to accept the party. A very good friend of 
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mine affected me similarly to this direction as well. It was good to hang out with him and I 
felt we were chips off the same block, our views were close to being identical.” (Barnabás) 

5.7.Reflection on world problems, macro-political contexts 

„I found the 1967 War in the Middle East as a sort of success story, I liked the fact that a 
small nation could make nearly all the world (except Eastern European countries) 
sympathise with their efforts. I was conscious of the fact that official opinion was against 
mine and it caused some sort of internal conflict within me.” (Barnabás) 

„I developed a keen interest in social issues, in world politics which channelled me to the 
only option available, i.e. to play an active part in the political movement-side of the 
system. The drive I had was conceived in the notion that I would be able to contribute to 
social betterment. I shared the greenness of the young in believing there is a room for 
improvement and there are opportunities for action. We used the term ’social activity’ then 
and not citizenship activity.“ (Barnabás) 

5.8.Conflicts in the community, in the school, in the workplace 

These conflicts made them aware of their fighting power, their competence to be able to make a 
stand, or the lack of it. Reflexive professional praxis also involved transitional learning. 

„My brother joined a political party and his whole perspective and reference points 
completely negated the independence of a civic personality. There is nearly no chance of a 
real dialogue with him. That goes for the nationalism discourse as well. My themes 
transcend the level of the nation state- but of course Hungarian identity, the nation itself is 
part of my worldview. My big interests: militarism, security, peace, church and religion, 
civic movements can’t be framed only on the nationalistic level. I would consider this 
peripheral and my intention is certainly to outgrow this state. I think the task is to have 
more roots in the world although we live in Hungary. These perspective results in a definite 
political viewpoint that I consider being the civic way, i.e. not clinging to national parties 
at all but rather to issues, themes, concepts. These can be pursued by different political 
sides or no sides at certain times. I’ve always had a political side to me but I developed a 
relatively low level of trust in actual politics. I differentiate between party politics and the 
politics of the civic organisations.“ (Zsolt) 

“I always believed that the goal-posts were not fixed in that political system. I thought we 
could move them gently, softly, carefully and hardly visibly even if next day they were 
pushed back again and we had to move them again. With this method slowly and surely 
we’d advance“. (Leó) 

„Then the Americans came with their questions on the third sector, on the nature of the 
emerging civic society and I was sitting there like a dummy. I didn’t dare to reveal that the 
concepts they were using meant nothing to me, I didn’t know the terms, I felt a new 
language had to be acquired.“ (Katalin) 

„When I worked in a psychosomatic institute I experienced that real personal participation 
and attention which is productive and helps the patients get well. It was a sort of revelation 
to me how incredibly much can be achieved by paying close attention to things.“ (Zsolt) 
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„For the last 15 years I have been involved in providing legal advice. It is my belief that I 
should give all the relevant information to clients (human, sociological, legal) and let them 
decide responsibly. To take on pointless confrontations that confirm the client is sure to 
lose and as a result falls into despair is not my aim. I think there is no middle way to 
represent these issues we address. Conflicts ought to be brought to the surface and 
expressed. With questions we don’t know the answer to we should indicate that we don’t 
know. My life philosophy is to participate as a human being, i.e. personally. Taking 
responsibility for decisions cannot be avoided.” (Zsolt) 

6. The role of political transition and age 

In the post transition times the social weight of emergent movements in the political field 
decreased. The place of activity became the party – but party members were not asked, because 
they were not selected: the notion of active ‘citizenship’ seems to in contradiction to politics. The 
idea that more activists separated themselves from politics is anyhow not “correct” or “straight”. 
The reason for refusal is one hand rational: party binds party members to party interests, therefore 
they can’t react as independent responsible persons. Other hand, there may be a bad connotation 
of the words in that ‘party’ and ‘politics’ were connected once to the one party communist 
regime. Movements in the civil society domain turned to be becoming established. In the work 
domain the importance – because of its very possibility – of acting on behalf of special interests 
increased. The post transition period means the consolidation of conditions generally.  

The complaint of the activist of today is: formerly (in the pre transition times) they were ‘held 
together’ by the same enemy and the lack of other alternatives, today they are dissipated by 
separate interests and their effectiveness has fallen because by being just one of a range of 
possibilities. 

6.1.Learning before and after the transition 

After the transition the civic domain grows by offering possibilities for realising active 
citizenship, and naturally the democratic state and its way of working opens up ways of 
channelling people’s efforts and demands. 

One strand signifies the joy by expanded possibilities brought about by the transition process and 
the social learning it involves. The other line sees reasons to be engaged actively irrespective of 
the turnaround in the political system. 

Nobody refers to formal learning situations. Activity areas are mentioned (inherently speaking 
about informal learning aspects). Active citizenship seems to cover both work and the civil space 
for a lot of our respondents. 

“I totally welcome the legal changes after the system change that make it easier for civil 
organisations to acquire a legal status which enables them to get access to financial 
resources as well. My private self and my professional self in my activities are intertwined 
now, it is difficult for me to make a distinction.” (Nelli) 
„Social space increased tremendously for activities. I don’t mean party politics but the 
opportunity to spread projects nation-wide that were minor experiments before.“ (Elvira) 
„It was a liberating drive to be able to see how the situation changed, how it turned for the 
better, how it became possible to plan a meaningful life with realistic hopes. Of course, 
travel and consumption were novelties for a lot of people who instead of civil activism 
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chose this path. I think the civil sphere hasn’t so far achieved the potential it ought to 
have.“ (Leó) 
„ I loved every moment of the transition, I felt the thrill of freedom. Later I thought about it, 
and maybe it offered such a liberating moment only for the intellectuals. Freedom of 
movement and loss of fear of the police was very rewarding to them.“ 
„What I am working on now is to create a horizontal network which enables every member 
to work well in it and lead a life they like for themselves but at the same time to build that 
power which can’t be easily swept aside by others.“ (Izabella) 
„Trade unions’ social recognition is very low now. I think if they only deal with internal 
organisational matters... Trade Unions need to develop approaches of openness to social 
matters, need to consult with experts, researchers, the actual cabinet members etc. to be 
fully integrated. We experience social change in a tremendous scale. It is possible to say to 
people: Create your own futures, be entrepreneurs, seek new markets but people don’t 
seem to be ready for that. Such questions - in proportion – should be dealt with within the 
unions. Before the transition communication with society was a rather empty category, 
nowadays its significance is constantly growing.“ (Zsolt) 
„ In case of volunteering I can’t see much difference.“ (Izabella) 
„Before transition it was easier to understand our world, to make the divide between the 
pro’s and con’s (politically). There was a common enemy which created commonalties and 
communities.“ (Leó) 
„ Then with one party and now with the multi –party system the political sphere preserved 
its dominance over society. It blocks civic activism. I perceive a lack of solidarity and 
growing competitiveness in society as well.“ (Nelli) 
„ Before I opposed that political system, nowadays I find myself opposing this one. I 
automatically strive for balance. I don’t agree at all that everything we had during 
socialism can be classified as wrong or evil. Then I thought socialism ought to have 
absorbed a lot from capitalism, now I feel the present capitalism here should retain certain 
aspects from socialism.“ (Katalin) 

6.2.Age-related issues 

The proportion of different experiences results in a difference in thinking. “Experiences” means 
experiences are passed from the parents as well. Younger doesn’t have as much insult as elder 
that may cause more flexibility. 

It is also important to mention, that older people could experience directly some very strong 
drives to become active citizens from the glorious time of a very short democracy just after 2nd 
World War. It is about the believable promises of socialism in parallel with the atrocities of the 
hard dictatorship in the 50’s, as well as the wonderful days of the 1956 uprising. These strong 
shifts of change in the socio-political context could be more inspiring than the soft dictatorship, 
in the era when younger people were growing up.  

6.3.Gender-related issues 

While male respondents did not mention women (wives) as significant factors of inspiration of 
any kind of civil activity, some female respondents mentioned that their loving partners brought 
changes in their way of thinking.  
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„During this period I got acquainted with my second husband, who ran a Gypsy Club.” 
(Katalin)  
“I got acquainted with my husband on a ‘Ki mit tud?’ event, where he participated as a 
gypsy musician. From that time we work together.” (Margó) (‘Ki mit tud?’ was the biggest 
and very popular amateur cultural competition for decades in Hungary.)  
“My boy friend belonged to a Mao-followers’ group and this ideology significantly 
influenced my way of thinking.” (Alma) 

Motherhood results in a turn from general society related issues to personal family related issues, 
while the character (the passion) of the activity is constant. A new very important learning field is 
opened up concerning responsibility. 

The circumstances of the socialisation and the present life phase influence the extent of present 
involvement, first in thinking, second in acting.  

It is also important to mention that from the time of socialism, the two-worker family model 
became dominant in Hungary. Consequently women spent much less time in voluntary activities, 
compared to developed Western countries, particularly the USA. 

7. The profiles of the learners  

Because the majority of the persons interviewed are well known personalities in Hungarian 
public life and their identity is easy to recognise when the main points of their lives are shown, 
and our respondents did not agree to publish their personal data, regarding the 1992 Act.Section 
LXIII. “About protection of personal data and public interest” 3. § (1)(2) we may not 
communicate this information in any report. We can transmit only summarised personal data (a 
sub-division may be not smaller than 2 persons), summarised interviews or cite sentences 
anonymously.  
 - 50 50- 
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Izabella F Environmental protection  
Margó F Expression of ethnic interests  
Sándor M Environment protection  
Zsolt M Against compulsory military 
service  
4 interviews 

Barnabás M Form a local section of a party 
Barnabás  M Help a party at elections 
Botond M CYO leader before transition 
Botond M Environmental protection  
Ella F Helped by party campaign   
Gábor M Helped express and realise personal rights and 
Interests against state before transition  
János M Expression of local interests  
Katalin F Sign protest petition (before transition) 
Leó M For the environment  
Nelli F Nature protection  
8 interviews 
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Alma F Protects workers interest outside trade unions 
Botond M Team leader 
Csaba M Trade union leader  
Ella F Trade unionist  
Gábor M Leader of a professional association  
5 interviews 
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Izabella F Help poor people 
Margó F Transmission of culture C 
Margó F Community building C 
Margó F Equal opportunities S 
2 interviews 

Barnabás M Civil sector developer and researcher C  
Botond M Developing a new branch of studies  
Elvira F Equal opportunities in quality of life S 
János M Community building C 
Katalin F Equal opportunities (gypsies) S 
Leó, M Collective identity building C 
6 interviews 

 
 
The following respondents granted us permission to publish their profiles:  
Barnabás (M) was member of the state-party in a belief of having real possibility to do for the 
society. After the transition, as a researcher he recognised that there is a possibility to help to the 
new evolving civil sphere and took part in the civil society building. He is member of several 
supervisory body of foundations, director of a national foundation. 

Botond (M) decided to act from inside of the communist system and as CYO leader organised 
experimental theatre and illegal movie performances as well. He became the leader of a non-
existing alternative organisation of CYO created for the reason to show existing democracy to the 
West; he made the organisation for a working alternative, the first one in Hungary. He made a 
union for environment protection for the employees of the brand new governmental organisation 
for environment protection, and made public his analyse of the actual condition of the 
environment in Hungary. He reached his goal making a common platform for practice and 
teaching environment protection only after the transition in form of developing a new branch on 
environmental engineering.  

Gábor (M) first activity was in his early childhood as he helped his mother helping the poor 
people by giving cloth, food. His activity in literature and drama group fused his interest in the 
society when he became an editor-reporter in the television. He made documentary films and 
publicly demonstrated (in his TV-programme) his behaviour not accepting that personal interests 
and human rights cannot be protected against state organisations. That was a special initiative in 
the communist times. Now he is the leader of a national federation of journalists.  

Izabella (F) as student worked in a university club for nature protection as team leader. She 
wrote articles, organised demonstrations. She printed “szamizdat” and she was member of a 
movement for helping poor people as well. She built connections to western movements on 
environment protection. After the transition she organised an international conference in the same 
time and same place where the European ministers for environment protection met, they 
transmitted their declaration. She’s now leader of a foundation on environment protection. Her 
recent challenges are the question of energy sources, create a co-operating network of small non-
profit units, and bring up her followers.  

Katalin (F) as young teacher went to the countryside to help the poor children. Than she worked 
as social worker for gypsies, made clubs for them, investigated the most effective ways of 
teaching gypsy children. She was member of a movement for helping poor people, printed illegal 
papers (“szamizdat”) against the system, and signed a protest petition for imprisoned members of 
opposition. After the transition she helped a district self-government in Budapest as expert in 
gypsy issues. For about ten years she began to work in a foundation as programme leader for 
gypsy issues, now she is the director of the foundation. She’s recent challenge is making a Roma 
radio. 

Leó (M) in the new economic system of the '80-s opened a restaurant. The restaurant was a 
meeting place for the democratic opposition. He supported the opposition financially and also 
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distributed "samizdat". He rented another place in order to organise meetings also in front of a 
bigger audience. He organised demonstrations against the hydroelectric power station on Danube 
at Nagymaros and Bős. In the transition times he joined one of the new parties and in the first 
free elections, more than a hundred member of his NGO organisation became member of the 
Parliament. He founded a green party. He is for river rehabilitation and for the protection of the 
Danube. He established an association between local municipalities in order to help the 
ecological rehabilitation of the Danube. He is a member of the committee of the European 
Federation of Green Parties.  

Sándor (M) as member of a group aimed local nature protection saved hills from mining, 
building housing estates via using simple personal argumentation. He collected signatures against 
Bős water power station. In the transition times he founded a green party. The challenge he feels 
responsible for is teaching students for staying on local, personal levels of life instead of leaving 
that level while solving the problems occur, because of it causes a growing spiral of major 
ecological problems.  

Zsolt (M) was agains obligatory military service which contradicts the human rights, the freedom 
of thinking. He wrote a letter to his representative in Parliament, founded a movement for the 
human rights, printed “szamizdat”. In the transition times he organised protesting demonstrations. 
After the transition he created an organisation for the protection of interest of persons who’d like 
chose the unarmed military service.  

Some of our respondents are member of the Prime Minister’s or other governmental advisory 
boards. 

8. Conclusions, executive summary  

Domains and definition of active citizenship 

Our respondents were actively involved in-groups all their lives. “Social activism” is a term they 
frequently refer to describe their socialisation process. They were initiators of social groups and 
communities. Membership and leadership in self-created communities seem to be a common 
feature in life.  

The distinction between being involved in politics as politicians of the government (full-time and 
paid) and active citizenship can be mapped in most of the interviews. Keeping distance from 
political life was a strong motive for those who opposed the communist system. However 
community activism for wider concerns is a must for this concept of active citizenship. Not to act 
would contradict the reflexive understanding of the self. 

Being proactive is a feature of active citizenship linked with taking responsibility for social 
concerns. 

Citizenship is not mere membership but a belief in the self-directing potential of human beings – 
this notion is coming up through the interviews. It is not defined by the political system someone 
lives in.  

Ethical principles, notions of care and social justice, committedness to ecological values make a 
strong force in building and expressing individual identities. The „French-type of intellectual’s 
role model, which has got a strong tradition in Hungary (mission to interfere to public issues, to 
generate ideas, to give informed opinions) is prevalent in the interviews. 
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Universal values and issues of global relevance as points of reference.  

Personal autonomy and  the ability to make conscious choices seem to have an importance in the 
conceptualisation of active citizenship. The knowledge of the self is quite mature and not shaken 
by ambiguities. 

Professionalism, being capable of developing a relevant body of professional knowledge is not 
only part of one’s capacities but acts as a source of personal autonomy as well.  

Active citizenship means more than activism, it means exploring alternatives (alternative ways, 
norms, etc.) through which change can be brought about. 

Why do people become active citizens?  

The respondents felt responsibility for several tasks in the political, civil society and work 
domains. Most of the persons interviewed have ‘more identities’, that is they did or do several 
activities, in several domains. The complimentary activity has sometimes the same weight of 
importance as the main activity which is being used for grouping the criterion for selection.  

The main pursuits for activity in the political domain were party, interests and rights, 
environment, in the social domain were the cultural field, the social field, development, in the 
work domain were: trade unions or protecting workers interests outside trade unions, team 
leadership. 

The respondents mentioned the following reasons for taking up a challenges:  
- values they felt bound to, 
- circumstances of life or special occasions.  

The values as mentioned by the respondents were:  

•  Responsibility factor group. The importance of taking responsibility was hinted at several 
times, 12 of the 15 respondents mentioned it.  

•  Balance factor group. This kind of responsibility is concerned with the balance of equal life 
chances, and does not allow people doing against others or simply being ‘against’.  

•  Rights factor group. This kind of responsibility differs from the previous value group in its 
positive direction of act ‘in behalf of.  

•  Diversity factor group. This responsibility extends the personal responsibility to other’s 
interests as well.  

•  Acting factor group. This kind of responsibility concerns the need for permanent activity.  

•  Life program by a special value factor group: Every one of our respondents had a special 
pattern of values which were held as a compass of the directing their actions.  

Circumstances of life or special occasions led people to turn to an activity or to new activities. 
Occasions offered a possibility and a form to realise behaviour in accordance with the values. 
Circumstances of life means 

- the actual physical, biological or reproduction phase of life,  

- the social conditions, which include the actual practice exercised in the family and the influence 
of friends, enemies, co-workers, teachers and other persons, 
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- historical background.  

Special occasions are events, which cannot fit into or derive from the usual course of life e.g. 
visit in a foreign country, meet another life-world, losing the job, reading a book or an 
advertisement, which speaks directly to the reader’s personality.  

Values the respondents felt bound to, were transmitted to them in childhood via explicit values 
or by examples of taking action  

Other reasons for taking up a challenge are unconscious drivers that were found by the 
majority of the respondents.  

•  Integration factor group 
•  Continuity factor group 
•  Tradition factor group (inherited attitudes):  
•  Rejecting parents factor group: being against authority; opposition; against accepting; 
rejecting the family way of thinking  

These findings contradict the project’s framework (but not the purpose of finding effective ways 
of education / training) as  regards the consciously reflected factors, which may serve as a basis 
for transitional learning, i. e. making meaningful connections. But, it is worthwhile mentioning 
that it seems to be that all of the conscious decisions are taken inside of a limited decision field, 
which is pretty well determined by the effect of the unconscious factors. 

One relationship between the conscious and unconscious factors concerns the motivation 
power of the respondent. Another connection between conscious and unconscious factors is, 
when they fuse together in a ‘decision reflex’.  

Political domain  

•  Most of the persons interviewed have ‘more identity’, that means they do several activities, in 
several domains. The complementary activity has sometimes the same weight in importance as 
the main activity which is used for grouping the criterion of selection. The presence of political 
activity is pre-dominates, and this is influenced by the nature of the previous political system.  

•  Communism stopped all possibility of organisation of people starting from grassroots. There 
was a dividing line for people: whether to take part in activities of the state-party or its sub-
organs or not, and if ever, in what extent.  

•  A two-tier situation was found for those operating “on the inside”: state-run positions were 
used for practices, which did not fit the regime-‘s original purposes. Close relations to the state-
party gave opportunity to act totally diverse from party-ideology. 

•  There were activities, which did not contradict the ideology of the official state-system, but 
which protested against the system also. 

•  The outsider position allowed for non-establishment forms only. The critical opposition was 
found inside family homes, private properties, the protest activities were on the streets.  

•  During the transition, illegal movements became legal, some turned to becoming established. 
The respondents who were characterised in the process of selection as being ‘political activity’ 
kept their connections to the domain after the transition, the respondents whose activity was over-
politicised by and because of the nature of the former system’s thinking did not. Today our 
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respondents work in established circumstances, as leaders or members of the leadership of 
unions, foundations, parties or party federations. 

•  Formal learning delivered by the system was a typical two-tier situation. Informal learning 
forms as life experiences are dominant in the domain. 

Civil society domain 

•  The respondents belonging to the ’civil society’ domain were active in the both (social and 
cultural) field. 

•  One section of our respondents worked in state run organisations established for these 
purposes. To shape their project in a way that diverged from the official one, some of them used 
the situation and acted ‘on the inside’, some of them ran their project ‘outside’ in parallel with 
that work they could do for the matter ‘inside’. 

•  The transition made an opportunity to establish foundations or other organisations for their 
special purposes. Foundations and organisation were established for supporting these initiatives 
as well e.g. umbrella organisations. Our respondents are now directors, programme leaders or 
trustees of foundations or unions. 

•  Informal learning forms as life experiences are dominant in this domain also.  

Work domain 

•  The majority of the respondents characterised in the process of selection as belonging to the 
‘work domain’ belonged to this domain in the pre-transition times as well. Their activity, which 
was connected to established forms only, was at this time rather weak. Their activity became 
more effective and became emergent forms during the  transition.  

•  Today our respondents work in established circumstances as leaders of trade unions, team 
leaders, and experts.  

•  Formal and non-formal modes of learning were mentioned. Informal experiences did not help 
as much as practical activity in the work domain. 

Formal characteristics of the learning process: how do people learn?  

The reason for learning usually lies in the tension that exists between the respondents and the 
social context they live in, and through experiencing contradictions between the interpretations 
and the actual facts they gain awareness of how things really are. 

Family background had a decisive effect on respondents’ perceptions of the world. Grandparents 
and parents lived through several political system changes, two world-wars, repression of Jews, 
leftists, experiences in work-camps, the loss of family wealth, being forced to leave their homes, 
etc. Their experiences became „indirect influences„ on their children. Their perceptions of history 
and guidance on how to live in political turmoil and develop life strategies had a tremendous 
influence on respondents’ choices. Basic attitudes, values were transmitted in that way.  

Sometimes the chosen life-path was a symbolic protest against the family culture  

From the interviews it is obvious that the cultural wealth of the families is a relevant. dimension. 
Parents spoke foreign languages, they encouraged their children to learn a profession, to go 
abroad whenever it was possible (visits of relatives, exchange programs, state scholarships). The 
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parents had broader worldviews which were transmitted to our respondents and they had a chance 
to expand their horizons in foreign countries, to make comparisons which opened their eyes.  

Encountering different life-worlds within Hungarian society was an eye-opener as well. 

Raising awareness of social differences seems to be part of these personal experiences. Usually 
the interviewees were confronted with their considerably more fortunate social conditions, but the 
minority experienced a sense of low prestige in their socio-economic status which triggered an 
ambition to change it. 

Influential others are constantly mentioned as forces able to shape their notions. 

Family members, teachers, fellow-students, well-known intellectuals, charismatic prime movers, 
foreign citizens, members of neighbourhood communities were mentioned in the interviews who 
had made the respondents to see things differently. 

Conflicts in the community, in school, in the workplace made them aware of their fighting power, 
their competence to be able to make a stand, or the lack of it. Reflexive professional praxis also 
involved transitional learning. 
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PART 3 

Learning Active Citizenship in Romania - Report on life histories 

A. Hatos, A. Dodescu, R. Titieni, T. Saveanu, and A. Drugas 
 
Introduction to Romanian life history report   

This report is focused on different aspects of active citizenship, such as: the contexts that shaped 
activism, the challenges, connections and capacities related to active citizenship, learning of 
active citizenship, and the role of transition in this process. On each issue, after this introductory 
chapter, there are separate chapters in this report, and also there are two general chapters: one 
focusing on different contradictory issues, problems which need further investigations, etc, and 
the other consisting of an executive summary.  

1. General context. Romania a new democracy 

Romania is going through two transition processes: post socialist transition and transition from 
associated state to EU member state.  In the first type of transition the priorities were the political 
transformations, determined by the development of pluralist democracy.  

Politically, Romania has taken huge steps towards a building sustainable democracy. When one 
considers  the starting points, the progress made is impressive. In December 1989 Romania was a 
ruled by a personal dictatorship helped by the structures of the Communist Party nomenklatura 
and the secret police. Today, the country is a politically stable multi-party semi-presidential 
republic, with a bi-cameral legislative body elected democratically. 

The post-socialist transition of the political institutions extended until the first democratic power 
shift that occurred in 1996 which marked the effectiveness of the democratic institutions. 
Meanwhile, especially in the second half of the 90ies, Romania has made great progress towards 
adhesion to the EU structures and to NATO. However, the political transformations were not 
without shortcomings. Among the most salient issues in Romanian political domain one could 
mention the accomplishment of real separation of powers, especially the influence of the politics 
on the judiciary system, the status of public officials, the system of representation – the members 
of Parliament are elected from party lists now, which gives exaggerated power to party leaders 
and especially the corruption of the political system which has seemingly been taken over  by 
interest groups, thus endangering the credibility and the functionality of the system. 

The most prominent features of the Romanian society in the last 12 years have been the constant 
and dramatic drop in living standards, together with a an increased polarisation, on the one hand 
and the growing gap, economically, socially and culturally, between regions as well as between 
urban areas and the rural area on the other. De-industrialisation, the changes in the opportunity 
structures and the fall in the social contributions from the state has made poverty a massive 
problem. This has produced other problems like a decline in demographic indicators or a massive 
emigration, both definitive and circular. Lack of opportunities in the industrial and the service 
sectors caused even a migration from urban to rural areas in the previous decade. Moreover, de-
collectivization and agrarian reform in the absence of effective agricultural markets provoked a 
“re-peasantization” of the rural inhabitants that has been noted with concern.  
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Different waves of human and material resources in the last 12 years provoked an increase in the 
gaps between different domains of society. Big cities are growing more and more global whereas 
the countryside and the small towns are staying patriarchal and remote. Some regions, like most 
of Transylvania and Banat, the Eastern region of Wallachia and Dobrogea took the greatest share 
of the benefits of the transformation to capitalism while other regions are relying basically on 
state subsidies.  

Finally, social polarisation is marked by a conspicuous ruling elite class that has taken the lion’s 
share of the transformations and and visibly scandalous groups suffering from extreme 
marginalisation and poverty. 

In economic perspective the following phases can be outlined: 

- institution forming transformation; 
- price liberalisation; 
- privatisation – reconstruction; 
- macro-economical stabilisation.  

In most of the public debates the emphases are on the acceleration of these phases and of the 
relationship of privatisation – reconstruction as far as human resources are concerned. There is a 
lack in these debates of issues related to responsibility and motivation by economic actors for the 
strengthening of economic administration and the maximisation of results.  

2. Data and method 

Our sample was structured according to the Etgace methodology and the recommendations from 
the Re-Etgace team, on three general domains as follows: civil society 6, state / politics 5 and 
economic sector 5 respondents.  

Regarding age cohorts, after discussions with the partners, we established the dividing line 
between age groups at 35 years old. This limit was decided as to permit comparisons between 
people who lived a longer period of their lives in the communist period and those who had a 
longer part of their youth after the revolution (being around 22 at the revolution, having the 
chance to experience democracy as young people). To put the age limits lower than 35, so as to 
have people who grew up in a democratic context was not possible as they are still too young to 
perceive the character of their activism. The group of young people is anyway smaller (six 
respondents) than the older ones (10 subjects) as the second group is significantly larger than the 
first. Gender groups are more equally structured: 9 men and 7 female (also men are more active 
then female). 

The selection of our respondents was made following recommendations from our Advisory 
Board’s suggestions and then the recommendations of our respondents. We also based our 
selection on our information in the sector. All our respondents are from Oradea. 

Analysis and results 

1. Local definitions of active citizenship - Content analysis 
How do active citizens describe themselves?  
Our study is based on interviews with active citizens: in a general scholastic definition, actors 
that accept to bear the costs of providing public goods.  
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With the attempt to outline the characteristics necessary for activism we paid special attention to 
the way our respondents define themselves.  

Categorising somebody as active citizen should take into account the difference between the 
definition of oneself and the hetero-identification. Discussions on the meaning of active 
citizenship are part of society’s institutional reflexivity through social science. There is an 
important point to be made in advance: not all of our respondents consider themselves active 
citizens. This is particularly true regarding people from the economic domain. 

In order to reconstruct the local, contextual meaning of active citizens, as it comes from our 
respondents, we looked to terms and expression that describe the person’s relationships with 
his/her social context. Longer sentences or description were summarised in short attributes. Most 
of them refer to character, values and social orientation. 

The result is the list of characteristics of active citizens presented in table one, which itemises 
them in the descending order of importance, i.e. frequency of appearance at our respondents. 

Table 1. The characteristics of active citizens 
 

•  responsibility 12 
•  perseverance  and hard work 12 
•  commitment, calling and out of passion 10 
•  courage 9 
•  skills: organising and communication (diplomacy) 8 
•  idealism, naivety, madness 7 
•  self-determination combined with self reliability 

(confidence) 7 
•  ambition 7 
•  receptivity, openness 7 
•  correctness 6  
•  critical thinking, self criticism 6 
•  realism 5 
•  practical 4 
•  trusting people, empathic and intuitive 4 
•  optimism, positive thinking 3 

•  being a fighter 3 
•  professionalism (systematic, methodical) 3 
•  cynical 3 
•  dynamism 3 
•  tolerance 3 
•  incisive 3 
•  non-conformist 2 
•  adaptability 2 
•  altruism 2 
•  assertive 2 
•  modesty 2 
•  calculated / prudence 2 
•  strength 1 
•  enthusiasm 
•  honest  
•  pessimism 

Taking our respondents’ answers into account the general profile of the activist would be: 
responsible, perseverant, and committed to his mission, having the skills (professionalism) for an 
effective activity.   

There is an apparent contradiction between the first two characteristics: responsibility and 
preference and the third: commitment, passion and calling. This third is closely related to 
idealism and madness. Some of the activists in civil society consider that there is a need for „a 
little madness” to get involved (George, Elena). Responsibility, determination and passion, are 
traits that describe the every day heroism of people that changed the world, like the first 
Protestants. However, in emphasising passion, our respondents underpin the fact that active 
citizens do not merely work things out but do this based on ideals and acting courageously 
towards fulfilling them. 

“You need some madness. Because in the moment when my wife came to work for the 
foundation we talked for about 2 months about whether she shall do that and quit her job 
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and come to work full time for the foundation or should she stay longer there, because you 
see there it was safer. And to work only in her free time at the foundation. And we realised 
that there is no turning back if you really wish to follow your dream ...”. (George).  

Courage is an important feature here. Most of our respondents made a rational assessment of risk 
when getting involved or describe their evaluation of the situation as rational. Most of them 
consider that they were courageous for doing so, even in the cases when they regard themselves 
as having a calling for the activity.   

2. Contextual analysis of active citizenship 

2.1.Why do people become active citizens? 

In this section we focus on the reasons our interviewees have for activism, analysing generally 
their biographies, the contexts through each life phase highlighting those aspects related to their 
activism.   

1. We start the analysis on this topic by focusing on the family context of each of our 
respondents. 

Regarding the quality of the relationships inside our subjects’ families we categorised the 
families in three main groups: a)”normal” families (both parents, financial stability, without big 
conflicts) 8 cases; b) families dealing with small problems (financial problems, conflicts with 
parents) 4 cases; and c) the third which includes 4 cases that had to face big problems: financial 
crises, large numbers of children, single parents, and orphans.  

Another dimension relevant to their activism is the way one’s family influences the career 
options of our subjects, especially the decisions to become involved actively in a positive way in 
the lives of fellow citizens. In this sense three responders (all men) feel responsibility within the 
family, all facing financial crisis for a long period of time (poor families). Each of them gets 
involved in a different domain. Yet in none of these cases the activism is derived from these 
problems (as a direct solution to them), being more a learning context for them. A distinct 
category is represented by people who feel responsible towards their parents in fulfilling the 
parent’s dreams (two cases).  

In this sense we analysed the relationships of our respondents with their parents: most of them 
have a good relationship with them, two are opposing them (one because different religious 
outlook or affiliation and one because of a different opinion on life) and two mention having life 
styles and attitudes very close to those of their parents.  

2. Matters of religion could be very interesting as dimensions of family context. Generally, our 
subjects do not refer directly to this issue. There are three cases which have problems regarding 
religion: in two cases the parents are neo-protestants and the child are antagonistic to this, and in 
the third the father is a orthodox priest and the child feels coercion from this direction (and is in 
opposition). Even if none of the respondents declare themselves as atheist only three of them are 
making interpretations in terms of Christian principles or divine justice.  

3. During compulsory schooling period nine of our respondents were active as pupils. But 
activism is here a confusing term: during communism there were nation-wide youth 
organisations within each school in which membership was mandatory. Our subjects’ activism 
thus refers less to membership but rather to doing usually more than that formally required as a 
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member of those structures and a drive towards promotion within the organisation. Regarding 
voluntary activism after 1989 we have a single case of a pupil as a member in a NGO. But this 
might be explained very well by the age structure of our sample. During higher education three 
subjects (one before the revolution, involvement in a dissenting artistic group) were involved in 
voluntary organisations.  

For young active citizens in civil society a period of voluntary work in an association, different 
from the actual one, can be detected.  

We have also investigated the possible role of higher education in shaping civic activism: 13 of 
our subject attended higher education, only 3 attended higher education courses after a period of 
time of activism, mostly after 1989 and with the aim of career development in the field of their 
previous involvement. Five of them choose their studies in relation with the domain of their 
involvement, from which three changed their study domain (all of them choose political studies, 
two of them active in political domain). From the collected data we cannot identify any influence 
of school in shaping active citizenship. More relevant contexts appear to be the structures 
adjacent to formal school institutions (communist youth structures, NGOs or artistic groups) in 
which they get involved. These are particularly important for activists in civil society and in 
politics or the state but less so for those from the economic domain. However for one of our 
subjects, university is a positive context for actively becoming involved in opposition activity.  

Since during communism international mobility was restricted, visiting other countries is an 
important event for our interviewees. Only three of our responders had the chance to cross the 
border and in two of these cases were important events in shaping their activism (both of these 
cases were members of Hungarian minority group, getting the chance to travel in Hungary). They 
make comparisons, relevant for the development of their critical thinking.  

“I was born in communism and I grew up in communism. So I did not have the experience 
of a free society but I had a point for comparison .. this or that country. So I was listening 
to the BBC in Hungarian every night from midnight when it started. It was a show of 45 
minutes. I was listening to Free Europe both in Romanian and Hungarian …. (…) having 
access to Hungarian media which was more open in discussing about what went on in the 
area…. I could see what was happening”. (Cristi) 

Regarding the relation between age and the moment of starting the activism there can be noted an 
observation: the young group has a general trend of starting their activism during or immediately 
after schooling. It may be the case that activism is an alternative strategy to adopting to a more 
conventional career strategy. It is still a question as to what extent these strategies are imposed 
upon our subjects or rather chosen by them, and if chosen, how conscious the option was. A 
particular case is represented by Cristi, which started his activism before the revolution, still at 
university. There is also a single case of constant activism within the older group: Dan, who takes 
up the responsibility within the communist structures. One, Cristi, rejected a view of the world 
that was imposed by the regime – that of national-communism, and identified himself with 
mission of safeguarding the political and cultural interests of Hungarian minority in Romania. 
The other totally embraced the values and norms of that world and built a career for himself as an 
active agent of the regime.  

Regarding the moment in life in which our respondents get involved two equal groups can be 
identified: 1. the activism is linear, appears during or immediately after the studies (during their 
youth) eight cases from which two are from the older group (one active in economic domain and 
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one in politics, being active politically under communism too).   And 2. activism that appears 
later in their life, all being influenced by the contextual/political change (two of them are women, 
which explain their non-activism mainly because of their responsibilities within the family: 
bringing up children).  

Even if only two of our subjects can be defined as active during communism period more 
consider that „some things could be done even during that time” (Ana). A detailed analysis on 
these issues can be found in section 6. 

The role of the present family is not so detailed as described by the subjects. Most of them 
outline the fact that they are sustained by and need the help of their families. There are just four 
cases in which family shapes the activism: three cases are driven by the need for financial safety 
and in just one (George) we could note the fact that the family/wife is the direct mobilising 
factor. An interesting case is Mihaela, an old woman who declares as being active because of her 
lack of family (husband and one of the sons have died) (negative challenge).  

Analysing the context that produces a change from non-activism towards activism the following 
general categories could be described: 

1. events: 
a. Encountering injustice or oppression – while being a teen, at the workplace or as 

member of a minority group.  
b. Unwillingly becoming member of a context with important/ significant 

connections that facilitate activism;  one can find here several dimensions: 
i. life career opportunities requiring civic activism – specific jobs 
ii. learning contexts – volunteering or joining organisations 

c. negative events requiring action: bankruptcy, financial problems in the community 
2. significant relations with parents: 

a. feeling responsible for them (or  fulfilling their dreams) 
b. opposing them 

3. belonging to facilitating networks or groups 
4. meeting significant models or important persons 

In most of cases the contexts which influence activism can be defined as events. For example in 
Dana’s case she was faced with injustice as a high school pupil. She wrote a school magazine but 
the teachers considered it to aggressive closed it down and then  

“We made a magazine. This was in…1989 was the revolution so this was in 1990 and 
then I had the greater cultural shock: with the democratic Romania which I expected to 
be different but we did not succeed. The magazine was a humorous and was focused on 
the Romanian educational system and on teachers…. the magazine…. So we were kicked 
out of school in what was a national and international scandal... so the Ministry… we 
were kicked out…then the people from Human Rights came, they solved the problem and 
we were disciplined and  transferred to another school. so this was the moment when I 
met non-profit sector because the civil society helped me and the organisations from 
Oradea helped me to solve my problem”. (Dana) 

Many of our interviewees, mostly in the civil society domain, get involved in the first place by 
chance. They either meet somebody, who invites them into an association, either to try to solve 
(personal) problems and to get involved in an NGO.  
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“A guy asked me on the street, Ed Baker was his name, I don’t know what he asked me in 
English, I knew a bit of English back than and … I answered him. He told me he is here 
with an organisation, gave me a short presentation and he asked me if I have time to visit 
them and see for myself what are they doing. And from then on I realised what were they 
doing here and I wanted to support them”. (George) 

“It happened in the „old guard” …. The president quitted his job for being old and the 
new administrator …embezzled some money and he had problems with the law…So after 
the „old guard” left we had to chase up some money and then I got involved more”. 
(Valy) 

Then they continue the activity in this domain and it becomes more like a career in this domain. 
In one case the involvement in the non-profit sector comes as a continuation of the previous job 
improved by opportunities.  

The first steps towards activism are taken as youngsters. In this sense the relationship with 
parents is explanatory for the activism as adults: 

“My dad, besides the fact that he forced this program on us, he also enforced this 
education, he was pretty distant with us. We saw him seldom; with my mum we were very 
close. So…till the eight grade we lived in Viseu with our parents. I went to the high school 
and I felt the need to escape”. (Marius) 
“I have a very close relationship with my parents, with mum, my dad died, but they 
witnessed more of what was happening. So, I only let them know from time to time what I 
planned to do concerning the moments of change, of evolution and I can say they didn’t try 
to influence me in any way, so they…listened to me and said „if you think that is better, 
carry on”…”.(Claudiu) 

The other two types of contexts are related and appear in connection with the 1.c type: becoming 
member of a facilitating context. The role of other people who are considered models by the 
respondents is important in shaping activism: 

“We were at our first project and alone….So with only our own resources. We hadn’t run 
any programs before only for…voluntary activities. ….and this project was successful;  
we received funding and wassent for evaluation. Anyway, a man strange at a first glance, 
complex over time, a man that represented a raw model for me. … he came and took our 
project apart. And I said: hey man! Something like this cannot be done… we had already 
past the first evaluation and he came to help us practically, but the way he looked at 
things made us understand that enthusiasm is not enough and that we have to think deeply 
and work hard …”. (George) 

Conclusions: 

- The role of the type of the family of origin is not direct: our respondents are from 
different types of family in terms of social status, education, problems encountered.  

- Religion is not a relevant factor in shaping active citizenship. 

- Activism during schooling is an important element of learning active citizenship, but we 
have to look at it as a compulsory activity during communism. For the younger group, 
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being active in civil society as a period of voluntary work in a association is linked to 
their involvement.  

- Youngsters start their activism mostly during or immediately after schooling - this 
sustaining the idea that activism can be a career (strategy) for them.  

- The transitional points which marked the shift from non-activism to activism are: events, 
significant relations with parents, belonging to facilitating networks, meeting important 
models.  

2.2.Active citizens’ life paths  

Taking into account only the subjective attributions of subjects traps the analysis soundly into the 
“biographical illusion”. Fact is that our subjects’ accounts tend to exaggerate the continuity of 
their biographies and the reflexivity of the actors living them as well as their capacity to act 
rationally to determine their own fate. In many occasions actors’ biographical stations  - jobs, 
actions, events and so on, are imposed upon but taken then as voluntarily accepted or as results of 
rational calculations or firm ethical judgements. This could also lead to the fundamental error of 
considering active citizenship only a matter of culture, attitudes or learning. People make rational 
decisions but rationality is limited by lack of information and cultural or psychological biases. At 
least as important is the fact that people make decisions in conditions that they do not control. 
Understanding the contingencies of one’s biography requires an outsider’s point of view on its 
development. Although we do not have such data, we can reconstruct our citizen’s paths of public 
lives to understand better what it means to become an  active citizen in Romania, not only as 
identity or skills but also as an actor enmeshed in a complex web of affiliations and outer 
influences. We will do this employing in the next chapter the actors’ life histories, referring 
specifically to the factual accounts of professional trajectories. 

Further data, collected with an emphasis on validity, should be added to our life histories in order 
to transform the in-built models …why from a theory of reglementations to a theory of facts.  

The analysis of paths of life presented below facilitates the understanding of autonomous 
activism as result of biographical contingencies. This is mainly the reason why this kind of 
activism looks like the effect of being pushed out from other – more heteronyms, but also more 
secure – career. This is not the case with heteronyms activists that succeeded in being active even 
in a context they controlled less.  

Organising the description of the results obtained after analysing the life-paths of our subjects 
requires the introduction of several simple concepts and distinctions. They are products of the 
analysis.  

We call the unique phase of a person’s professional and institutional trajectory’s a career. A 
stable phase in a career is defined by an activity while the shifts from one activity occur through 
transitions. Transitions are called, in this paper, the life fractures or rupture which can be 
outlined in a person’s trajectory.  

Life paths may be then classified according to several criteria as follows. One useful distinction is 
based upon the number of simultaneous careers one has. Therefore, we have persons with single 
careers, those that are active in a single field any one time and persons with multiple careers, 
with individuals active in more than one field in a time. By the number of transitions until the 
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current phase we can recognize actors with simple transition histories, when the actual phase is 
the result of only one crisis, of activity shift, whereas those with multiple transitions have a 
situation which results from more than one crisis in the past.  

The context of activism can be classified according to the degree of control the actor has upon the 
setting of their actions. We have, therefore, 1) autonomous activism, when the actors are acting 
by own decision, setting up institutions either in the NGO sector or the economic domain and 2) 
heteronymous activism, when the individual are active in a setting that they control only 
partially: this is evidently the case with employees (teachers or public officials). 

Regarding the classifications made above, we can already make some observations. 

The number of transitions appears to be slightly age-dependent: the younger one and the elders 
have the smallest number of crises. If this is evident for the youngest ones, it is not that simple to 
explain why those in the in-between years have more transitions than their elders. One 
interpretation may be that adjustment to the institutional settings in place after 1990 was harder 
for those around their 30s and 40s due to their inadequate resources to face the dramatic changes 
that occurred after the communist regime was rejected.  

The analyses permitted us to delineate three general types of life-paths of our active citizens: 
single career – single transition, dual career-single transition, single career-multiple transitions. 
We will describe these classes briefly. 

Single career-single transition 

The most frequent life path that results from the interviewees’ narratives is the simplest one with 
only one contemporary activity and only one transition leading to that activity. It is 
corresponding to 6 life histories. The most homogenous set in this category belongs to four 
younger subjects and to the youngest from the elder group, who are driven by a fracture of their 
previous activity to assume autonomous action. Their activism can be summarised by a simple 
diagram: 

Figure 1. Single career single transition life paths 

 

Origin Fracture Autonomous action 

Mainstream career 
- employee 
- school career 
- conventional 

career model 
followed 

- humiliation 
- rejection 
- unemployment

- setting up an 
NGO 

- becoming 
militant 

- setting up a 
private 
enterprise 
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As one can see all of them start from a conventional career model, which does not involve high 
levels of activism. During this phase of their life paths the subjects suffer events that frustrate 
them - either through humiliation or through rejection – situations they cope with by autonomous 
action. In practice, they give a new meaning to their lives rejecting a state of powerlessness or 
unfairness. It is not the dramatic event of rupture that gives new meaning to life itself but coping 
with the frustration which entails people adopting social strategies that suppose activism. In two 
cases the fracture determines an intensification of activism or militantism on behalf of specific 
groups (the Hungarian minority). 

The second set of life paths of this sort is of two entrepreneurs (out of four). In their case, the new 
institutional settings in economy that emerged after 1989 brought about economic frustration that 
were managed through autonomous action in the private sector – setting up a private enterprise. 

The sheer similarity between the two categories could lead the interpreter into considering these 
two types facets of the same phenomenon. Both types reduce activism to coping with frustrating 
situations in life. In both types the actors have to face an unpleasant break in a conventional and 
safe life-project. And all actors in the category had to take decisions in situations of uncertainty. 
Yet, for all, the lack of risk-minimising strategies made inaction of low if any value, we may add. 
We can also say that autonomous actions that define our subjects as active citizens were the 
results of constraint (frustration) and courage. 

On the other hand, there are differences with regard to the nature of the crises as well as 
regarding the autonomous actions which were taken as solutions. In most of the cases, the 
frustrating event has a strictly selfish relevance, if we may say that, - while in the case of the two 
Hungarians humiliation was determined by attacks related to their ethnic affiliation. In all cases 
but the two Hungarians activism seems to be a solution to personal issues; while in the case of the 
Hungarians, we have collective issues taken personally (oppression, discrimination) and acted 
upon. 

Moreover one has to be cautious when making such interpretations. The difference in the way 
personal frustrations were described may be due to attributional errors or to other culturally or 
psychologically based biases.  

Dual careers-single transitions 

This model, identified in 5 life stories, usually drives the actor from a situation with only one 
activity to a situation where he embarks on autonomous action but he also maintains a 
“mainstream activity”, at least some time. In all cases autonomous actions are taken following 
crises that alter the person’s situation and oblige them to find solutions to new frustrating 
problems, identical to the ones described in the previous category. 

Figure 2. Dual career, single transition life paths 
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Variations to this simply described model can occur as defined by the relationship of the second 
non-activist career to the specific crisis, or by the active or non-active nature of the second 
activity itself. Thus, in one case, a conventional career is adopted in parallel with the autonomous 
one, as an alternative solution to the same disruptive situation (rejection by parents). It is as if the 
person is maximising their odds by betting on two competing horses. By the way, that person 
eventually renounced her conventional employee status. In a second case we have an over-active 
person that follows two simultaneous autonomous careers being active both politically and 
economically.  

The common feature of these life paths is that they happen simpley to persons from the older 
group. This is intuitive if we take into account the fact that the events that produce crisis are age-
related - loneliness, death of spouse, or at least they interact with age, in the case of the 
“Revolution” that opened new opportunities or offered challenges to persons that already had had 
careers, better social resources – education, skills or networks. The richness of their capital 
explains, probably, why they eventually diversified their careers, instead of a simple shift, mainly 
through autonomous actions when faced with crises. But, as in the previous type, initiation into 
activism is still mainly as a result of coping with challenging situations. 

Single careers with multiple transitions 

This is a lot more heterogeneous category including four cases of persons developing life paths 
with frequent career changes, with many crises. Two of them have always been state employees 
and remarkably loyal to the state institutions despite many conflicts faced in these situations. The 
two other are professionals that made several shifts among the state, private and NGO sectors to 
work in these times in NGO’s as executives. All four are from the elder group. Although age-
dependent, the number of crises cannot be explained only by the length of professional life. It 
may be the case that difficult adjustment to heteronymous institutional settings is a feature of 
active citizens, or of those persons that show the personality traits that nurture active citizenship. 
We can see using this type that heteronymous activists have more complicated professional 
careers marked by more numerous transitions, suggesting that this kind of activism is associated 
with higher professional mobility which is explainable through the conflicts in which these 
persons inevitably get involved, as their actions contradict their institutional settings. These are 
questions that still require answers. 

Figure 3. Single career, multiple transitions life paths 

Origin Transition 

Conventional 
biographical 
project 

- illness 
- loneliness 
- death of husband 
- economic shortage
- conflict with 

parents Conventional 
career 

Autonomous 
action 

Autonomous 
action 
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Conclusions 

The analysis of life paths of active citizens alongside the subjective dimension allowed us to 
understand how they became active citizens and provided insights into the construction of the 
social trajectories of our respondents as an effect of constraints and opportunities delivered by the 
context. We summarise below the main findings and hypotheses: 

- The number of transitions or crises that unleash changes in the social career increases for 
those in the age group situated between the youngest and the older subjects, suggesting 
adjustment difficulties for those from this category. 

- In most of the cases, acting autonomously – setting up an NGO or a private enterprise – is 
the solution to a biographical crisis that makes following a mere conventional career less 
likely. 

- Becoming practically active requires more than personal qualities - which are without any 
doubt necessary: – a specific context, with special constraints and opportunities is also 
required. 

3. How do people shape active citizenship? 

In order to answer this question we analysed the relevant challenges people faced, the 
connections they have and the capacities they developed in order to become active. 

3.1.Challenges 

In the previous chapter we analysed the contexts which influenced our respondents’ activism. In 
this chapter we will focus on the motivations the interviewees declare as relevant in explaining 
their involvement. Motivations could be classified into 1. programs 2. means for gratification. It 
is normal to think of active citizens as being motivated or committed to ideologies or groups. Our 
data showed that this is not the case, mobilising factors residing more in the gratification people 
derive from civic engagement.  

We can hardly say that the conduct of our respondents have a thematic or programmatic 
coherence. One can explain this in several ways: our subjects are either merely active or active 
citizenship is a by-product of being socially active or they have lacked the reflexivity required to 
attach a program or a theme (or at least a general issue) to their activity. However there are some 
themes mentioned by a few of our respondents. These are civic engagement, educating 
responsibility and avoiding free riding, the development of civil society and the institutional 
development of NGO’s.  

Origin Crisis 1 Activity 
1 

Crisis 2

Crisis n Activity n (today) 
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Analysing motivations for deeds of active citizenship we used a framework that differentiates 
them into self-oriented motivation and social oriented motivation. Self-oriented motivation is 
also divided into intrinsic and extrinsic motivations. We have added to the extrinsic category a 
subdivision that recognises the difference between interpretative and deterministic attributions of 
behaviour.  

Intrinsic motivations include satisfaction and pleasure provided by work or by team, by 
fulfilling one’s dreams or vocation or by coping in a game-like manner with activism.  

“And today there are people without whom the structure wouldn’t be so…the foundation 
wouldn’t be homogenous. At the moment when, if a person … a volunteer… ex-volunteer 
who is currently employed by the foundation decides to leave the organisation, it would 
leave an empty space and I think it would adversely influence the good activity of the 
foundation…”(George) 

Extrinsic motivations are much more diverse. They include, in the approximate order of their 
importance, incentives like: 

1. need for approval, prestige, or for social 
advancement 

2. fear of failure 
3. need for autonomous achievement 
4. feeling useful 
5. duty or commitment to mission 
6. material (economic) drivers  
7. example provided by parents 

8. competition  
9. formal responsibility 
10. need for a change in one’s way of life 
11. disappointment with previous activity 
12. making good use of personal resources 
13. responding to another motivating actor  
14. need for evasion 
15. travelling  

1. “ and probably I don’t know if …. it can be understood … but many times … a Romanian 
who at the moment can decide if he should bring 10.000 dollars in the country or not. ..(…) 
but at the beginning it was a great responsibility, extraordinaryly big and you always had 
this on your head.. at least me I was thinking all the time: oh God just don’t let me be a 
fool, I don’t want the others to laugh at me. What was has passed but I was very proud of 
myself. .. there were moments when out of 1.000 participants to an event I was the only 
Romanian (…) and you have to be very careful cause everybody sees you as the person 
from Romania” (Maria) 
2. “yes and here is a critical moment. Fear of failure kept me and probably my pride, and 
also gave me a little fear when I entered the sector… and that was pretty late, in ’95 
“(Maria) 
3. “I had one day a discussion with my employer’s wife and .. I don’t know together we got 
to the point.. she made a remark and I said “you don’t think that we can form a firm?” so… 
I did. I made my decision and after I left, half of the men from there followed together with 
me.. I didn’t know I was sympathized with by the others and there are many here even 
today from the team I started with.” (Luci) 
4. “And the fact that I was working with people and I was useful, and that others needed 
me and I was involved in something … I was suddenly important…” (Valy)  
5.  “I have a vocation, that is what I say. The calling to work with people, because not 
everybody … many people say: men you are insane! You talk to around 80 people daily 
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each of them with their own problems, with their own needs. Well! I get my satisfaction. I 
feel that deeply… that I did something there … that I solved that problem….” (Dan) 

When explaining their own biographic events subjects make sometimes use of psychological 
deterministic models. That is, their acts as active citizens are effects of psychological 
characteristics like: perseverance, ambition, inferiority complex, vanity, enthusiasm, 
stubbornness.   

Social oriented motivations collected from our subjects may be divided into three broad 
categories. One of them includes the idea of focusing on changing things, as a general wish; the 
other records the accomplishment of change, and the last one derives from the concrete needs of 
others that have to be fulfilled.  

3.2.Connections 

There are very few connections in the interviews. Only in a small number of cases the stakes of 
activism are related to this type of identity (commitment to a collectivity). This is the case for two 
of our subjects committed to the Hungarian ethnic identity. 

The lack of relationship to collective identity doesn’t mean that the narratives collected are totally 
self-centred. People usually build their social identity with reference to their family (parents and 
siblings). The most important features of the family are the social or occupational class - workers, 
priests or military, and the number of siblings. The number of brothers and sisters is important 
when it becomes larger and the subject is the oldest. It is hard to say that in many cases activism 
is driven by collective identities.  

Lack of collective identifiers is a revealing feature of the narratives provided by our sample. Due 
to the limitations to its level of representation we cannot generalise this feature to all Romanian 
active citizens. Nevertheless, we feel tempted to speculate on this issue with regard to the general 
dynamics of civil society and civic engagement in Romania. First, other studies have long ago 
noticed the quasi-absence of identity movements and the almost total dependence of the so-called 
Romanian civil society on Western material and ideological resources. Lack of identity, or of 
identification with a movement hides an instrumental approach to activism. Our hypothesis is that 
most of the people active in voluntary organisations in Romania are using these institutional 
settings to access resources – salaries, skills, experience, networks, and leastly for identity.  
While in the Western context, large movements like the greens or the new anti-globalisation 
movement are valuable identity providers for their members, in Romania NGOs are used because 
they offer career opportunities for their members. Consequently, one has to look for the logic of 
activism also within the topics of career development, social mobility and entrepreneurship. In 
this regard, an interesting issue to investigate is the shifts that occur between different work 
domains along one’s career – with a special focus on the continuity and stability of engagement 
in civil society as well as a preoccupation for the way resources, or capital, achieved within the 
NGO sector are being used to occupy positions in other domains. 

Secondly, our data provides evidence of the reticent emergence of a specific identity of NGO 
activists. This sense of we-ness is reflected in the quote below: 

“Two more passed years till we I had practically the courage to quit my job… that we had 
at that time and really start everything in the NGO’ists group”. (George) 
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It is an identity that stresses the commonality of the actors within the NGO sector and highlights 
the differences, or even opposition, felt by those in the sector against other domains of public life 
(economy, state, academia etc.).  

There is a general identification or differentiation highlighted by three of our respondents from 
civil society in the opposition between the activist and volunteer. 

Elena expresses this difference as follows: the volunteer is more an executant, not having access 
to the decision process and the activist is the one that makes decisions and has the general 
perspective on what has to be done.  

The same distinction can be outlined with George, but here it is doubled by the difference: 
passion and rationality. The volunteer is the one who gets involved just because of his passion, is 
working with his heart while the activist is the one who is trained specially and directs his actions 
through rational analysis of the situation. He remains committed to his mission but is more 
rational in dealing with his actions within the field. 

“Volunteering is the activity of one person who feels interested by an activity or 
campaign. But that volunteering is taking place in a framework that is already formal. So 
you get involved in something already planned. And you feel OK. But, at the moment 
when you want to do more than volunteering, then you have to be part of the team who 
plans. … to be yourself a resource for the volunteer who comes and only knows he wants 
to help. So what we are doing now ... are activities planned and activities based on 
information obtained in a formal educational system”. (George) 

Claudiu expresses the same idea but focusing on the distinction between job and hobby. The first 
is done for money and the worker is more detached emotionally from it, while volunteering is 
like a hobby: done for no material incentives and only for passion.  

Conclusions: 

There are just a few connections related to active citizenship reported by our respondents. The 
exceptions are the members of minority groups whose activism is be directly linked to their 
membership in specific communities.  

There can be outlined a new approach to identification of activists in civil society which makes 
the difference between the “activist” and the “volunteer”.  

3.3.Capacities 

The general strategies and modes of action used by our respondents can be structured as follows. 

1. Personal career development, which includes: 
a. Acquiring knowledge and skills though: 

i. Formal education 
ii. Non-formal education (training)  

iii. Informal education – gathering information, search on the internet 
b. Volunteering 
c. Personal resources investment like: sacrificing oneself, fulfilling duty, 

involvement, empathy, knowledge of people 
d. Involvement in politics, networking, joining organizations 
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2. Institutional development through personal initiatives 
a. Initiating and developing activities 
b. Collaborations and partnerships 
c. Being strategic when developing institutions 
d. Networking 

1.a. Most of our respondents considered as important the skills and knowledge necessary for a 
successful activity. This is mainly the reason why 5 of them chose higher education courses 
related to their domain of activity.  

“At the moment when we established the organisation … foundation…I didn’t emphasise 
that much on schooling to put it that way…or on what was taught in school because 
everything proceeded by itself. At the moment we had our first intervention … the first 
contact …because you asked about courses, with the trainers …and they were talking so 
nice, from books about what an NGO can do, I wanted to be there. Because I knew then 
that we … what we had done till then was just the beginning: we had established a 
structure, which had to work, and it could not work just without knowledge. It can work 
only when you know the needs of your beneficiaries…”.(George)  

Others are taking courses with the aim of improving their work. 

“ I felt the need for theoretical support and that of a masters degree in Euro- regional 
studies in order to realise to what extent my field of work has any relevance… if you don’t 
read and don’t get in touch with other people you can stay here and sign contracts, reject 
application forms and that is all, but this does not really work as you run the risk of  
ofrejecting a lot good things, that are relevant outside your office but you don’t know 
that”. (Maria) 

Another important method for improving their work is informal education. Most of our 
respondents search for information, question other activists, so on. 

“With FTIE (Youth Forum for European Integration) I had the idea but I didn’t know 
what to do so I met other peoples, from other organisations and they told us what to do. 
This is the model from the legal papers; this is the law you have to follow. And then we 
read the law, we took a lawyer and we followed all the steps. So we didn’t know anything 
when we started, we didn’t know what was at stake and nor how to get there. We were 
learning by doing, so you need a lot of openness”. (Elena)  

1.b. Mainly activists in civil society, from the young group, begin their activism with a period of 
volunteering in different organisations (other than the place where they are active). 

“I joined Youth Action for Peace in ’99 pretty suddenly, in the sense that I had no idea 
what is an association, what is it about, the reason for its existence, if there were others in 
Romania… (…). Going there I immediately I offered to write projects and there I faced 
the second problem. I had no idea about those projects, that is generally what I did as 
humble volunteer”.(Elena) 

Three of our respondents make an interesting distinction between volunteering and activism or 
work. In this sense Elena considers that the volunteer is an executant, doesn’t make important 
decisions while the activists are involved in the decision making process and are more 
responsible for all the activities. They are also better theoretically prepared in the domain of their 
activism. George makes the same distinction but emphases the motivations of each of these two: 
volunteers are more dedicated, (from the heart), affective while activists are more rationale, and 
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practical oriented. They need more knowledge because they are responsible for the efficiency of 
the organisation. Claudiu puts in other words this distinction: job/career vs. hobby.  

1.c. Some of our respondents consider that it is their duty or vocation to get involved in their 
work. Mostly this is the case of activism in social activities (social work) George and Dan and on 
the other hand both representatives of the Hungarian minority group (political domain) consider 
themselves responsible for the communities they represent.  

 “… it was a moment of thinking because besides being flattering to become the executive 
president of an organisation that has so many members in Bihor county than other parties 
have at a national level , … it is a ..I am responsible for a community of almost 200 
thousand of people” (Sergiu) 

1.d. Most of our respondents make a rationale choice of entering and developing activities within 
networks organisations or politics. It is one of the most important strategies undertaken by our 
respondents towards activism.  

“Being born in this village, knowing the community problems in 1996 I ran for mayor of 
this community. I was a few votes away from getting into the  second round. I didn’t. But I 
got a position in the local council as president of the Economic Commission within the 
Council. In these four years I gained experience in public administration and that allowed 
me that in to run for mayor again in 2000. (…) What motivated me was to run for this 
position was the fact that I wanted to do something for my people, more than what was 
done before and, knowing the community problems and its potential, I thought that was 
worst to just stand aside and not get involved when you see things are not right  and you 
can contribute to building something in the community were I was born and where I want 
to stay”.(David) 

In the economic domain the same rational choice is made by persons in order to develop their 
private initiative. They are emphasising their courage and the role of their own initiative and 
dynamism in developing the business.  

“In the moment when there was the final auction for the building I opened a new firm and 
the new firm… this was the moment when I took my life in my own hands. This happened 
after a trip in Italy where I met an old friend, from my childhood, with whom I discussed 
the political and economic conditions from Romania at that moment.” (Dorina) 

And in another part she says: 

“ …a whole different world, Italy seen from the level of a personal airline, men-servant, 
driver so, I see Italy differently. I didn’t see the ordinary or sub-ordinary people with 
their lives, I saw how the high society lives and maybe, in my soul was the wish to climb a 
little higher and then I talked to him and there started everything up”. (Dorina) 

2. The second type of strategy undertaken by our interviewees is represented by all the specific 
actions done after entering an organisation/ institution or political structure. These are steps made 
by them as activists in order to continue their involvement and also their personal development.  

Conclusions: 

- the analysis on how do people shape active citizenship on three dimensions: challenges, 
connections and capacities.  
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- People are motivated more by the benefits they received than by ideologies or identity 
commitments.  

- The challenges relevant to becoming active citizens are of many types: self oriented 
motives (intrinsic and extrinsic) and social oriented motives. Our respondents referred 
also at this point to personal characteristics which shaped their activism. Most relevant are 
the extrinsic motivations which include: need for approval, prestige, fear of failure, need 
for autonomous achievement, feeling useful, commitment to duty, etc.  

- There are very few connections in the interviews: activism is not related to identifying 
oneself with one’s community, except for the cases of Hungarians.   

- An important distinction is made between volunteers and activists, one being un-paid and 
more passionate about the work, and the second more rational, dealing with it in a career-
like manner.  

- the capacities used by active citizens can be structured in personal career development 
including education, volunteering, sacrificing onesself, joining organisations or politics, 
and institutional development: initiating and developing specific activities, strategic 
development, networking.  

4. Where do people become active citizens? 

The analysis is structured on the three general domains: civil society, political and economic 
sector. Most of our respondents did not change the domain of their involvement.  

The only exceptions are the representatives from the Hungarian minority group which after a 
period of involvement in civil society got involved in a political party and slowly focused on 
activism in politics rather than in non-governmental sector.  

“…so, you have to know that the Hungarian Students Union from Bihor county (USMB) is 
an independent union, independent legal status, which has partnerships with all the civic 
Hungarian organisations from Oradea and with UDMR (Romanian Democratic 
Hungarian Union). Among other things the president of USMB has the right,(- or rather 
the possibility, it is not compulsory to take up this possibility -) to be a member in the 
UDMR County Representatives Council. If he wants do this it’s OK, if not - not … there is 
a place for him. Well, in that moment (as president of USMB) I got involved in UDMR in 
this Council till in ‘97 I was elected executive president of UDMR.” (Sergiu) 

4. 1. Activism in civil society 

We have six interviews with activists in civil society (equally distributed by age groups). All are 
people motivated, committed. They are passionate about their activity in their domain and 
consider that are doing something good for the community. This is one of the factors which 
categorise them and their motivations as being socially oriented rather than self oriented. This is 
also true regarding people who areinvolved in thepolitical domain but less so to actors in the 
economic sector.  

“And in love with this work: the work for the community … of direct, non-mediated and 
straight support.” (George) 
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The recent developments in civil society are important in explaining our respondents’ answers. 
Civil society is still weak and there is a general trend in confusing it with voluntary work. Our 
respondents are aware of this distinction and refer to it specifically.  

“…yes, I saw how they work, what kind of logistics they have, what conditions, I mean 
mostly the foreign associations, I saw that there are people constantly employed. I 
thought that volunteering means volunteering till the end, no money, no personal 
profit…” (Elena) 

In this sense it is relevant to say that six of our respondents started their activism as volunteers in 
different organisations.  

Yet most of our interviewees developed their activity in the sector as a career. One of them 
started it directly as a job; the others started as volunteers and then realised that this is what they 
want to do. After this period, most of them developed their own associations and focused on it as 
a job.  

“So we said: we have to do something, we have to continue in the direction we started. 
(…) we realised we cannot work without premises. We do not have an alternative, we 
have to do something, if not… we understood that there are costs that have to be covered, 
we had to do projects, so we had to do something”.  (Dana) 

All of the respondents had to manage for themselves and had little support from outside. This is 
mainly because of the fact that civil society and NGOs are new structures, and people have no 
experience in this field. At the time most of our respondents started their activism, there were no 
well-established, strong NGOs in Romania so they were the practically some of the first activists 
in the sector. Even registering associations or foundation could be a very complex procedure 
because of the lack of experience as one of our respondents’ points out: 

“…and it lasted for an year, I went to Ministers, yes I went to Ministries and, because a 
colleague of mine who had the same experience said go and tell them you are involved in 
fiscal evasion  … because I did not have a legal job”. (Maria) 

The same problems are accounted by people who entered established organisations. One of the 
older women, now president of a local association entered the association because of financial 
problems within the association but even she had to face the fact that she had to go to trials, there 
were just two people she could ask for help as nobody knew exactly what and how the problems 
could be solved.  

An interesting fact is that all of the young interviewees started their activism within another 
organisation, and then started their own association in time. All declare that they felt the need to 
express themselves, to manage the activities as they consider correct. This fact can be related to 
the fact that the young activists in the political domain started their involvement in NGO sector 
too. So the young people have more time to find their direction, they try different things before 
they make their choice: which can even be in moving to another sector. Having a new civil 
society, not well structured as yet, people have the chance to experiment with different activities 
till they make their choice.  

4. 2. Activism in political domain 

Taking into account the Romanian context the political domain is of low credibility. Even one of 
the people involved politically is distrustful of this sector. Maybe this is the reason why the 
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people involved in other sectors are not oriented towards it. Most of our respondents declare that 
they don’t want to move in that sector. 

The case of politicians from minority groups is different; they were first involved in civil 
society. A particular case is represented by a person who was involved politically even in the 
communist period. In that period he started as a activist in communist structures and became 
member of the party’s control structure.  

Three of our respondents in this domain are committed to the community they represent. They 
are trying to make a difference, to improve the conditions of the people they identify themselves 
with. All three have strong connections with the groups they represent: two are from minority 
groups and the last is from a village and defines himself as “a son of the place” 

“I felt offended, oppressed by the system as…as a human being and as a Hungarian. So I 
felt that also the ethnic dimension was threatened, starting with school when… the school 
was threaten all the time, we were aware of the fact that maybe a little more than in other 
schools we were suspect… the whole community from there: teachers, pupils were 
suspected… I don’t know of what but we were always under special supervision both from 
the School Local Authority (Inspectorate) and the party. (…) so I did not want to leave …  
from the heart I felt like staying here. I felt attached to Oradea”. (Cristi) 

4. 3. Activism in economic sector  

Activists in economic sector are focused mainly on their initiative, business and are not 
considering activism in another domain. There is an important point to be made in advance: 
just one of the respondents considered herself active citizen. The others are focused on their 
business or job.  

We structured our selection on two types of actors: people with interesting and successful private 
initiatives and employees that are more motivated and participate to the development of the 
institution they belong to.  

In the first group there are older persons who after working in different places consider that they 
can develop their own business and have the courage to do so. All had relations (before or during 
the development of their firms) with people from other countries and saw their experience. 

“I see Italy differently. I didn’t see the ordinary or sub-ordinary people with their lives, I 
saw how high society lives and maybe, in my soul there was the wish to climb a little 
higher and then I talked to him and everything started up”. (Dorina) 

All stress their need to try on their own. All of them have or try to sustain good, democratic or 
family like relationships with their employees.  

The other group is made of activists at the work place. In all contexts, in any activity they were 
involved in they were active. They explain this as a personal characteristic.  

“Being, as structure one which always is different, I had to be something more … and 
being a librarian in a high school I changed something in my job description … by 
making something more than the simple book lending, as practically as that is, I 
transformed it into a consultant on problems of pedagogy, teaching methods for all the 
teachers in the school”. (Ana) 
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5. Formal characteristics of the learning process: how do people learn?  

The characteristics of the processes of learning active citizenship relevant for our analysis have to 
be related to the historical changes, learning process during the communist period and after that 
the democratic period and chance of collaboration between states.  The processes of learning for 
active citizenship can be divided into two categories: becoming active citizens through learning 
processes and acquiring skills necessary for activism. 

5. 1. Learning of active citizenship as identity building 
We can identify two types of learning processes, based on the criterion of the contents acquired: 

1. active citizenship i.e. of the features that were delineated in the analysis of the content  
definitions for active citizenship. 

2. skills, tools, resources, competencies employed in the actions of an active citizen 

First, let us start by remarking that both instances of learning are rarely discursive and 
predominantly practical.  

One question that may arise is, if there is an active citizen collective identity or activism, is a 
feature or subtype associated with specific social identities. Based on our narrative accounts, we 
would opt for the second thesis. Thus, explaining the phenomenon of becoming active citizens 
would require investigation into the formation of social identities of active citizens. Moreover, a 
comparative inquiry remains highly recommended.  

At least as important is the premise that learning of active citizenship means acquiring a specific 
identity, a social or political orientation, a cultural system – values and norms. Thus, learning of 
active citizenship should be seen as a problem of socialisation or of self-building. Using a 
conceptual framework lent from symbolic interactions we have investigated the processes of self-
formation in our subjects in terms of identification and differentiation.  

Identification involves the positive internalisation of a specific definition of self, due to physical 
or mediated contacts with significant others – persons or collectivities. Differentiation signifies 
the redefinition of self based on a negative reference to significant persons or collectively or a 
social category which define a situation as undesirable. 

For example, anticipatory socialisation, known from conventional socialisation theory comprises 
identification with the reference group and a differentiation from the membership group. 

We have analysed the interviews using the simple frame presented, looking for references to 
identifications and differentiation. Our objective was to describe models of self-formation of 
active citizens and to explore the association of these models and their materialisation with 
sociological characteristics. 

Results 

There are two general factual results that are able to be first presented. 

1. There are typically no identification instances for persons from the work domain 
(employees and entrepreneurs). Maybe this is merely the result of a selection bias or of 
fidelity problems, but those without any references to instances of identification are the 
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subjects that were selected for being exceptionally active in the entrepreneurial field and 
those working primarily as state employees. References to identifications are presented in 
the narratives of persons from the domain of civil society and active in politics. However, 
in only one case, did one of the entrepreneurs – out of three – identify himself with the 
general category of “working people” and differentiate himself from the lazy ones who 
spend their time and money drinking. 

“… you have to stick to the program… So it can be that I go to work: good evening, good-
bye, I go to a bar, I get drunk and I’m done for. It can’t work that way”. (Daniel) 

2. We could not delineate specific models of identity building of active citizens with regards 
to sociological characteristics like age, gender and not significantly to the domain either. 
Although such associations are not visible, the next paragraphs could provide good 
insight into the processes of identity formation of active citizens. 

Models of identity buildings  

Three main categories of self-building influences could be extracted from the data:  
- significant others 
- family 
- projects of social mobility 
- collective identities 

The following paragraphs discuss them in depth searching for the way they influence identity 
formation and active citizenship. 

Significant others 

Some of the persons from our group became active due to the electrifying effect of significant 
others. Significant others act as models, functioning as identity resources or they mobilise 
activism through their charisma.  

“Tokes, the priest from the first meeting he impressed me. And I was impressed by the fact 
that his wife was pregnant. And I didn’t imagined that someone with a pregnant wife to 
put her life and his life in danger and of his children for his beliefs”. (Cristi) 

The contact may be direct as it often is – but also mediated  - usually through media – as is the 
case of Mihaela who is attracted into a party by a well publicised political leader.  

“I liked M, it seems to me that he was a moral person and he had the qualities that I like 
in a person”. (Mihaela) 

The models provided by significant others are diverse: some of our NGO leaders are admirers of 
professionals while others admire morals or the character traits of  movement leader like Tokes 
Laszlo or Teodor Melescanu. 

Ironically enough, the same significant others might later produce rejection. Tokes Laszlo had the 
capacity to be admired before 1989 for his capacity for self-sacrifice but now is rejected by the 
same person for being too extremist. Teodor Melescanu has disappointed one of our political 
activists when he took a decision that was perceived as unfair and which affected our respondent 
negatively.  
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Family 

Family proves to be one of the most important identity resources both as positive and negative 
models. Against the possible prejudice that family is primarily an identity provider it seems, at 
least from our interviews, that active citizens define themselves predominantly through a negative 
reference to the family to which an identification with the paternal model can be observed, which 
is also an interesting feature. 

Paternal model  

In three instances fathers act as models for our subjects orienting them in life through their 
heroism – recorded at the moment of the revolution, devotion and perseverance.  

“…(During the tragic events from December ’89), my father - because no one had the 
courage to go with the packages gathered from S. - my father offered to transport the 
packages by car, my father as a driver, gathered packages in C too, clothes, I don’t know 
…..food… and I had that feeling that my father was a hero”.(Sergiu) 
“I think that my father was the first person that had an influence on me; he is a very 
persevering men and is a men who studied all the time…and when I was finishing the eight 
grade, he was a student with a scholarship”. (Maria) 

The paternal model is the only occurrence of identification related to family. However, 
differentiation against family is more complex and frequent. 

Negation of family 

The family offers to individuals the first context for expressing their autonomy. Separating 
oneself from the family – physically, but primarily symbolically – is often the first instance of 
autonomous activity. It can be a part of becoming an adult, mature and independent. Four of our 
respondents, of which three from the younger group, revolted against the authority, the coercion 
or the dependence that the parents had imposed on them.  

“I am an only child and I realised later that this involves more responsibilities than in 
families with more children, why: because you are the only hope, you must comply with 
the ideal image of your parents, to make compromises, and it’s not that easy. My 
childhood was happy I could say… my adolescence was more agitated and then…after 
high school I decided to leave home, I needed this kind of experience, a detachment from 
my parents because till then I was overprotected. This means that I was protected from all 
external context and I needed to experiment my own life on my own”. (Elena) 

Separating oneself from the family can take more nuanced forms, like rejecting a religious 
affiliation or lifestyle. 

“(mother changes her religion)…. It was a shock for me, (…) she did not allow us to … or 
she wanted us to stop watching TV, some shows, or to stop going to some places…(…) or 
because I was wearing make-up or clothes, it was then the period for the mini skirt. (…) 
the fact that you would attend different groups which seemed profligate to her, she 
couldn’t understand it, there were fights”. (Valy)   
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Projects of social mobility  

Under this heading we consider all cases that invoked for their actions a project of social 
mobility, of moving away from an undesirable social or economic situation to a desired one. The 
family of origin is here, usually, the negative starting point, against which one differentiates 
while specific reference groups mobilise career decisions and drive the actor towards the 
necessary adjustments – for example, intellectuals (Dan). 

“People make, they make sense of these circles (circles of life equal to different social 
positions) … they represent them and so, of course at that time I read a lot in my village… 
and then when I entered at Timisoara, and the second… well I read even more… and of 
course I have chosen the way I wanted to be, what kind of person I would like to be, what 
I wanted to do, what kind of family I would like to have, what children, wife …”.(Dan) 

Related to projects of social mobility are biographical narratives that depict models of resilient 
life histories. Some of our subjects described their accomplishments as victories against their 
poor social odds, which are derived usually from a deprived social background.  

“So I had the ambition to demonstrate that despite the fact that you are from a modest 
family, a poor one (…) I want to tell you that my summer holidays I worked every year. I 
saved up something for the moment whene school begain again,  at least so as not to 
increase my family’s financial problems. And I worked and I helped a lot”. (David) 

But biographical projects of social mobility can be defined through the rejection of other starting 
points too. In one case, the decision to set up an NGO is determined by the decision to no longer 
accept a subservient position (George). In other two instances we have people frustrated by their 
previous career decisions who shift careers in order to achieve more satisfaction from their jobs 
(Marius, Sergiu).  

Collective identities 

Ties to a specific collectivity could, and should provide motivation for mobilisation or identity 
resources – placing the individual in a symbolic space where his assigned position (identity) 
provides life supports and guides perception, thought and action. Collectivities that constitute 
such providers of identity are various. They can be vague and specialised like “civil society” and 
the “volunteers’ group”; or concrete as a specific school to which one becomes emotionally 
attached; or undifferentiated as in the case of the person who declares she feels a special 
responsibility for every group she belongs to.  

Other collectivities with which subjects identify themselves are political parties, ethnic groups 
(Hungarians), a village or even the whole country  - which somebody feels he is representing in an 
official way every time he is abroad or has foreign visitors. The common aspect of all these 
symbolic and emotional bonds is that they determine on the part of individuals a sense of 
responsibility. 

Abstract collective actors are invoked several times as negative sources of identification. One of 
our subjects’, a political activist, berates the cowardice of the previous generations – which 
obeyed dictatorship without dissent, and after having a couple of epiphanies he rejected also the 
political actors emerging from the former regime and later the entire political system of the 
country. 
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Conclusions - Learning of active citizenship as identity building 

Becoming active citizen can be seen as a process of identity or self-building. We have analysed 
the self-building processes of our subjects looking for instances of identification and 
differentiation, relying on the symbolic interactionist tradition. Our most important findings can 
be resumed as follows: 

- Active citizens construct their self-definitions in relation to significant others, families, 
collective identities and social mobility projects. 

- Redefinition of self occurs through direct as well as through mediated contact and 
through interjections of identities but rejection of them too. 

- Family is one of the most important identity providers. It is effective in this regard 
especially through differentiation – persons define themselves rejecting or negating 
features of their families or ties to them. Paternal models on the other hand provide 
positive identity resources. 

- Acts of activism often stem from the felt need to escape an undesirable social and 
professional status and to reach a desired situation (social mobility projects). 

- Emotional bonds to specific collectivities and adversity to groups often mobilize action 
of subjects. 

5. 2. Acquiring skills necessary for activism 

Our respondents acquire the skills necessary for activism especially in formal (different levels of 
formal education) and non-formal learning contexts (orphanage). 

In following paragraphs we analyse different aspects regarding all the three types and also 
regarding self-education.  

•  Thirteen from our respondents have university degrees.  

•  Three are involved in political parties 

•  Only eight from them are involved in the activity for which they were trained.  
“Because it motivated me a lot, the commission perspective (his lack of credibility) and in 
the fall of that year I was a student with the highest grade at sociology. And now I am very 
thrilled, but then so it was. And I realized that for me, for my career it is very important to 
study closely social science”. (George) 

•  In other cases the relation between the degree and the domain of activism is not very 
strong; the university degree seems to be taken as general education (history, language, 
architecture, engineer) 

•  Two of them despite the fact that they are very active gave up their studies for a while 
characterising themselves as practical people and they are not very much interested in theory.    

“….and I have one more year before finishing the second university. I stopped my studies 
for a period of time because I didn’t had the physicological support to do my PhD to work 
and to make my career in the community….it was too much for me to do. And then I 
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stopped, I don’t like things half way done, so anyhow I will finish them, I said, even if it 
will be in five years’ time I will certain finish my political studies”. (Sergiu) 

•  Seven of the respondents took part in non-formal courses. They choose to go to these 
courses so in this point we can consider this process as a self-education process. They learn at 
these courses how to be more effective and this kind of courses can provide information, skills in 
management or administration.   

“We did this administration courses and this helped me very much because this offers 
support. And until that it was very hard for me and I had to do some things and  put my 
signature on papers where I didn’t know if they are legal or not”. (Valy) 

•  The most important case is the orphanage that is described by the respondent as a source of 
learning the activism  

“Then what made me active is the fact that I was institutionalised as a child. I am from an 
orphanage that has artistic, cultural programs and activities and I can say that are much 
better orientated than would be in a family where the home chances are much greater”. 
(Ana)       

•  Seven of our respondents choose their studies to support their domain of activism (after a 
long period of activism in the domain). They considered that their work could be improved and 
made professional if they had a theoretical background.     

•  Only one of them chooses the domain of activism  to build on her studies. She had a dream 
of being an ambassador from being only a child and she follows her dream. She successfully 
graduates in European studies at university and having that theoretic background she gets 
involved in the civil society domain.     

•  Significant others. In this point we have to mention all the good models for our respondents 
that give them example of good practice, offering them tools for success.  

 “From the university I had (as a model) Mrs. C. a pedagogy teacher, from which I 
learned to be organized and systematic. (…) and  the hand of a lady M.B.A can be 
recognized in my  professional profile. She was also my teacher (…….) and as a teacher I 
am as she was: very specific, methodical and scientific”.(Ana) 

After the revolution the relationships between Romania and other countries were very much 
improved. The preponderance of good relationships is related to civil society.  The respondents 
active in civil domain have partnership relations with people from different countries. From this 
collaboration they are improving also the work they are making by learning from the other 
experts in the field.   Two of them are involved in the political sector as representatives of their 
minority group and they have also good relations with Hungary.  

“From 1990 I am in a non-profit organisation in which I began working from the lowest 
level as a volunteer organising camps, washing the floor, doing so many thigks”. (Dana) 

For the younger generation it appears that their learning process has been quite smooth and 
pragmatic. They used their professional skills and competencies and learned something new in 
order to be effective in using the opportunities offered by the new structures for achieving their 
personal needs.  
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6. The role of political transition and age 

Political transition was very important for the behaviour of our respondents. The general 
transformations in the Romanian society shaped the possible forms of activism in all domains. 
Theoretically we could bear in mind that there was no any other form of activism but within the 
communist party. 

We will divide the analysis on this topic in three main moments: before 1989, during the 
revolution, and from the revolution till today.  All of the respondents have a clear image of the 
role of transition in Romanian society, regardless of age groups.  

6. 1. Before the revolution  

One might say that during communism no form of activism was possible. Yet some of our 
respondents, older ones, said, “some things could be made even then” (Ana). These possibilities 
were just in the economic sector but had a civic dimension. This is particularly true with regard to 
one of our respondents involved in education and who developed some programs for improving 
this domain.  

A person, who was politically involved before the revolution, offers another different point of 
view. He has a positive opinion about the communist period, yet he refers to oppression, lack of 
freedom and the general fear. Most of the respondents, mainly the older ones declare they felt 
fear, insecurity during that period. There is a difference in the way the young group remembers 
this period from the older group. The second group is more vehement, has stronger oppositional 
feelings.  

“That moment was for me with a lot of hatred ... the last years, you don’t remember but 
our generation gathered so much hatred, the hate of… yes it was hate for a person, the 
hate that... it was cold – Ceausescu’s fault, hate for not having enough money – 
Ceausescu’s fault, the fact that you could not do something – Ceausescu’s fault, and then 
for everything that we could not do it was Ceausescu’s fault even for our own problems, - 
still Ceausescu was to blame”.  (Valy) 

The young refer to it more specifically. They remember the long lines for food: bread, meat, 
potatoes. Another important image is related to the lack of information resources: there was just 
one newspaper for youngsters.  

“The fact that in Hungary you could got to the market and find many things, that you had 
more newspapers... me, during the school, at high-school, in the first semester when I had 
my arm medical operation … I could not go to work with my colleagues, we had to go to 
vintage, or harvest of corn or whatever and I had to deliver newspapers, say, “The Free 
Youth” or what the hell I was supposed to deliver …it was the communist newspaper 
then”. (Sergiu)  

Except Dan who was oppressed and excluded by the communists because he married a girl whose 
family was in Germany, the only person who felt directly oppressed is Cristi, a member of a 
minority group. 

“Through my family, through the community I realized that we are oppressed as a people 
and are under threat as Hungarians. So it was a double frustration, if you like, towards 
the system as a political system and towards the system as a nationalist system that 
wanted to assimilate us or wanted us to leave the country. So my refusal to leave the 
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country started from here too, maybe if I was born a Romanian I would have left this 
country a long time ago”. (Cristi) 

He was the only one of our respondents who was opposing the system even before ’89, being a 
member of a theatre group acting in plays with anti-communist content. Being a student in 
Timisoara he was a member of the group of followers of Tokes, a well-known anti-communist 
activist before ’89.  

“…there were some performances… it was one performances which was … well it was 
not revolutionary but it was not typical … for those times .. the secret police had 
forbidden it .. the repetition of that performance ……but we decided … four of the eight 
members of Thalia, that despite the fact that we were forbidden we would become 
engages, we would go along with our priest (Tokes), who by then had protested against 
the system, against…the destruction of the villages …against the assimilation policy and 
after the second performance in the church in the Reformed church, Thalia was 
forbidden. So it was suspended till the situation was resolved. Tokes continued the 
protests and wrote letters abroad (…) in the end Thalia was reorganised but not the four 
of us…”. (Cristi) 

The other respondents did not have special problems regarding the communist system.  

6. 2. Representations of the revolution 

All have a clear image of the revolution, generally related to its cruelty and violence.  

Yet an interesting fact is that, especially from the older group the revolution is not described as a 
transition to another life phase. All personal biographies have an independent evolution from the 
revolution, even if some refer to it as turning point for society.  

Most of them don’t even refer to the revolution as a milestone, and did not talk about it till they 
were asked to do so.  

Generally our respondents focused more on the violence of the revolution than on what it 
represents and did not refer to the political change.  

“…the first days of the revolution were ones of great fear. And everybody was happy and 
breathed out, it was that insanity but I had a great anxiety: what happens if he comes 
back? What happens if it does not succeed? What happens if… and when I saw the 
unleashed anger and the torrent coming I was thinking what would happen if people 
couldn’t control it. So, for me, the revolution was more like an objective view, waiting, 
and first I saw the enthusiasm ….so I could not experience the great happiness”. (Dorina) 

One of our respondents confesses that she did not really understand what the revolution meant at 
that time. There was a general enthusiasm combined with fear but nothing else.  

“…to be honest these social changes came for me later. When I entered public 
administration it was easier to understand some aspects, I was … directly implicated in 
the 1996 elections so I was there, very dedicated. Obviously not only my curiosity, but 
also my work was making me get involved in elections. So, in ‘92’s elections, it was this 
kind of a family campaign, don’t vote for the roses (the symbol of a party) without 
knowing what that means and… that kind of espionage where you send the four year old 
kid to see what the grandmother voted and other things like that, childish things because 
we did not understand, our lack of education”. (Maria) 
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The only case on which the revolution was a direct turning point is a member of the Hungarian 
minority who participated in a revolutionary group.Immediately after the revolution (in the same 
month) he got involved in a political group for the Hungarian minority.  

“…so, after these changes (revolution), we got involved, in the first moments so at 
Christmas we got together some friends in front of the city hall and went to a house and 
decided to form a Youth Organisation. This is the way MIDEZ was formed, there was a 
long discussion on the name and we decided on MIDEZ … and then on 28th December we 
announced to the Temporary Council, the FSN (National Salvation Body) here that we 
were formed and that they should take us into account. So then we started to organise the 
unloading the assistance arriving from abroad, because the trucks came but did not have 
the courage to go into the country and we organised everything at the sports arena”. 
(Cristi) 

6. 3. Transition  

The general perspective /image on transition is pessimistic. In the beginning they were 
enthusiastic, but there were too many unresolved problems and they were sceptical as regards the 
possibility of change. Mostly the disappointment with politics had a great effect on this 
dimension.  

“I lived very deeply Romanian political life for a year from the revolution (being 12) 
because there were a lot of parties, there were many conflicts, strikes, I watched them, 
there were the council’s meetings I don’t know exactly in what period… it was actually 
during the madness after ’89 and I lived like that till, let’s put it this way, I got used to the 
taste of freedom, and let’s say I even got bored with it”. (Elena) 

This general trend is dominant for both age groups and is more vehement in the case of activists 
in economic sector.  

Most of our subjects faced, in different forms and moments, frustration or disappointment 
regarding the democratic society.  Six of them (equally distributed across domains) faced serious 
problems: expelled from school, beaten, their lives threatened.  

“Truly many people understood democracy… the city hall (where she was working) was 
the place of contact with the people, I quit, I quit because my life and child’s’ life was 
threatened, because (I was told) if you don’t do that for me, if you don’t give me that 
authorization to do something even if don’t have the economic power to do it, if you don’t 
give space to build a factory, if you don’t give me that I will come and wake you up and 
cut your throat”. (Dorina) 

Yet none of them gave up their activism and most of them considered these problems challenges 
to solve a problem.  

Another five of our interviewees are generally disappointed with the system. They did not face 
direct problems but are pessimistic with the possibility of improvement.  

“….(there is no help in ) production or what they want to do and that is why this country 
is such a chaos. (…) the communist system had its problems, nobody denies it, but it had 
some good things and from everything one can learn something. And what we should have 
done was  to take the good things and move on and remove the bad things… but we did 
only stupid and wrong things this is what we did”. (Daniel) 
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From this group an extreme is represented by Mihaela, who is very pessimistic and considers that 
during communist times, life was easier and she regrets the system. She points to the lack of 
perspectives and sense of direction generally in society but mostly refers to her situation as a 
hopeless one. The others do not refer to this issue.  

7. General discussion  

Some general assumptions regarding the factors influencing the process of shaping active 
citizenship in Romania can be outlined as stating points for further investigations and debates. 
These will be stated in the paragraphs below.  

What is active citizenship? 

The analysis starts with a rather broad definition on activism (actors taking the costs of providing 
for the public good), a definition with which not many of our respondents identified. Narrowing 
this definition was one of the aims of this research, yet no relevant evidence can be found in the 
interviews.  

Taking our respondents answers into account the general profile of the activist would be: 
responsible, perseverant, and committed to his mission, having the skills (professionalism) to an 
effective activity.  There are no other references to definitions of active citizenship. 

In this regard the use of the phrase “activism” instead of “active citizenship” in this report. has to 
be clarified. As active citizenship is a new concept for Romanian debates, people tend to refer to 
it as a special type of activism without focussing on the difference in concepts. This report is 
based on “what people say about active citizenship” so their concepts are used as well, so often 
the report refers to activism meaning civic activism or active citizenship.  

7. 1. On the predicaments of activism in Romania 

Activism is both a context for action and a strategy for action. Moreover, although it is defined 
usually as an act of unselfish involvement in the public sphere, producing collective benefits, it 
can also be a strategy for accomplishing one’s personal goals.  

Hence it has different meanings depending upon the historical period, which determines the 
institutional limitations and resources that affect people’s actions. In the communist regime, 
activism could not involve membership, since organisational affiliation was strictly controlled 
and channelled. Except for the very rare instances of dissidence, activism involved a stronger 
than average commitment to or participation in formal contexts of social participation. Because 
these organisations were means by which the regime kept under control social processes, 
including social mobility and elite recruitment, activism in that period was an instrumental 
strategy for the individuals considered. One can say that entrepreneurial persons employed the 
resources of those Party-controlled organisations in order to work things out in their life. This has 
changed after 1990 where associative membership became voluntary, and involvement is an 
indicator or activism per se. Although the meaning of activism shifted from context to strategy, 
the stakes remained pretty much the same. Considering the fragility, the scarceness of identity 
movements or of those claiming rights for specific groups and the overwhelming presence of 
versatile NGOs ready to embark on causes dictated by the donors, we can say that activism today 
is still mainly an instrumental strategy of entrepreneurial people. 
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Activism is also a concept designing life strategies or practices that include but not totally 
overlap with it.  

Active citizens life phase 

With the attempt to understand the way people become active citizens the results can be 
structured highlighting the respondents’ life paths. In this regard it could be noted that the 
number of transitions or crises unleashing changes in the social career increases for those in the 
age group situated between the youngest and the older subjects, suggesting adjustment 
difficulties for those from this category. 

In most of the cases, acting autonomously – setting up an NGO or a private enterprise – is the 
solution to a biographical crisis that makes a mere conventional career less likely. This 
conclusion was observed analysing challenges for active citizenship as well, to some extent, the 
analysis of the content of active citizenship. Precautions in generalising this conclusion have to 
be taken, until further investigation using a larger sample will validate the presumption.  

Another important factor influencing civic activism is the context in which it appears. There are 
some opportunities along with some constraints for people, and just some of the responses can be 
related with activism. A distinct context analysis would improve the understanding on this topic.  

Learning active citizenship 

As it was outlined in the conclusions of this section of the report one can focus on different 
approaches to learning regarding active citizenship.  

Learning can be regarded as both an identity building process or as a process of acquiring skills 
and knowledge necessary for an efficient activism. Focusing separately on these two possible 
dimensions is compulsory for a better understanding of learning active citizenship.  

Viewing learning active citizenship as an identity building process may seem difficult, and 
certainly need specific methods. Respondents, telling their lives did not give much evidence on 
this topic. Most of the identifications are in relation to their families, relations with significant 
others, and rarely collective actions or social mobility projects, which have a relationship with 
their activism but not always a direct one. A broader discussion on identity and identity building 
processes would be helpful for more comprehensive explanations of these topics.   

The role of Hungarian minority in this report  
One might say that the presence of Hungarian minority group members is more than the 
representative percentage of Hungarian minority in Romania. The method used in this study is 
not based on representation but intends to outline strategies and paths which people have 
followed in becoming active citizens, being in this sense a comprehensive, in-depth method.  

Hungarian minority in Romania, is a very strong connecting one, their identity being emphasised 
in all their relations. This is the reason why, in the framework of our analysis they are a good 
example of active citizens with strong connections and group identity (a dimension which was 
hardly observed to other respondents); we were using them in this research in this sense. 
Choosing them is neither a “political” nor “personal” choice, and we consider it relevant to state 
that our sample is not a representative one on this topic, it is only relevant as active citizenship 
building.   
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A more detailed analysis comparing forms of civic activism and ways in which people become 
active citizens on different ethnic groups would give more evidence for the previous statement. 
We consider that there are some general differences as regards the stronger social ties (and in this 
regard social capital as well) of minority groups. This would lead to a higher levels of civic 
activism by minority representatives. Yet this assumption has to be validated on more minority 
groups, and it could not be conducted in the framework of the present study.  

7. 2. Problems of validity of LH  

Interviewees have often given partial accounts of their lives. However, since we have chosen our 
subjects using our own networks usually, we have revealing information regarding their 
biographies. Comparing the stories provided though interviews with this information we may 
conclude that using only biographic interview has serious validity shortcomings.  

The narratives of self solely are appropriate for inquiries into the narrative projection of the 
selves of active citizens. This validity issue has been theorised by Bourdieu who called 
“biographical illusion” the representation of life as a flow of continuous or linear, events, one 
springing out of other, in logical sequence, that has a meaning on its own that can be expressed in 
a chronological narrative of the sort used by the biographical method and the life history method. 
Thus, for complete accounts of the relationship between the context of one’s life and he’s/she’s 
definitions and acts of active citizens triangulation is highly necessary.  

In making generalisations on the contexts and processes of social learning for active citizenship, 
the results of our life histories should be compared with those of a comparable sample of non-
active citizens. This is required by the process of building and testing hypotheses about how one 
becomes active citizen, especially when issues of cognitive and attitudinal dimensions of 
citizenship are taken into consideration. Otherwise, all our generalisations could be fallacious.  

All attempts at generalisations are flawed due to the non/representative character of our sample. 
In doing our analyses we were driven not by the objective of building a theory of how or/why one 
becomes active citizen in Romania but we were aiming to elaborate hypotheses and identify 
sensitising concepts for a sound interpretative-explanatory approach to building active 
citizenship. 
 

8. The profiles of learners 
Sergiu -young, man  
He is very much involved in student’s association activity. He is elected president of the 
association but is replaced because they didn’t want to have an Hungarian as president. He will 
continue his activities but in a local Hungarian minority students’ association being very deeply 
involved in the field. He participated as a member of the Council of Hungarian representatives 
from Hungarian minority party where he got involved to a higher degree. He attended history 
courses and he has accreditation in the field. After the involvement in the political domain he 
started a political studies faculty in Hungary but he wasn’t very motivated to complete and 
receive the diploma. With his parents he has a special relation being very much aware that they 
are proud of their son and he doesn’t want to disappoint them.  

Daniel -old, man 
From the communist period he is a hard worker. After the revolution he starts his own activity. In 
time he develops his business and builds some partnerships with peoples from other countries.  
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He has a very constructive relationship with his employees and the family helps him by working 
full time with him. 

David -old, man 
He was born and lived in his village.  Graduates from the university and during this period of 
studies he works in a factory. Because he knows very well the community’ problems he stands in 
the local elections and for 4 years he is member of the local Council. After that he is elected as 
local mayor.  

Cristi -old, man 
He lived in a family with no big problems. From the school time he had seen the Hungarian 
minority problems and he identifies himself with that. He feels responsible for the Hungarian 
minority group so he gets involved in the local Hungarian party. He is opposing the communist 
system and he is deeply involved in these actions.  

Dana -young, woman 
She had to suffer in school because she expressed her thoughts about teachers and the school 
system. For that reason she was expelled and was moved to another school. At this moment she is 
making her first contacts with civil society. She will get involved in `various activities from the 
civil sphere and she will be very active. She had a volunteering period and after that she will form 
her own organisation. She has developed a strong relationship with organisations from other 
countries with which have a constructive role. At the beginning she has disappointments with 
relation to the local counsel and other organisations. She finally solves the problems and now she 
has a successfully activity.  

Ana -old, woman 
She grew up in an orphanage. She learns there how to be responsible. As a teacher she is very 
involved in every activity and she is not afraid to do something new. She gets involved in the 
school inspectorate where she is a hard worker trying to add something new and useful at every 
job she had. She goes to Paris being sent there by the Romanian education ministry. She enriched 
her knowledge about teaching in school. Is more focused on her career than in her family.  

Valy -old, woman 
She was born in a family with seven children. Her mother was neo-protestant. She works very 
hard in the family for supporting her brothers because she is the oldest. She left home and 
worked.  She has a child but she never married. The relationship with her mother is not very 
strong because she didn’t want to go to the church. She likes theatre, being an actress from the 
youth. She is very ill and feels unsafe and tries to give meaning to her life by getting involved in 
her homeowner association.  

Dorina-old, woman  
She was born in a normal family, she went to Bucharest to study architecture. During this time 
she earned well from selling handmade (artistic) products. She had a son and when the child was 
4 months old, she got divorce from her husband because they were fighting very badly. 
Meanwhile she works as an architect at the city hall. In time she will develop her own business.  

Dan -old, man  
He was very active in communist regime, being a member of the communist party. He was 
kicked out of the party because he married a girl that had relatives in Germany. After the 
revolution he continued his studies obtaining his university and master’s degrees. He is very 
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active in the local community activities. Is a good organiser and can make things happen in the 
institution.     

George -young, man  
He grew up in a single parent family. At eighteen he started working in the civil society domain 
as a volunteer. He met his future wife in one activity in which were involved together. During 
that time he was still volunteering and she was social worker. They got married and decided to 
make their own organisation. The organisation that they managed to develop covered many 
problems related to community development and social work especially. He decided to attend 
sociology courses as a support for his activity on the field.   

Claudiu -old, man  
He always wanted to travel and to meet new people. After the revolution he changed with time 
his activity domain and was interested in civil society. He started travelling and learning foreign 
languages. He joined an English club in Oradea and fast he became the leader of this group, 
organising it formally and initiating some special programs.  His parents are very supportive in 
every action that he takes. He is the only child and he didn’t married. Civil society domain makes 
him feel useful and he likes to work with and for people. 

Mihaela -old, woman 
Her parents are neo-protestants and after a period her sister converted too. Because of this, she 
never had a good relationship with the family. She is a teacher. She suffered a tragedy in life 
because her husband and one of her sons die. She started getting involved because she wanted to 
feel useful. Is very active in the political field and she never gives up teaching.      

 
Marius -old, man 
In the family he has a conflict with his father because he is very conservative. While young, he 
cannot decided what school to attend and therefore he studies theology. He finishes his studies 
but he realises that is not what he wants in life. He starts his activity working as a journalist. He is 
called to work for the European Union’s Commission at Bucharest. He gets married and for that 
reason he has to move to another city with which he has no connections.  He tries to get involved 
and for a period he is active in the economic domain but not for long. In this period he tries to set 
up a private initiative but he abandoned the idea. Because he feels the need of improve his 
knowledge he attends and obtains a diploma in political studies.  For a period he is active in civil 
society and after that he returns to the economic domain.  

Maria -old, woman 
She starts her activity after she finished her studies in geology, biology and geography. For a 
period she works in an archaeological site and then in a factory. In this period there was the 
revolution and after these events she started to have problems with the workers. She attended a 
computer course.  She moves from the state factory to a private one. After that she is unemployed 
for six months.  Is a public officer and then she obtains a job at the local Council. From now on 
she starts her activity in the civil society domain. She developed from the nature of her work a 
very strong relationship with partners from different countries. She has to move from the city 
where she grew up to another city with other opportunities of developing her activity.  She has a 
daughter and she doesn’t speak about her husband.   

Elena -young, woman 
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Was an only child and her parents were very protective with her. She wanted very much to attend 
the European studies. During the university she got involved in volunteering activities. After 
graduating she works in the civil domain and she tries together with a friend to start their own 
organisation, also in the field of European integration.  

Luci-old, man  
He is from a family with nine children. His mother died when he was 4 and his father when he 
was 17. He tries very hard at the same time to give financial support to another 3 younger 
brothers. He goes away from home and he finishes his high school studies. He has 18 work 
qualifications. He gets married and moves together with his wife to another city. After the 
December ’89 events he will continue to work in the factory. During this time he is caught 
stealing something from the factory and is put in prison for 10 months.  In 1994 he goes in 
Austria for a year because he needs money to support his family. He doesn’t stay away from the 
family and he returns home.  He starts for a short period of time to trade but because he has a 
health problem he abandoned the activity. He works as a taxi driver at one agency but because of 
the conflicts he starts his own business. In this time he has trials with the local authority but he 
wins all of them by reading up on the law. He develops a fine relationship with all his employees 
and at this moment his taxi agency is one of the most prosperous in the city. 

9. Executive summary 

The research, and consequently, the Report on life histories were structured on the following 
main themes:  

General context 
On predicaments of activism in Romania  

•  Activism is both a context for action and a strategy for action. Although it is defined usually 
as an act of unselfish involvement in the public sphere, producing collective benefits, it can 
also be a strategy for accomplishing one’s personal goals.  

•  Activism has different meanings depending upon the historical period.  

•  In the communist regime, except for the very rare instances of dissidence, activism 
involved a stronger than average commitment to or participation in formal contexts of 
social participation and could not involve membership.  

•  After 1990 when associative membership became voluntary, the meaning of activism 
shifted from context to strategy, but the stakes remained pretty much the same. 
Activism today is still mainly an instrumental strategy of entrepreneurial people.  

•  The study is based on 16 interviews with active citizens: actors who accept bearing the effort 
of providing for the public goods.  

•  The sample was structured on three general domains as follows: civil society  (6), state / 
politics  (5), and economic sector (5).  

•  Regarding age cohorts, the dividing point between age groups was established at 35 
years old, dependent of the age at the1989 Revolution. The group of young people is 
smaller (6) than the older ones (10).  
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•  Gender groups are more equally structured: 9 men and 7 female (also men are more 
active than female). 

•  All attempts at generalisations at elaborating an interpretative-explanatory approach of 
building active citizenship are flawed in order due to the non/representative character of the 
sample. 

Local definitions of active citizenship- Content analysis 

•  The general profile of the activist, taking respondents answers into account, would be: 
responsible, perseverant, and committed to his mission, having the skills (professionalism) for 
effective activity.   

•  It is the fact that active citizens do not merely work things out but do this with holding ideals 
and acting courageously in fulfilling them. 

Contextual analysis of active citizenship 

Why do people become active citizens? 

•  Analysing the context that produces a change from non-activism towards activism the 
following general categories could be described: 

•  events: encountering injustice or oppression – while being a teenager, at the workplace or 
as member of a minority group; unwillingly becoming member of a context with 
important/ significant connections that facilitate activism - life career opportunities 
requiring civic activism – specific jobs, learning contexts – volunteering or joining 
organisations; negative events requiring personal action – bankruptcy, financial problems 
in the community 

•  significant relations with parents: feeling responsible for them (or in achieving their 
dreams); opposing them 

•  belonging to facilitating networks or groups 

•  meeting significant models – important persons 

Active citizens’ life paths  

•  The analyses permitted delineation of three general types of life-paths for active citizens: 
single career – single transition, dual career-single transition, single career-multiple 
transitions. 

•  The number of transitions or crises unleashing changes in the social career increases for those 
in the age group situated between the youngest and the older subjects, suggesting adjustment 
difficulties for those from this category. 

•  In most of the cases, acting autonomously – setting up an NGO or a private enterprise – is the 
solution to a biographical crisis that makes a mere conventional career less likely. 
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•  Becoming practically active requires more than personal qualities - which are without any 
doubt necessary – a specific context, with special constraints and opportunities, is also 
required. 

How do people shape active citizenship? 

Challenges 

•  The conduct of respondents don’t have a thematic or programmatic coherence.  

•  The motivation for the actions of active citizenship are differentiated by:  

•  self-oriented motivation  

� intrinsic satisfaction and pleasure provided by work or by team, by fulfilling 
one’s dreams or vocation or by coping in a competitive manner with activism.  

� extrinsic motivation factors like need for approval, prestige, or for social 
advancement, fear of failure, need for autonomous achievement, example 
provided by parents, feeling useful, duty or commitment to mission, economic 
drivers, competition, formal responsibility, need for a change in one’s way of 
life, disappointment with previous activity, making good use of personal 
resources, responding to an another motivating actor, need for evasion, 
travelling.  

•  social oriented motivation factors (the idea of focusing on changing things, the 
accomplishment of change, the concrete needs of others that have to be fulfilled.  

Connections 

•  Only in several cases the stakes of activism are related to this type of identity (commitment to 
a collectivity). This is the case of the two of subjects committed to the Hungarian ethnic 
identity. 

•  Secondly, data provides evidence of the reticent emergence of a specific identity of NGO 
activists. It is an identity that stresses the commonality of the actors within the NGO sector 
and highlights the differences, or even opposition, felt by those in the sector against other 
domains of public life (economy, state, academia etc.). There is a general identification or 
differentiation outlined by three of the respondents from the civil society in the opposition 
between the activist and volunteer. 

Capacities: 

•  The general strategies and modes of action used by our respondents can be structured as 
follows. 

3. Personal career development, which includes: 

a. Acquiring knowledge and skills though: formal education, non-formal education 
(training), informal education – gathering information, search on the internet 
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b. Volunteering 

c. Investing personal resources like: sacrificing oneself, fulfilling duty, involvement, 
empathy, knowledge of people 

d. Involvement in politics, networking, joining organizations 

4. Institutional development through personal initiatives 

a. Initiating and developing activities 

b. Collaborations and partnerships 

c. Being strategic when developing institutions 

d. Networking. 

Where do people become active citizens? 

 Activism in civil society 

•  We have six interviews with activists in civil society (equally distributed on age groups). All 
are people motivated, committed to their mission, their motivations being socially oriented 
more than self oriented. All of the respondents have had to manage by themselves with little 
support from outside. 

•  Civil society is still weak and there is a general trend in confusing it with voluntary work. 
Having a new civil society, not well structured yet, people have a chance to experiment 
different activities till they make their choice.  

Activism in political domain 

•  The Romanian context of the political domain suffers from low credibility. Most of 
respondents declare that they don’t want to move in that sector. The case of politicians from 
minority groups is different, they were first involved in civil society.  

•  A particular case is represented by a person who was involved politically even in the 
communist period. In that period he started as a activist in communist structures and became 
member of the parties’ control structure.  

Activism in economic sector  

•  Activists in the economic sector are focused mainly on their initiative, business and are not 
considering activism in another domain.  

•  There are two types of actors: people with interesting and successful private initiatives (older 
persons who after working in a different place consider that they can develop their own 
business and had the courage to do so) and employees who are more motivated and 
participate in the development of the institution they belong to (activists at the work place).  

Formal characteristics of the learning process: how do people learn?  

•  There are two types of learning processes, based on the criterion of the contents acquired: 
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3. active citizenship i.e. of the features that were delineated in the analysis of contextual 
definitions of active citizenship. 

4. skills, tools, resources, competencies employed in the deeds of an active citizen 

Learning of active citizenship as identity building 

•  Learning of active citizenship should be seen as a problem of self-building. There are two 
processes of self-formation of subjects in terms of:  

•  Identification - involves the positive internalisation of a specific definition of self, due 
to physical or mediated contacts with significant others – persons or collectivises.  

•  Differentiation - signifies the redefinition of self based on a negative reference to a 
significant person or collectively or to a social category which define a situation as 
undesirable. 

•  Three main categories of self-building influences could be extracted from the data: significant 
others; family; projects of social mobility; collective identities. 

Acquiring skills necessary for activism 

•  The respondents acquire the skills necessary for activism especially in: formal (different 
levels of formal education) and non-formal learning contexts (orphanage). 

•  For the younger generation it appears that their learning process has been quite smooth and 
pragmatic. They used their professional skills and competencies and learned something new 
in order to be effective in using the opportunities of the new structures to achieve their 
personal needs.  

The role of political transition and age 

Before the revolution  

•  One might say that during communism no form of activism was possible, except some 
possibilities in the economic sector and in education. 

•  There is a difference between the way younger group remembers this period from the older 
group. The second group is more vehement, has stronger oppositional feelings. The young 
remember the long lines for food: bread, meat, potatoes; the lack of resources for information 
etc. 

Representations of the revolution 

•  All have a clear image of the revolution, generally related to its cruelty and violence. 
Generally respondents focused more on the violence of the revolution than on what it 
represents and did not refer to the political change.  
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•  Especially from the older group the revolution is not described as a transition to another life 
phase. All personal biographies have an independent evolution from the revolution, even if 
some refer to it as turning point for the society.  

Transition  

•  The general perspective /image on transition is pessimistic. Mostly disappointment with 
politics had a great effect on this dimension. This general trend is dominant for both age 
groups and is more vehement in the case of activists in economic sector.  

•  Most of our subjects faced, in different forms and moments frustration or disappointment 
regarding the democratic society.   
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PART 4 

Learning citizenship and governance in Europe. A comparative perspective 

M. Simons, N. Chioncel and D. Wildemeersch 
 

1. Learning strategies in Romania and Hungary 

The national reports of Hungary and Romania offered a detailed analysis of life histories of active 
citizens along the main dimensions of the general framework: general context, content, 
dimensions, domains and formal characteristics of the learning process and the role of political 
transition. The main aim of this section is to structure the results of these reports in accordance 
with the main aim of this stage of the research project: developing a deeper understanding of the 
many faces of active citizenship and of the different characteristics of the learning process. While 
the national reports have been written from an analytical point of view, the goal of this chapter is 
to make a kind of synthesis along the following dimensions: 

•  examples and features of active citizenship in the three domains, the relation between 
these domains and role of emergent vs. established practices 

•  examples and dimensions of learning active citizenship  

•  modes of educational intervention  

•  the role of the political transition 

1. 1. Learning active citizenship: who and where 

Civil society 

Before the transition an intermediate level between citizens and the state was either very limited 
and restricted, either destroyed. However, this is not to say there was no civic involvement or 
civic action, but these initiatives where framed within the structures and to a certain extent also 
the ideology of the communist regime or they where part of resistance movements. As Zsolt from 
Hungary tells: “When I was leader in the Communist Youth Organisation [a sub-organisation of 
the Communist Party] I had a chance to influence decisions on how to distribute the financial 
assistance to students based on their social situations.” Another expression of a kind of active 
citizenship before the transition is the involvement of Cristi (part of the Hungarian minority 
group in Romania, and member of the group of followers of Tokes, a well-known anticommunist 
activist before 1989) in a theatre group acting in plays with anticommunist content.  

The period after the transition, and mostly through NGO’s, is characterised by a slow 
development of the domain of civil society. Botond’s involvement in the protection of the 
environment and Zsolt’s engagement for prisoners who resisted compulsory military service are 
two examples in Hungarian context. Maria in Romania expressed an important feature of this 
development: in the beginning the initiatives where taken on a voluntary basis, without much 
experience and with financial difficulties. Elena’s opinion ‘I thought that volunteering means 
volunteering to the end, no money, no personal benefit points out very well the basic, social 
oriented motive of the involvement, as well as the growing awareness that financial input and a 
professional structure is necessary to be active within civil society. Zsolt from Hungary seems to 
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express a similar attitude as follows: “Civil does not mean amateur. It does not mean ignorance, 
being unregulated. A movement must be professional. Rational, effective, have prestige, and 
being accepted in the world.“ (Zsolt) 

Closely related to the previous development, some of the respondents mention a difference, and 
even opposition, between being active as a volunteer and being involved as a kind of professional 
activist. It is about the difference between being more involved in executive tasks and being a 
decision maker (Elena, Romania), between working with the heart and acting through rational 
analysis of the situation (George, Romania), between doing one’s hobby and doing one’s job 
(Claudiu, Romania). This distinction seems not only to point at a transition within one’s career in 
civil society (starting as a volunteer and ending up by being employed in a NGO or starting one’s 
own organisation), but also to the relation between different people in an organisation in the 
domain of civil society: 

“Volunteering is the activity of one person who feels interested by an activity or campaign. 
But that volunteering is taking place in a framework already formal. So you get involved in 
something already planned. And you feel OK. But, at the moment when you want to do 
more than volunteering, then you have to be part of the team which plans… to be yourself a 
resource for the volunteer who comes in and only knows he wants to help. So what we are 
doing now .are activities planned and activities based on information obtained in a formal 
educational system.” (George, Romania) 

The growing presence and importance of NGO’s after the transition also led to another 
development, i.e. an instrumental attitude towards organisations within the civil society. To get 
involved in a movement or social organisation seems not only (or even, not in the first place) to 
be a matter of identification with the project, but a way to have access to resources, for example 
career opportunities and social mobility. 

Political domain 

With regard to the situation before the transition it is difficult to make a distinction between 
active citizenship on the domain of politics and civil society/economic domain. Resistance 
movements for example occupied a rather restricted (and often illegal) place of civil society and 
developed a strong political, revolutionary focus. Typical in Hungary seems to be the two-
faceted, and often paradoxical, situation within the regime of ‘soft dictatorship’: smooth acts of 
activism and resistance.  

“We had a closer relation to power, that meant a stronger protection as well. I could afford 
to allow experimental plays, and, for example, when the suppressed film, the Witness [a 
film about the political system of the fifties] was finally authorised, in our cinema it was 
played for a long time ago for three times a day.” (Botond)  

“We recognised that a program for protecting the interest of youth was needed. We formed 
it. A pregnant women was called to go for anti-aircraft defence drill and because of she 
was pregnant, she thought that she did not have to go. She did not pay the fine, then she got 
a notification to go to jail. She did not go, because we made a film of it.” (Gábor) 

In Romania there have been initiatives in the economic sector with a civic dimension. Of course, 
the transition in Hungary and Romania caused some major changes within the political domain, 
with the most evident results that the places to be involved multiplied.  
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After the transition, some activists will express their activism in the political domain. In 
Romania, especially people from minority groups (and often active before the transition) use the 
political domain as a way to make a difference and to improve the conditions of the people they 
identify themselves with. Sergiu’s story, someone who was first being involved in civil society 
and who was afterwards active in the political field, is instructive: 

“…so, you have to know that the Hungarian Students Union from Bihor county (USMB) is 
an independent union, independent legal status, which has partnerships with all the civic 
Hungarian organisations from Oradea and with UDMR (Romanian Democratic Hungarian 
Union). Among other things the president of USMB has the right, the possibility,it is not 
compulsory to use this possibility, to be a member in the UDMR County Representatives 
Council. If he wants do this it’s ok, if not - not … there is a place for him. Well in that 
moment (as president of USMB) I got involved in UDMR in this council till I was elected in 
97 executive president of UDMR”. (Sergiu) 

David’s story offers other example of being active in the political domain. 

“Being born in this village, knowing the community problems in 1996 I ran for mayor of 
this community. I was a few votes short of getting into the second round. I didn’t. But I got 
a position on the local council, being the president of the Economical Commission within 
the council. In these four years I gained experience in public administration and that 
allowed me that in to run for mayor again in 2000. (…) what motivated me to run for this 
position was the fact that I wanted to do something for my people, more than what was 
done before and, knowing the community problems and its potential, I thought that it was 
worse to just stay aside and not get involved when you see things are not right  and you can 
contribute to building something in the community where I was born and where I want to 
stay”.(David, Romania) 

However, a lot of the respondents have a rather negative attitude towards the political domain. 
Politics is regarded as not ‘correct’ and not ‘straight’ by activists (Hungary), it is a domain with a 
low credibility and there are feelings of disappointment (Romania). There is a shift from an 
enthusiasm during the transition (and the first years after transition) towards rather sceptical and 
pessimistic feelings: 

“I lived very deeply the Romanian political life for an year from the revolution (being 12) 
because there were a lot of parties, there were many conflicts, strikes, I watched them, 
there were the council’s meetings I don’t know exactly in what period… it was actually 
during the madness after ’89 and I lived through that till, lets put it this way, I got used to 
the taste of freedom, and let’s say I even got bored with it”. (Elena, Romania) 

Domain of work 

For sure, the transition in Romania and Hungary had a major influence on economic life. Before 
the transition, activism within the domain of work in Hungary was often restricted to the 
established and state-managed trade unions. People active here often remained active in the new 
trade unions after the transition. A respondent in Hungary, who played later a key role in the co-
ordination of striking a new balance between the trade unions, reported the process of becoming 
active as follows:  
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“ I wrote my thesis on the role of trade unions in the politics of employment. It was a new 
topic. It was natural for me to write my thesis on trade unions. It was a critical review. 
Two researchers asked m to refer to my thesis but I said them rather not because I could 
into trouble. That time I was not so courageous… A state leader wrote an article about 
the price of the changes, the unemployment. I wrote an answer and showed it to 
everybody. It was in 1987. When the new trade unions were formed I was asked to deliver 
a lecture in a reform club about the duties of trade unions.” (Alma) 

Although forms of private entrepreneurship have been present before, the development of the free 
market offered new opportunities.  

First of all, there is the possibility for private entrepreneurship. Daniel and Luci from Romania 
for example started their own business after the revolution. For them, to have good or democratic 
relations with their employees is important. However, they are mainly focused on their 
‘business’. An important element in the stories of the Romanian respondents is the contact with 
people from other countries: 

“I see Italy differently. I didn’t see the ordinary or sub-ordinary people with their lives, I 
saw how the high society lives and maybe, in my soul was the wish to get a little higher and 
then I talked to him and everything started there”. (Dorina) 

A second form of activism within the economic domain is expressed by employees who are 
involved in the development of the organisation they work in. Ana from Romania for example 
started as a librarian in a high school but changed the job description and became a consultant on 
teaching methods.  

Although both forms are described as active citizenship in the economic domain, most of the 
respondents do not regard themselves as active citizens. They look at their activity as a business 
or a job. 

The last example of activism in the economic domain is the trade union. Csaba, a leader of an 
umbrella organisation of trade unions in Hungary, situates his role and that of his organisation as 
follows: 

“For the last two years I’ve been the elected president of the Union of the Autonomous 
Trade Unions. Our independent railway union joined this umbrella organisation. The 
choice to stay in the old national organisation with its socialist roots was not an option and 
joining the League was rejected also, because it seemed to go down an over-politicised 
route. Our umbrella trade union organisation stays in  a sort of neutral political space , not 
affiliated itself to exclusively to the left or to right. That’s why we are getting cold and hot 
receptions from both sides , but I am not really bothered by what political parties think of 
us.” (Csaba, Hungary) 

Furthermore, Csaba tells that the social recognition of the trade union in Hungary is very low. 
One of the reasons according to him is their involvement in matters of internal organisation. 
What is needed is an openness to societal matters and well-established communications with 
society.  
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Relation between domains of active citizenship 

In order to understand the faces of active citizenship in different domains, it is interesting to have 
a look at the relation between these domains. With regard to this issue it is important to stress 
both connections and differences. 

Most people of the sample in Romania limit their involvement to one domain. There are two 
cases in which people have been involved, previous current political activities (minority party), in 
civil society domain. Especially the gap between civil society and the economic domain on the 
one hand and politics on the other hand is mentioned.  

„I make a clear distinction between social activism and political activism. Before the 
transition there was only the communist party–option to be politically active. I think real 
social effectiveness can’t be engineered by party-political mechanisms because they act as 
a straight–jacket and they ignore long-term thinking which may produce real social results. 
I am not interested in political games.“ (Elvira) 

With exception of active citizenship related to minority issues in Romania, a lot of respondents 
articulate a rather negative perception of the political domain. In contrast, in Hungary several 
people are active in more than one domain. It is also interesting to acknowledge in the Hungarian 
context the gap between the work and civil society domain; no one is seen as combining these 
two domains.  

Although in Romania the careers of the sample of active citizens are to a large extent limited to 
one domain, it is interesting to notice the relation between established and emergent practices 
within one domain. Some respondents belonging to the domain of civil society in Romania 
express how they started as a volunteer in an established organisation but ended up by starting 
their own organisation: 

“So we said: we have to do something, we have to continue in the direction we started. (…) 
we realised we can not work without a location. We do not have an alternative, we have to 
do something,we understood that there are costs that have to be covered, we had to make 
projects, so we had to do something”.  (Dana, Romania) 

1. 2. Learning active citizenship and governance: dimensions 

Challenges 

The challenges influencing the decision to become actively involved are highly diverse. While 
some challenges are caused by an (unexpected, unforeseen) event, others are caused by family 
relations and especially relations with parents.  

An example of an event inducing the challenge to become active is the story of Dana from 
Romania. During school time she was faced with injustice: 

“We made a magazine. This was in…1989 was the revolution so this was in 1990 and then 
I had the greater cultural shock, with the democratic Romania which I expected to be 
different but we did not succeed. The magazine was a humorous and was focused on the 
Romanian educational system and on teachers…. the magazine…. So we were kicked out of 
school in what was a national and international scandal.. so the Ministry… we were kicked 
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out……then the people from Human Rights came, they solved the problem and we were 
disciplinarily  transferred to another school. so this was the moment when I met the non-
profit sector because the civil society helped me and the organisations from Oradea helped 
met to solve my problem”. (Dana, Romania) 

Also the story of Zsolt in Hungary is instructive for a specific kind of event influencing his 
activities as an active citizen. He was challenged by an injustice done to others (and also to him): 

„We organized protest for solving the problem of the refual to do compulsory military 
service, fought to free the imprisoned victims.  Then the classical political action-repertoire 
was used, tryingd to influence  MP‘s with letters, briefing them with materials, riasing the 
issue in journals. Our aim was to put the theme onto the agenda of public discourse. 
Freedom of religion and freedom of thought were important to us.“(Zsolt, Hungary) 

The challenge of injustice, and more specifically the awareness of disadvantaged groups in 
society, is also expressed in this story: 

„Later I was offered employment in a local social care institution as a Gypsy-family 
counsellor. The job description wasn’t anything traditional, I had to come up with the role 
–set. It wasn’t an easy job, I was persistent enough to care for my clients’ interests which 
sometimes evoked the management’s disapproval which resulted even in formal sanctions 
against me. I was taken aback with the fact that a lot of seemingly nice and lively children 
entering the school immediately turn in weak results. I had some teaching experience with 
different groups like adults, the disabled, 6 year olds requiring additional tutoring. I 
started a group for mothers and their children. Later it grew to be a youth club. At this 
period I got acquainted with my second husband who ran a Gypsy Club. At the summer we 
organized a camp where Gypsy intellectuals were invited. My experiences strengthened my 
belief that something corrective should be done to arrest the accumulative disadvantages of 
Gypsy children. Something with the school had to be done, I thought“ (Katalin) 

Although not all challenges are related to these feelings of oppression or injustice. Sometimes, 
the challenge is rather pragmatic and occurred by chance. As Elvira tells about her involvement: 
“I was called to come to this foundation.” (Elvira, Hungary). Also George explains his 
commitment by referring to this element of chance: 

“A guy asked me on the street, Ed Baker was his name, I don’t know what he asked me in 
English, I knew a bit of English back then and … I answered him. He told me he was here 
with an organisation, gave me a short presentation and he asked me if I had time to visit 
them and see for myself what they were doing. And from then on I realised what they were 
doing here and I wanted to support them”. (George, Romania) 

The relationship with parents is regarded as another important element in taking up challenges. 
One example is being engaged by their values and a feeling of responsibility towards them: 

„I know my father only from his letters written to his baby son (me). . He was a Jew taken 
to a forced labour camp (refused to flee, he sincerely thought desperate times needed guys 
like him to stay) . I was an infant seriously ill, actually quite close to death. He claimed in 
his letters that it was he whose prayers were answered and therefore my life was secured. 
My mother naturally spoke a lot about my father and never forgot to emphasize that I owde 
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him my life and and hence it follows that I should give something back, I have a mission in 
life.“ (Gábor, Hungary) 

Another example is feeling the relation (and the values they passed on) as limiting. Illustrative 
with regard to this latter is what Katalin from Hungary told us: 

“(…) The choice to go to university came naturally, I simply followed the path my parents 
shaped for me. I was 19 when I suddenly realised that my life seemed to go down its own 
way in a very calculable manner, I am supposed to marry,  have children  and  enter into 
the research  and etc. I started to detest this narrow option, this set route. Immediately I 
joined a commune. From that time on it became obvious to me that the aim of learning is 
nothing other than a deeper understanding of the world around us. The Ibsen-Seminar was 
focussing on liberty. I was engaged in samizdat –copying (typing at that time) and 
distributing the results to those who disseminated it further.” (Katalin, Hungary) 

Also these ‘negative’ family influences seem to be rather diverse. Elena from Romania for 
example decided to leave high school to escape an overprotective family situation and to start 
experimenting on her own. In the life history of Valy the reason for separating her from her 
family was the religious way of life of her mother. Or more general, David tells us how he was 
challenged by his deprived social background: 

“So I had the ambition to demonstrate that despite the fact you are from a modest family, a 
poor one (…) I want to tell you that in my summer holidays I worked every year. I saved up 
something for the moment that the school would begin at least on order not to increase the 
family’d financial problems. And I worked and I helped a lot”. (David, Romania) 

Capacity 

Being challenged is not enough to become an active citizenship. Another important dimension is 
the capacity required to undertake an effective activity. Different kinds of education are 
important here. The most obvious is formal education and especially higher education. In the 
Romanian sample some respondents chose higher education courses close to their domain of 
involvement: 

“At the moment we established the organisation … foundation…I didn’t emphasise 
that much on schooling to put it that way…or on what was taught in school because 
everything went by itself. At the moment we had our first intervention … the first 
contract …because you asked about courses, with the trainers …and they were 
talking so nice, from books about what an NGO can do, I wanted to be there. Because 
I knew then that we … what we had done till then was just the beginning: we had 
established a structure, which had to work, and it just could not work without 
knowledge. It can work just when you know the needs of your 
beneficiaries…”.(George, Romania)  

The story of Katalin in Hungary expresses a more close relation between formal education and 
active citizenship. The knowledge, insights and experiences offered by studies at the university 
was both a challenge and a source for capacities: 

“I’ve attended in a lot of rural social studies specifically planned for university students to 
explore life at first hand and take part in structured social research. The insights into 
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poverty and social inequalities were strong impulses. Actually even in my secondary school 
I was involved in a similar things which was then called: a „sociological camp” (Katalin, 
Hungary) 

Another type of education important to obtain effective capacities is non-formal and informal 
education. Since a lot of the respondents from Romania who are active in civil society start as a 
volunteer, they learned a lot during this period: 

“I joined Youth Action for Peace in ’99 pretty suddenly, in the sense that I had no idea what 
is an association, what is it about, the reason for its existence, if there are others in 
Romania… (…). Going there I immediately I offered to write projects and there I faced the 
second problem. I had no idea what those projects were, that is generally what I did as 
humble volunteer”.(Elena, Romania) 

In this sense their capacities for active citizenship and for starting their own organisation is based 
on experience or ‘good practice’. Another source for obtaining capacities and expertise 
mentioned by the respondents is contact with others. Elena, who is active in Youth Forum for 
European Integration, tells us that she learned a lot from other organisations. Also international 
contact are mentioned by some as important. Izabella from Hungary mentions her visit to the 
Netherlands as an important experience: “The Dutch are people who can really set an example of 
active citizenship. Dutch citizens exert their rights when they pressurize  institutions, when they 
demand information , when they make authorities accountable for their procedures, when they 
shape jurisdiction” Dorina tells us how she starts her own business after a visit to Italy, her 
experience with ‘high society’ and a discussion with an old friend. Cristi mentions the (material) 
help from abroad while organising a political group for the Hungarian. And finally, Elvira tells:  

„When we lived in the US I worked as a French teacher in New York where I was 
motivated to take part in community projects aimed at homeless people and the elderly. I 
closely investigated a doormen’s strike, I learned what it meant to give the maximum 
respect to the rights of others, even if there is a lack of understanding in terms of ’why” . 
Acceptance of others, tolerating the others (tolerance of diversity) comes first and even if it 
is only reaching the level of nothing more than a shallow indifference I think it prevents the 
society from breaking up, it creates a cohesive effect, a level of solidarity.“ (Elvira, 
Hungary) 

Connections 

Learning active citizenship is not only a matter of being challenged and having the capacities, but 
also of building an identity in relation to others. Therefore, it is necessary to pay attention to the 
persons, groups and communities someone is connected to and the values, opinions, attitudes and 
ideologies that are articulated here.  

Both the reports of Hungary and Romania indicate that for their respondents the family is rather 
important. Furthermore, it is important to mention that before the transition revolutionary and 
resistance movements have been a major source for identity building as active citizen. Of course, 
mainly the communist apparatus and its different organisations offered a ‘grand narrative’ and 
structure for civil involvement. After the transition, the range of possible relevant connections 
multiplied, although the family remains a rather strong source of identification (both in a positive 
and negative sense).  
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An example of active citizenship based on a collective identity is delivered by the respondents in 
Romania involved with minority issues. Hungarian ethnic identity and a political translation of 
the needs of this minority are of major importance here.  

“I felt offended, oppressed by the system as…as a human being and as a Hungarian. So I 
felt that also the ethnic dimension was under threat, starting with school when… the school 
was threatened all the time, we were aware of the fact that maybe a little more than in 
other schools we were suspect… the whole community from there - teachers, pupils - were 
suspect… I don’t know of what but we were always under special supervision both from the 
School Local Authority (Inspectorat) and the party. (…) so I did not want to leave … from 
my heart I felt like staying here. I felt attached to Oradea”. (Cristi, Romania) 

Zsolt in Hungary expresses another example of kind of collective identity, however, not ethnic 
but religious: 

„My activities are mainly of a critical nature to the traditional church-phenomena. The 
Bokor movement is a critical movement, trying to carve out an alternative life-style based 
on values represented by the classical Jesus Christ (denying aggression, force, violence, 
militarism, guns etc.).“ (Zsolt, Hungary) 

Still another type of connection important with regard to active citizenship is found within the 
domain of civil society. The respondents of Romania mention that the growing number of new 
non-governmental organisations function as a source for identity-building, i.e. the statue of a 
professional active in civil society and distinctive from other domains of public life. However, 
since a lot of people in non-governmental organisations are involved here because of job 
opportunities and social mobility, these connections are mainly instrumental. 

Respondents active in the economic domain rarely mention important sources of identification. 
One rare example is Daniel from Romania. He connects himself with the ‘working people’ and 
rejects the ‘lazy ones’: 

“… .you have to stick to the program… So it can be that I go to work: say good evening, 
good–bye, I go to the restaurant, I get drunk and I’m done. It can’t work that way”. 
(Daniel) 

1. 3. The process of learning active citizenship 
The analysis of the mutual articulation of challenges, capacities and connections enabled us to 
look at active citizenship as a process of transitional learning. During their lives, people are faced 
with all sorts of critical incidents disturbing the relation to oneself and to the social context they 
are part of. These incidents challenge one’s identity and function as transitional moments 
generating processes of transitional learning. The main goal of the learning process is to make 
meaningful connections or re-building and re-constructing one’s identity within and with regard 
to one’s social context. The interviews of the respondents allowed us to mention some important 
characteristics of the process of transitional learning. 
 
First, the interviews indicate that the transitional moments are very diverse: unemployment, 
humiliation, illness, death of husband, conflict with parents etc. As the Romanian report indicates 
people can face different transitional moments during their lives. Furthermore, there are different 
answers to these moments of transition. One answer is to get involved as an active citizen due to 
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one specific transitional moment, for example to start a private enterprise after being confronted 
with financial difficulties. Another answer is to remain involved in what was doing before the 
transitional moment, but getting involved in another activity to face the challenges. A last answer 
is to face different transitions and being involved in a process of multiple moments of transitional 
learning. This process seems to be typical for active citizens who are part of an organisation.  
 

1. 4. Modes of learning active citizenship 

In this paragraph we will have a closer look at the modes of educational intervention influencing 
learning for active citizenship. To a certain extent these modes are discussed in the previous 
paragraph on capacities needed for effective activities and successful strategies. We have noticed 
that for most respondents formal higher education does not have a direct influence on their 
learning for active citizenship. Some of them have been active before and have chosen their 
studies in accordance with their domain of involvement. Ana from Romania mentions formal 
education, and especially the person of her teacher, as having an important influence: 

“From the university I had (as a model) Mrs. C. a pedagogy teacher, from which I learned 
to be organised and systematic. (…) and in my  professional profile can be recognised the 
hand of a lady M.B.A. she was also my teacher (…….) and I am as a teacher just as she 
was: very specific, methodical and scientific”.(Ana) 

Most influential were non-formal and especially informal education. A type of relevant non-
formal education is mentioned by Valy, and older woman from Romania: 

“We took these administration courses and it helped me very much because this offers 
support. And until that it was very hard for me and I had to do something and to put my 
signature on papers that you don’t know if are legal or not”. (Valy) 

However, beside formal education and non-formal education, informal education seems to be 
most important: learning-by-doing as a volunteer in NGO’s, contacts with other organisation, 
international contacts etc. Elena from Romania for example tells about her experience with 
foreign organisations in civil society and how she learned their professional functioning: 

“…yes, I saw how they work, what kind of logistics they have, what conditions, I mean 
mostly the foreign associations, I saw that there are people constantly employed I thought 
that volunteering means being a volunteer right through to the end, no money, no personal 
benefit…” (Elena) 

1. 5. Role of political transition  

In the previous paragraphs some elements related to the political transition in Hungary and 
Romania have been discussed. Although there have been important developments in the period 
before the transition – for example during the period of ‘soft dictatorship’ in Hungary -, the 
transition towards a democratic regime had a major influence on the domains of active 
citizenship. Or to put this in another way, the transition is somehow the condition to look at the 
domain of civil society, work and politics as rather independent spheres of active citizenship. 
However, as especially the older respondents from the Romanian sample tell, the transition is not 
regarded as an important transitional moment at the individual level. Without asking explicitly 
during the interviews, the transition is even not mentioned. In the stories about the revolution the 
combination of feelings of fear and enthusiasm are mentioned: 
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“…the first days of the revolution were of great fear. And everybody was happy and 
exhaled, it was that insane but I had one great restraint: what happens if he comes back? 
What happens if it does not succeed? What happens if… and when I saw the unleashed 
anger and the torrent coming I was thinking what would happen if the people couldn’t 
control it. So, for me, the revolution was more like an outside perspective, waiting, and first 
I saw the enthusiasm ….so I could not live the great happiness”. (Dorina, Romania) 

After the revolution and with regard to its outcomes, the respondents seems to express rather 
negative feelings; from rather sceptical, to pessimistic and even disappointment. The latter is 
expressed by Daniel: 

“…(there is no help in ) production or what they want to do and that is why this country is 
in such a chaos. (…) the communist system had its problems, nobody denies it, but it had 
some good things and from everything one can learn something. And what we had to do to 
take the good things and move on and remove the bad things… but we did only stupid and 
wrong things, this is what we did”. (Daniel, Romania) 

Another evaluation of the situation after the transition in Hungary is expressed by Katalin: 

„ Before I opposed that political system, nowadays I find myself opposing this one. I 
automatically strive for balance. I don’t agree at all that everything we had during 
socialism can be classified as wrong or evil. Then I thought socialism ought to have 
absorbed a lot from capitalism, now I feel the present capitalism here should retain certain 
aspects from socialism.“ (Katalin) 

Trust in politics after the transition is both in Hungary and Romania rather low. Furthermore, 
there is a development from emergent practices in civil society towards more established non-
governmental organisations. Linked to this, there seems to be a shift in motives of being involved 
in civil society: from social engagement towards motives related to job opportunity and social 
mobility. Also new challenges are mentioned due to the changed political and economic regime. 
Csaba who is involved in an umbrella organisation for trade union in Hungary formulates the 
challenges of the trade union as follows: 
 

„Trade unions’ social recognition is very low now. I think if they only deal with internal 
organisational matters it will stay that way. I have tried recently to work on broader social 
issues like poverty, moonlighting, the Roma, demographic trends. At least posing the 
relevant questions we should address. Of course giving answers can’t be postponed for 
long.  Trade Unions need to develop approaches of openness one social matters, need to 
consult with experts, researchers, the actual cabinet members etc. to be fully integrated. We 
experience social change on a tremendous scale. It is possible to say to people: Create 
your own futures, be enterpreneurs, seek new markets but people don’t seem to be ready for 
that. Such questions  - in proportion – should be dealt with within the unions. Before the 
transition the communication wit society was a rather empty category, nowadays its 
significance is constantly growing.“ (Csaba, Hungary) 

2. Main key-points Etgace – Re-Etgace 

The main issues from Etgace key findings (Celis, Snik, Stroobants and Wildemeersch, 2001) 
related with learning for active citizenship and governance are discussed now comparatively, 
using in our argumentation the new data from the Hungarian and Romanian reports. In Etgace 
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there have been identified several major topics, we are presenting them first, in a summarised 
form, and discuss then the main results from Romania and Hungary. Our analysis concentrates on 
the findings that confirm the general Etgace conclusions, but also presents different perspectives 
from those pointed out in the previous research process.  

 
2. 1. General context 

a) Problems of 
the welfare state 
as key context 

Understanding the major changes in the concept and practices of active citizenship and 
governance in Central and Eastern European Context, in general in post-communist 
countries, seems to be more complex than in the post-welfare, western European 
countries. It is necessary to link the current conditions (political, economical, social and 
cultural) with the main opportunities of democracy (liberty of speech, right of 
association, political pluralism, free market) and at the same time with the major 
problems of transition (economic instability, unemployment, poverty). Not only the 
significance of problems associated with the welfare-state, where citizens are consumers 
and customers (considered representative in Etgace), but the ways in which people give 
meanings to the new opportunities of democracies are relevant. 
 

b) Concern for 
‘democratic 
deficit’ 
 
 
 

The “democratic deficit” in Central and Eastern European countries is also 
acknowledged. Nevertheless, despite similar consequences, the motives invoked are 
different than in western culture where established mechanisms of democratic 
government are not trusted anymore. Sometimes the reasons invoked for non-
participation are inequalities or lack of access to resources, lack of democratic skills and 
old mentalities. It is interesting to see that sometimes “frustration or disappointment 
regarding the democratic society” lead to active involvement equally in traditional as 
well as in innovative practices of active involvement. 
 

c) Concern to 
‘remoralise’ 
citizens 

In Etgace a possible solution to the “democratic deficit” is, according to those who 
govern, to ‘re-moralise citizens’ by regenerating their sense of community and collective 
responsibility. In Hungary it is interesting to find similar solutions: co-operation and 
collaboration. In the Romanian report, collaboration and partnership are defined as 
strategies for promoting institutional development. Responsibility seems to be the major 
feature for citizens’ engagement in all the domains and in both countries.  
 

d) Interest to 
decentralise 
government
  

There are not many references to initiatives for decentralising the process and institutions 
of government, despite such initiative are present in the new contexts, as it was 
confirmed in the literature analysis. In the Etgace project a significant effort in this 
direction was acknowledged, for example facilitating citizen’s forum or different 
strategies for encouraging the voluntary sector and NGO’s to play an active role in 
welfare provision. A possible explanation, for the current situation, is the over-use of 
decentralisation as a solution invoked in transition and post-transition period which 
sometimes, in specific circumstances and in combination with a low level of democratic 
behaviour and old mentalities does not work properly.  
 

2. 2. Biographical embeddedness of citizenship learning  

e) Learning 
deeply 
embedded in 
biography 

Similar with Etgace findings, there are very different patterns and personal approaches of 
active citizenship, which are significantly determined by personal biographies. 
Nevertheless the analysis of active citizens’ life paths indicates that beside the subjective 
dimension of active citizenship, it is possible to reach some objective insights looking to 
the construction of social trajectories as active citizens. In Romania, this analysis 
revealed three general types of life-paths of active citizens: single career-single 
transition, dual career-single transition, and single career -multiple transitions. 
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2. 3. Governance: changing contexts  

f) Specific 
contexts highly 
important 

It was acknowledged in Etgace that each national context can provide different meanings 
and specific realities for citizens’ involvement in governance. Indeed the situations 
described and learning strategies people associate with different context may offer data 
about how different forms of governance can be shaped.  There are no many references 
to this process in the current reports, nevertheless, some constraints and opportunities 
responsible for a positive and challenging environment in promoting a good governance 
have been identified. 
 

g) Long-
established 
democracies 
eroding 
structures, new, 
diverse 
challenges for 
diverse issues 

The hypothesis about the erosion of established political structures, considered relevant 
for long established democracies, seems to count also for countries where democracy is 
more recent established. There is acknowledged a low credibility of the political domain 
as well as the mistrust, which is sometimes recognised by people politically involved. A 
different tendency seems to be perceived by those politically involved in a minority 
party. The low attraction to the political domain and an enthusiasm related with actions 
in civil society or work domain is in accordance with Etgace. 
 

h) Recent-
established 
democracies: 
citizenship as a 
moving force for 
democracy 

Active citizens consider their involvement in the democratic social transformations in 
countries in transition/ post-transition as relevant. Despite difficulties acknowledged, 
they are devoted to establishing democratic institutions based on general values like 
human rights, solidarity, and search for truth. Most of the activists are engaged in the 
process of reshaping democracy in society, not only in the state domain, but also in work 
domain (by promoting workers’ rights or developing private initiatives) and in civil 
society (providing public services or working for community building projects). 
 

i) Inequalities, 
exclusion 
new/changing  
contexts,  ability 
to (learn) active 
citizenship 
 
 

Social exclusion in the context of changing societies (new forms of governance and 
various forms of participation) was considered as major problem. Inequality of access to 
these new forms, and unequal opportunities for learning specific skills and behaviours 
relevant for active citizenship have been mentioned as important here. Active citizens 
appear to be highly educated people, also in Central and Eastern Europe. It confirms a 
possible hypothesis about the lack of opportunities for those who have been less 
successful in education. We have to treat this hypothesis with precaution, because maybe 
it is a biased effect of the strategy used in selecting the interviewees (purposeful sample 
and not representative one).   
 

j) Internal 
diversity of each 
context, 
influences on 
learning 

Within the different domains and more concretely also inside of each domain (national or 
local government, minority parties in political domain, trade unions, private or state 
companies in work domain, public services, campaigning groups, NGOs’) there are 
special issues, there is a diversity of patterns of action. Nevertheless skills and 
knowledge which active citizens are exercising in different contexts are sometimes 
transferred between the domains, as people are moving from one domain to another. 
Moreover, there are several examples that illustrate the activism of people in several 
domains at the same time.    
 

2. 4. Learning active citizenship  

k) Learning is 
non-linear, not 
one dimensional,  
often accidental, 
unexpected and 
ad hoc 

Learning active citizenship is indeed an unpredictable process which occurs non-
systematically, it is more governed by unconscious factors than guided by rational 
choices and decisions. There is a clear rationality in subjective, concrete choices of 
citizens’ involvement, however this is much more related with the construction of one’s 
social/professional trajectory than with a learning process. Capacity (effectivity) seems 
to be most relevant for discussing learning strategies in terms of acquiring knowledge 
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and skills. The impact of challenges as catalytic factors determines both intrinsic and 
extrinsic motivations/responsibilities for engaging in a learning process. Connections are 
mainly related with family, significant others and less with specific (collective) 
identities. Here, learning process can be seen as a self-building process which occurs 
through identification and differentiation with significant others.   
 

l) In ‘established 
democracies’, 
being active 
seems to be more   
individualised 
 
 

The “more individualised” process of active involvement seems to be corresponding not 
only to “established democracies”. It is present also in new democracies; nevertheless it 
is a result of totally different conditions and reasons. It is maybe an effect of the legacy 
of the communist system with regard to widespread lack of trust, apathy and non-
participation. The lack of social capital can be considered an opposition to or negation of 
the principles of “collectivism” induced in the communist period. Sometimes, a sense of 
commitment to specific groups, thus a collective identity can be found, but only in a few 
cases, and mainly as expression of ethnic affiliations. 
 

m) The sense of 
identity and 
responsibility 
increasingly 
 located in the 
self 
 

 
There are found several characteristics of active citizenship located into the self 
(responsibility and auto-determination) which confirm the data from Etgace as 
illustrating that learning citizenship becomes increasingly diverse and personal, a self-
building process. 

n) ‘Project 
identities’ in 
changing society  

More than expressing affiliation to collective identities based upon resistance and 
projects, active citizens in Central and Eastern Europe seem to affiliate themselves 
mainly with traditional, legitimising collective identities. Active involvement in a 
traditional way is more common than promoting emergent practices. However, after the 
transition, activists played a major role in the emergent civil society. 

2. 5. Domains and modes of learning  

o) Incidentally 
learning and 
attributes in 
socio- cultural 
processes 

The challenges that generated a learning process were often unpredicted and not for seen. 
Closely related to this, the capacities and attributes to be effective and successful seem to 
be mainly learned by doing. Courage is mentioned as an important requirement to get 
involvement. 
 

p) Learning is 
occurring in all 
domains, often 
related and 
transfer,  
  

Active citizenship is related with all three domains investigated: state, work and civil 
society, practices and learning strategies are founded in all of them. The perspective 
adopted by people active in work domain sometimes reflects the main opinion that active 
citizenship is mainly related with civil and political sphere. The transfer of skills and 
knowledge between the domains is significant, more often people are developing several 
abilities in the civil domain, sometimes also the work domain, using and exploiting them 
in the political sphere.  
 

r) Informal 
modes of 
learning most 
important, 
special interest to 
excluded groups 
 

As in the Etgace project, the respondents mainly indicate that they learned by doing. 
Also contacts and international resources played an important role. Formal education has 
a rather indirect influence on learning. The political transition has offered important 
opportunities for active citizenship concerned with minority issues to get politically 
involved.  
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3. Towards a conceptual model on learning active citizenship 

The goal of this section is to propose a general framework, with the help of which the new 
conceptualisation of the active citizenship and the learning challenges which emerge from new 
democracies could be explained. 

Etgace project started from the premise that in relation with learning citizenship and governance, 
the three dimensions of agency (instrumentality) are important: effectivity, responsibility and 
identity.  During the research process, a conceptual model on the relation between context, 
challenge, capacity and connection has been developed and it functioned as the general 
background for the interviews within the Re-Etgace research. Despite the model offered 
opportunities to frame the data, the national reports of Hungary and Romania seems to demand a 
more differentiated approach. Therefore, it is our intention to elaborate a more detailed model on 
learning for active citizenship, i.e. to design a conceptual model that enables us to have a deep 
understanding of the complexity of issues related to active citizenship and learning in Hungary 
and Romania. 

 

 

 

(3.1) 

 

 

 

 

(3.4) 

(3.3) 

(3.2) 

 

 

 

 

The basic assumption underlying the elaboration of the model is a distinction between three 
general levels: the society as a macro-level, the level of subjectivity and the learning domain as 
micro-level. Following Bourdieu’s idea to bridge the gap between the macro-structural process of 
societal transformations with the micro-level of social action and using a model which links the 

Transition - political: freedom, human soft/hardware, and decentralisation 
     - economical: market demands, privatisation, poverty  

- social: non-participation, trust, corruption, social interaction 
- cultural: minority issues,  identity building, education

Democratic deficit 
contextual dimensions

New definition and 
conceptualisation of 

active citizenship

Dimensions of subjectivity 
- substance (what) 
- mode of subjection (who) 
- work upon the self (how) 

Entreprenurial Symbolic  Professional Resistance 

Challenges with regard to  

Learning process 
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‘objectivism’ (society) with ‘subjectivism’ (the individual), our intention is to propose an 
integrative perspective, a kind of circular path (cf. Bourdieu, 1999; 105 e.v.). It starts from a 
systemic perspective (the context and challenges of transition to democracy), then goes down 
(through subjectivity) describing the micro-level of learning strategies (linked with the ‘habitus’ 
through which people deal with the social world). Finally, it ends up back at the macro-level by 
discussing the challenges and perspectives brought into discussion in relation with the new 
conceptualisation of active citizenship and governance. 

The macro perspective looks to the large-scale transformations induced during transition and 
post-transition to a democratic society and refers to managing the political, economical, socio-
cultural changes. (3.1). The basic source of information to describe these dimensions is the 
literature review and policy analysis. The context of democratisation in transition and post-
transition enables us to focus on the main challenges within society towards active citizenship: 
the democratic deficit and the need for a new definition and content of active citizenship. It is 
acknowledged that these two dimensions are both consequences and challenges of transition from 
post-socialist to democratic societies, and moreover, they seem to be different from the western 
realities.  

The level of subjectivity refers to a second domain of active citizenship, i.e. the kind of relation 
to self someone has as an active citizen (3.2.). The data of the life history method, combined with 
a theoretical framework, enable us to describe active citizenship at the level of subjectivity. These 
data are also the source to conceptualise the third domain, i.e. the learning processes related to 
active citizenship (3.3.).  

These domains are the basic building stones for the creation of a conceptual model. Before 
elaborating each of these domains, it is important to explain the function of the model. First, the 
conceptual model is used to describe the main features of active citizenship in Hungary and 
Romania. As a descriptive model it should enable us to understand the multiple dimensions and 
features of active citizens. However, by combining these three levels, the conceptual model can 
function at the same time in a critical way (3.4.). By critical we do not refer to an act of 
normative judgement, but to the act of making distinctions and establishing a framework to make 
decisions and to take options. In other words, the critical dimension of the model should enable 
us to make connections between the different levels and their characteristics and to articulate the 
critical issues concerning learning for active citizenship and governance.  

3. 1. Citizenship challenged within a changing society  

Democratisation and transition  

The process of transition from a communist regime to a democratic regime has induced many 
challenges to society. Furthermore, it is important to stress that transition itself is a highly 
complex process. In order to have a general understanding of the transition and the challenges it 
caused it is interesting to make a further differentiation. The criterion for this differentiation 
within the process of transition is a rather simple one, i.e. the domains of society in which new 
challenges appear. In analysing social capital and the transition to democracy, Badescu and 
Uslaner (2003:1) started from the premises that “the economic level, institutional legacies and 
socio-cultural traditions are not major factors in either the onset or the outcome of the transition 
process…” and in the former communist countries, “(t)he expectation that political change will 
follow a steady and convergent path towards democratisation” have been more apparent. In order 
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to investigate these dimensions, we should start with the political domain, then discuss the 
economic one, and finally refer to the challenges in the social and cultural spheres.  

Political dimension represents, not only in countries in transition or post-transition, a key issue 
for understanding the transformations taking place in the content and practices of active 
citizenship and governance. Regarding the democratisation process, there are some general lines 
offering a perspective for the analysis of these changes. In the first place, it is about the status and 
the role of the representative government, associated not only with political participation in free, 
fair and frequent elections, but also with the manner in which the representation, consultation and 
negotiation between levels of society is realised. Secondly, it is about citizens’ rights such as: the 
freedom of expression, the right to found and join to autonomous associations and the access to 
alternative, independent sources of information. In a general way, it could be said that on the 
political (and juridical) domain there is the transition to freedom and active involvement. 
However, there appears also to be a difference between formal freedom, a formal political 
framework of representation and formal rights on the one hand (hardware), and a more 
substantive democratic freedom on the other hand (human software). Also the shift from a rather 
centralized governmental regime towards more local levels of government and governmental 
involvement induces specific problems. All these dimensions and challenges could be related 
with active citizenship and governance. Furthermore, in dealing with the learning processes of 
our respondents, it is interesting to focus on how they are dealing with all of these 
transformations and on which meanings and types of rationality are being associated with their 
personal involvement.  

Despite the fact that there is a widespread perception that the level of economic development is a 
good predictor of democratic transition, a more close analysis reveals that the economic sphere is 
just one from the multiple background factors. Nevertheless, there is clear impact of the 
economic development on different aspects related with active citizenship and governance. The 
economic transformations as a response to the demands of a free market, privatisation and the re-
definition of state’s role in relation with private initiatives have an impact on the level of poverty 
and its economic and social consequences. Indeed, the concept freedom could also be used to 
specify the transition within the economic domain: free entrepreneurship and privatization of 
state-owned services and organizations. However these opportunities for economic freedom 
seems also to pose new challenges with regard to economic and social welfare, and specifically 
the problem of poverty reduction. 

Transformations at the social level are clearly determined by the democratic values. The 
disappearance of a strong communist or socialist ideology and identification has influenced the 
social domain. Or more precisely, its disappearance is at the same time a formal condition for a 
rather/more autonomous and independent social domain or civil society to appear. There are 
multiple opportunities for civic engagement and for sustaining a participatory culture, but still the 
commitment to civic goals is questionable. There are, indeed, two categories of problems 
identifiable in respect with social interaction: (1) at the institutional level (corruption, the abuse 
of power) and (2) at the inter-relational level (i.e. social capital: lack of trust, isolation, apathy, 
low level of participation, lack of networking). 

Finally, the transition induces challenges at the cultural level. The communist and socialist 
regimes played an important role with regard to an overall collective, cultural identity (although 
there remained also a kind of cultural differentiation).  The transition to democracy and related 
freedom multiplied the cultural attributes for identification and differentiation, challenged the 
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curriculum for education and opened up room (together with the possibility offered by political 
and juridical changes) for minority issues. 

 ‘Democratic deficit’ and the need for re-definition of active citizenship and governance 

The ‘democratic deficit’ which is acknowledged at the level of the European Union has a specific 
meaning in countries in democratic transition or post-transition. We will discuss first the meaning 
of the democratic deficit in relation with European Union, as emerging in western, European 
union’s countries. The gap between the power authority of EU institutions and the ability of 
citizens to influence and supervise these European institutions seems to be the major problem. 
The analysis of this phenomenon involves not only the discussion of the role of national policies, 
but also an examination of the roles of different institutions, and especially the interrelations and 
interplay between these institutions on the one hand and citizens on the other hand. This 
perspective offer some points of departure to discus the ‘democratic deficit’ in the context of 
Eastern and Central European countries. Indeed, in reality this deficit is not absolute, it is 
situation-bounded, and, more important, there are different conceptualisations and empirical 
descriptions of what is called as ‘democratic deficit’. For example, in the Hungarian report on 
literature review and policy analysis, this democratic deficit is discussed in terms of unbalanced 
efforts to sustain the democratic ‘hardware’ (democratic institutions, legal and political 
structures) and ‘human ware’ (politicians’ credibility and citizens’ efforts to sustain democracy). 
The Romanian report revealed a different approach of the ‘democratic deficit’. More concerns 
have been formulated in terms of a  ‘social capital’ deficit: lack of trust (not only in political class 
but also in fellow citizens), non-participation (political one, and also in voluntary associations, 
civic groups), corruption and the incapacity to promote real reforms. It becomes obviously that in 
some circumstances, it is more appropriate to start from the premises of a ‘social deficit’, as a 
destruction (in the previous political regime), and still an under-development of human, social 
capital in relation with citizens’ social involvement. Of course, it is not a universal truth and in 
relation with the elite of society we can’t generalise the hypothesis of such a deficit. 
Nevertheless, we can consider that the base for social participation is the redefinition of the 
content of active citizens’ involvement in the context of democratisation.  

There are different and multiple social paths and routes for achieving societal participation and 
control, and yet we are interested in how people are becoming active citizens and how state 
institutions are related with its citizens through what we call traditional and new forms of 
governance. As important as expectations for the new types of citizens’ active involvement are, a 
clear description of the content of governance is no less relevant.  

3. 2. Dimensions of active citizenship subjectivity 

This part is an attempt to elaborate a model to frame different types of active citizenship. The 
background of the model or typology is that being an active citizen implies a kind of subjectivity. 
The notion subjectivity refers to the relation someone has to the self, i.e. how I relate to myself, 
how I objectify myself and others, how I problematise myself. This subjectivity or relation to the 
self is not given, but is constructed or learned. Therefore it is possible to understand subjectivity 
as a concrete form of subjectivity. Some examples help us to clarify this idea of forms of 
subjectivity. Someone who looks at oneself as having certain skills and competencies is quite 
different from someone who thinks about the self as a collection of talents. The difference is not 
just a difference of words or concepts, but a different way of objectifying oneself, and related to 
this, a different way of looking at others and at the world. This example also shows that the forms 
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of subjectivity, although they are not stable and given, is not simple something freely chosen by 
an individual. Instead, the idea of ‘choice’ is itself part of a specific form of subjectivity; choices 
make sense for someone who looks at the self in terms of competencies, but is not that important 
for someone who looks at the self as a collection of talents. Thus, subjectivities are not the result 
of a personal choice. Instead, we introduce the notion ‘techniques’ to describe the formation of 
subjectivity. A form of subjectivity is the result or outcome of a specific technique. In order to 
point out which techniques are of major importance to us, it is useful to make a short excursion. 

Within political philosophy and social theory different models have been presented to understand 
the techniques acting upon people and shaping them in a certain way. The theoretical framework 
of Habermas is useful to categorize three important techniques used by people and acting upon 
people, as well as the rationality accompanying them (Habermas, 1981): 

- techniques of production: techniques to produce or change objects, related to a 
instrumental rationality, i.e. a kind of means-end reasoning and using the criteria of 
effectivity. 

- techniques related to systems of signs: techniques to use signs, meaning and symbols, 
related to a communicative rationality and using the criteria of mutual understanding or 
consensus. 

- techniques of power: techniques used to direct the conduct of people, to subject them to 
certain goals and to make an object of human subjects. It is a kind of strategic rationality. 

These techniques and the rationality accompanying them are often related, and can result in the 
promotion of a kind of subjectivity. Marx for example shows that techniques of production force 
people to shape their behaviour and attitudes in a certain way. Also techniques of communication 
and power can act upon people, can shape ‘roles’ and a ‘habitus’. For sure, the subjectivity of an 
active citizenship is part of this complex of techniques, part of a complex of production, 
communicative and power relations. However, in line with the later Foucault, we would like to 
focus on a fourth technique, i.e. techniques of the self. These techniques are not used to ‘work’ 
upon others (like the three previous ones) but used to ‘work’ upon the self: techniques used by 
people to shape their subjectivity in a certain way and with a certain goal, to objectify parts of the 
self in a specific way, to problematise the self accordingly, to work upon the self. Following the 
terminology of Foucault, we refer to these techniques with the notion ethics (Foucault, 1995; 
1984). Ethics, however, does not refer to a moral code, neither to a moral mentality, but to the 
way people within a society shape themselves, i.e. it is a practice of freedom.  

This perspective allows us to ask which kind of techniques of the self are linked up with active 
citizens, i.e. which techniques are used to transform oneself into an active citizen, to construct an 
active citizenship subjectivity. In order to analyse active citizenship at this level, at the level of 
subjectivity and techniques, the following dimensions are proposed (Foucault, 1984): 

-substance (what, material) : as a citizen people objectify the self in a certain way, a specific part 
of the self is brought to attention. This substance could be highly diverse. An example is to 
objectify oneself as someone with an identity, or as someone with skills and attitudes. In short: 
the substance of a subjectivity of an active citizen is an answer to the question ‘which part of 
themselves are people paying attention to, what are they focusing upon, what is important to 
them, what is the part they work on?’ 
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- mode of subjectivation (who): how people relate to themselves is linked up with who they want 
to be. It is a kind of subjection therefore, however not only to be understood in a negative sense 
(subjected to an external force) but also as a condition in order to become someone. An example 
is identification with an ethnic community or becoming a professional. The mode of 
subjectivation, therefore, is the route people take and the rationality people use in order to 
construct their subjectivity as active citizen.  

- work upon the self (how): in order to become or remain an active citizen, some work upon the 
self is required. Also this can be diverse: following specific procedures and using instruments in 
order for example to increase the human capital, to broaden a social network, to develop 
expertise. It is about the means used to work upon the substance and to shape once’s subjectivity 
as active citizen. 

- teleology (why): being an active citizens has a certain goal, it is a practice with a specific 
teleology. It is about the general idea directing the way we objectify, subject and work upon the 
self. Examples are: freedom, economic autonomy, social justice, personal well being.  

3. 3. Figures of active citizens.  Learning strategies and ‘habitus’ 
It is possible to analyse the learning strategies and to unify the four dimensions, in what  
Bourdieu defined as ‘habitus’, as a set of internalised schemes through which citizens perceive, 
understand, appreciate, and evaluate the world (Bourdieu, 1999). The combination of these 
dimensions of technologies of active citizenship enables us to make a cartography of different 
figures of active citizens. Although it is not exhaustive, we think the data allow us to mention 
four figures of active citizenship. It is important to stress that the criteria to distinguish these 
figures are based upon the mode of subjectivation and not for example the domain where they are 
active. Furthermore, we would like to stress these are figures in a literally sense, i.e. conceptual 
fictions based upon our (formal) theoretical framework on the one hand and upon the data of the 
interviews on the other hand.  

Entrepreneurial citizenship 

- substance: human capital and skills, courage, career 
“…Practically I had the courage to quit my job… and really start everything in the 
NGO’ists group”. (George) 
“…in the fall of that year I was a student with the highest grade at sociology. And now I am 
very thrilled, but then it was like this… I realised that for me, for my career, it  was very 
important to study closely social science”. (George) 
„ If you do not take an active stand, things will never move forward.“ (Nelli). 

“I was called to come to this foundation. There was a large scope for my creativity and 
my organising ability.” (Elvira) 

- mode of subjection: subjection to economic tribunal, i.e. an instrumental, calculating, 
entrepreneurial relation to oneself 

“You need some madness… in the moment when my wife came to work for the foundation 
we talked about 2 months whether she should do that and quit her job and come to work 
full time for the foundation…” (George).  
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“… president quitted his job for reasons of old age and the new administrator …embezzled 
some money and he had problems with the law…So after the „old guard” left we had to 
pursue some money and then I got involved more”. (Valy) 
“… we had to do something, we had to continue on the direction we started. (…) we 
realised we could not work without a location. We did not have an alternative we had to do 
something, if not… we understood that there were costs that had to be covered, we had to 
make projects, so we had to do something”.  (Dana) 

- work upon the self: investment in capital, network, contacts 
“With FTIE (Youth Forum for European Integration) I had the idea but I didn’t know what 
to do so I met other peoples, from other organisations and they told us what to do…(w)e 
were learning by doing, so you needed a lot of openness”. (Elena)  
„What I am working on now is to create a horizontal network which enables every member 
to work well in it and lead a life they like for themselves but at the same time to build that 
power which can’t be easily swept aside by others.“ (Izabella) 

“I certainly expanded my social network. I made contact with people who were very 
different from intellectual/ academic circles, some of them were entrepreneurs who had a 
strong sense of getting something back in exchange of their tax payments (installing 
telephones, for example)” (Elvira). 

- teleology: quality of life, personal well-being 
“And in love with this work: the work for the community … of direct, non-mediated and 
straight support.” (George) 

„ My concept of civil society is simple: when we want to do something about our life, 
when we want to shape our future in collaboration with others, when we co-operate to 
solve a local issue and we don’t expect others to turn up with the panacea.“ (Izabella) 

Symbolic citizenship 

- substance: identity 
“I have never been a cadre-type of mobilizer, I have never been committed to official 
political things. Not to expose myself politically – that was my belief at first. Keep politics 
at a distance. I learned this from my parents: Keep a distance from politics but be 
interested in shaping your fate, which needs community spirit and activism! “(Nelli) 
“We, people of the intelligentsia, have a mission. We have to develop not only ourselves, 
but we have a relationship to others, we have responsibility for others… We began to build 
a community.” (János)  
“In 1972 I am the first, in my 18th year, who speaks gipsy in public in the presence of the 
whole country [on TV]. And this shows that this language is existing, that culture is 
existing, and it’s beautiful and honourable…It was about us. This art, without appreciation 
was thought being able to get place for this people… It’s time for this culture to get its civil 
rights.” (Margó) 

- mode of subjection: identification and differentiation, part of community, family 
values 

“… it was a moment of thinking because besides that being flattering to become the 
executive president of an organisation that has as many members in Bihor county as other 
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parties have at a national level , … it is a ..I am responsible for a community of almost 200 
thousand of people” (Sergiu) 
“… I wanted to do something for my people, more than what had been done before and, 
knowing the community problems and its potential, I thought that was wore to just stay 
apart and not get involved when you see things are not right and you can contribute to 
building something in the community where I was born and where I want to stay”.(David) 
“It was so common, like taking a breath of air, the very simple small co-operations inside 
the family and with the neighbours. We joined forces for subsistence…” (János) 

- work upon the self: representation of identity, realisation of values 
“I think that my father was the first person that had an influence on me; he is a very 
persevering men and is a men that studied all the time…and when I was finishing the eight 
grade, he was a student with scholarship”. (Maria) 
„This gave us a realisation of our responsibility as young intellectuals to not only for self-
development but to care for and help others.”(János) 

- teleology: authentic life (in accordance with identity/value) 
“ In the communities I belonged I was always a prime mover.” (Elvira) 
„My whole life is about helping others. I am doing nothing else but fighting for 
others.“(Gábor) 
„I think we are natural part of the world and what is important that we behave, act and 
speak accordingly. If I believe in this principle and carry out in practice therefore I can 
also assume that others will do the same.”(Leó) 

Professional citizenship 

- substance: skills and knowledge, expertise 
“I knew that there was a scope for activism, …I found for myself a way to be engaged in 
activity, which suited my needs. I translated foreign literature in my own professional field, 
wrote resumés, started a newsletter (doing all the tasks that takes), I felt I was doing a 
valuable service. I always found the notion of constantly learning in life attractive.”(Nelli) 
„At the same time I am lecturing on these problems of ecology and of river rehabilitation 
both in Europe and USA. I have also been researching and writing papers on the River 
Danube and disseminate them widely. Certain positions can be filled only with adequate 
knowledge levels.“ (Leó) 
“They closed a branch of the river. It was opened because of our assistance. We acquired 
the financial background, moved the village people to this side. We established a federation 
for the ecological development of the Danube area. We work for the ecological 
rehabilitation of the Danube, but it is always with development of settlements, region and 
tourism. I take part in their life. I am there. We talk about it.” (Leó)  

- mode of subjection: member of professional community 
„Trade unions’ social recognition is very low now … Trade Unions need to develop 
approaches of openness to societal matters, need to consult with experts, researchers… to 
be fully integrated…(Csaba.) 

- work upon the self: using procedures, instruments and language of expertise 
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“We took these administration courses and it helped me very much because it offers 
support. And until that it was very hard for me and I had to do something and to put my 
signature on papers that you didn’t know if were legal or not”. (Valy) 
“ I felt the need for theoretical support and that of a masters degree in Euro- regional 
studies in order to realise to what extent my work field has any relevance… if you don’t 
read and don’t get in touch with other people you can simply stay here and sign contracts, 
reject application forms and that is all, but this does not really work as you risk rejecting a 
lot to good things, relevant outside your office but you don’t know that”. (Maria) 
“…It is possible to say to people: Create your own futures, be enterpreneurs, seek new 
markets but people don’t seem to be ready for that. Such questions - in proportion – should 
be dealt with within the unions. Before the transition the communication with society was a 
rather empty category, nowadays its significance is constantly growing.“ (Csaba.) 

- teleology: personal excellence 
“…, I had to be here something more also … and being a librarian in a high school, I 
changed something in my job description … by making something more than simply book 
lending, as practically as that is, I transformed myself in a consultant in problems of 
pedagogy, teaching methods for all the teachers in the school. (Ana) 
“… How can we help on a most effective way? How can they be prepared to be able to 
shape their lives?” (János)  

„I developed a keen interest in societal issues, in a word politics which channelled me to 
the only option available, i.e. to the active presence in the political movement-side of the 
system. The drive I had was conceived in the notion that I would be able to contribute to 
social betterment. I shared the greenness of the young in believing there is scope for 
improvement and there are opportunities for action. We used the term ’social activity’ then 
and not citizenship activity.“ (Barnabás) 
“For the last 15 years I am involved in providing legal advice. It is my belief that I should 
give all the relevant information to clients (human, sociological, legal) and let them decide 
responsibly. To take on pointless confrontations that confirm the client is sure to lose and 
as a result falls into despair is not my aim. (Zsolt)  
“I totally welcome the legal changes after the system change that make it easier for the 
civil organizations to acquire legal status which enables them to get access to financial 
resources as well. My private self and my professional self in my activities are intertwined 
now, it is difficult for me to make a distinction.” (Nelli) 

Resistance citizenship 

- substance: power, oppression  
“I felt offended, oppressed by the system as…as a human being and as a Hungarian. So I 
felt that also the ethnic dimension was threatened… (Cristi) 
„ I am not afraid of losing a job. I know what it is to be without employment. I experienced 
it several times. So, I am not afraid of conflicts, I am willing to take them up, more than 
others.“(Nelli) 
“We organized a protest for solving the problem of the refusal of compulsory military 
service, campaigned to free imprisoned victims. Then the classical political- action 
repertoire was used, trying to influence MP’s with letters, providing them with materials, 
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raising the agenda in journals. Our aim was to put the theme on the agenda of public 
discourse. Freedom of religion, freedom of thought were important to us.“ (Zsolt) 

- mode of subjection: de-subjectivation, resistance 
“We made a magazine. This was in…1989 was the revolution so this was in 1990 and then 
I had the greater cultural shock, with the democratic Romania which I expected things to 
be different but we did not succeed. The magazine was a humorous one and was focused on 
the Romanian educational system and on teachers…. the magazine…. So we were kicked 
out of school in what was a national and international scandal…” (Dana) 
„… I also believe that a normal healthy person with a sound mind would be anti gun and 
against weapons and pro nature. I believe people should aspire to be open and honest with 
themselves.”(Leó) 
„My activities are mainly of critical nature to the traditional church-phenomena. The 
Bokor movement is a critical movement, trying to carve out an alternative life-style based 
on values represented by the classical Jesus Christ (denying aggression, force, violence, 
militarism, guns etc.).“ (Zsolt) 
“When I was a child in short trousers I chased butterflies on that meadow. Then I suddenly 
felt, that they were depriving me of my roots, which meant a dream world for me. It was at 
the same time when nature and environment protective movements evolved in Hungary. We 
protested against developing these meadows.” (Sándor) 
„We organised a protest for solving the problem of refusing to do compulsory military 
service, fought to free the imprisoned victims. Then the classical political action-repertoire 
was used, trying to influence MP-s with letters, preparing them with materials, raising the 
issue in journals. Our aim was to put the theme into the agenda of public discourse. 
Freedom of religion, freedom of thought were important to us.“ (Zsolt) 

- work upon the self: permanent searching for truth 
“I am an only child and I realised later that this involves more responsibilities than in 
families with more children, why: because you are the only hope, you must comply with the 
ideal image of your parents, to make compromises, and it’s not that easy… I decided to 
leave home, I needed this kind of experience, a detachment from my parents because till 
then I was overprotected. This means that I was protected from all external context and I 
needed to experiment my own life on my own”. (Elena) 
„When I was a leader in the CYO I had a chance to influence decisions on how to 
distribute the financial assistance to students based on their social situations. I went for the 
social truth whenever I could, for example I did not let a class mate’s acting up be accepted 
by others. She presented herself as someone coming from a very poor rural family however 
I knew that the family was a very profitable agricultural producer. Others really needy 
would have been pushed out. My relationship to the political system, my search for truth 
and my wish to help were mixed together.“ (Izabella) 

- teleology: justice, freedom 
„I didn’t want to refuse going to the compulsory military service before university, as I 
was really pleased to be admitted to the university. However I have no doubt about it that 
this forced military service is a bad thing, incompatible with human rights… (Zsolt.) 
“I loved to write about the truth…” (Izabella)  
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“The union was grounded in 1990. The union, which started originally as a movement for 
protecting the personal interests of those who chose the unarmed military service, became 
a movement against every form of violence.” (Zsolt) 

„My parents were demanding in terms of schooling, cultural activities and even in human 
relations, their standards had to be met…My father was adamant to make the people 
confront their past. Human values counted much for him.“ (Elvira) 

 
Entrepreneurial citizenship 
 ‘active citizenship as an entrepreneurial act and related to one’s own well being’ 

e.g. the respondents who set up a non-governmental organisation or private enterprise 
after being confronted with unemployment or rejection. They look at themselves as 
having the courage and skills to be autonomously involved, and in need of investment 
both in themselves and in the organisation to remain successful. Quality of life through 
entrepreneurial success seems to be the horizon of their activity. 

Symbolic citizenship 
‘active citizenship as a matter of identification and related to living a authentic, valuable 
life’ 

e.g. the respondents that are challenged by issues of identity at the level of family 
relations and/or group relations. It is about the respondents who confront challenges at a 
symbolic level. They stress the importance of values and cultural identity and seek ways 
to represent, develop or defend their identity. For these respondents being active is about 
having an articulated relation to one’s identity (and related values or connections). 

Professional citizenship 
 ‘active citizenship as an activity based on expertise and excellence’ 

e.g. the respondents being part of organisations and understanding themselves as being 
professionally active in civil society, politics or economics. They understand what they 
are doing in terms of expertise, and want to achieve a certain level of excellence in this 
expertise. Being active is regarded here as a professional job; not just being paid, but also 
having the expertise to offer adequate services. 

Resistance citizenship 
‘active citizenship as an act of resistance and going through a process of de-
subjectivation’ 

e.g. the respondents who feel oppressed by power relations at different levels and who 
look at themselves as autonomous actors.  

The figures of active citizenship subjectivity allow us to deal in a rather specific way with the 
learning processes. Learning could be regarded as a basic factor in the process of subjectivation, 
and therefore differentiated along the modes of subjectivation. But learning, and especially 
transitional learning as conceptualised in the research project, could also be a process of 
transformation from one figure of active citizenship to another. Or, more specifically it is 
possible to ask, on the one hand for the type of learning processes typical for each of the four 
figures of active citizenship, and on the other hand for the learning processes that induce a shift 
from one figure of active citizenship towards another.  
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3. 4. Learning active citizenship in a challenged society 

The general scheme allows us to discuss some rather specific questions with regard to the relation 
between society, active citizenship and learning. Of course, it is not our goal to answer these 
questions here, but rather to use these questions to articulate some important themes related to 
learning for active citizenship in the changing societies of Hungary and Romania. 

- Are there connections between the societal challenges and the different figures of active 
citizenship?  

- Are the challenges asking for a rather specific figure of active citizenship?  

- Are some figures of active citizenship more useful in dealing with the challenges than 
others? 

- Are there figures of active citizenship that are the manifestation of other challenges/ 
conditions? 

- Is it necessary to take into account the different figures of active citizen when thinking 
about policy strategies for training?  

- Is a differentiation in policies on training for active citizenship required due to the 
differentiation in figures of active citizenship? 

For sure, this list of questions is not exhaustive. They are the most important ones taking into 
account the different elements of the conceptual framework. Additional research results and 
literature research should enable us to find both theoretical and empirical evidence for all the 
elements of the conceptual model, to make a selection of the most important questions and to find 
directions to answer them. Moreover, the conceptual model and the questions it allows us to ask 
could enable us to concentrate on topics and themes which have important policy implications 
and to formulate adequate policy recommendations.  
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